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Abstract
The pragmatic turn is a recent trend in cognitive science in which more and more emphasis is put
on the action as playing a constitutive role for cognitive processing. The sensorimotor contingen-
cies theory (SMCT) goes along with this trend in putting the interaction process of an agent with
its environment at the heart of perception and cognition. According to this theory, perceptions
are emerging from the knowledge about the relations between sensory and motor signals that are
experienced while enacting the world. Those relations, the sensorimotor contingencies (SMC),
define how sensory input changes as an effect of own movements and are believed to be a key
building block of lower-level perceptional and possibly higher-level cognitive processes.
In this thesis, we investigate the implications of adopting this perspective for artificial intelli-
gence and robotics. We discuss learning and control in artificial agents based on SMCs and how
it is different from classical approaches. This discussion is approached by investigating several
aspects of SMCs for artificial intelligence. First, we use information-theoretic tools to identify
SMCs in an operating robot and discuss what the robot can learn about itself and its environ-
ment by learning the SMCs that are inherent to its brain-body-environment system. Second, we
show how captured SMCs can be utilized for learning of tasks-oriented behavior by employing
reinforcement learning methodology. Third, we draw parallels with human models of SMCs and
discuss how they could translate to control of artificial systems.
Our results show that by observing its SMCs, an agent can learn a lot from its sensorimo-
tor stream during interaction with the environment. Importantly, a minimal amount of exter-
nally provided knowledge is required when letting the agent self-explore its sensorimotor space
through (initially) random movements. The learned SMCs can provide the agent with certain
knowledge about its morphology, the type of its sensors and their topological arrangement. It can
furthermore identify and discriminate environmental structures such as objects. By providing a
notion of intentions it can finally learn which actions affect its internal values or rewards in which
way, in order to select reward-maximizing actions.

Zusammenfassung
Ein entscheidender Wechsel ist jüngst in den Kognitionswissenschaften zu beobachten, der so-
genannte pragmatic turn, in dem der Handlung mehr und mehr Bedeutung als konstituierendes
Element für kognitive Prozesse beigemessen wird. Die sensorimotor contingency theory (SMCT)
geht mit diesem Trend, indem sie den Interaktionsprozess eines Agenten mit seiner Umwelt
in den Mittelpunkt von Wahrnehmung und Kognition stellt. Nach dieser Theorie entstehen
Wahrnehmungen aus dem Wissen über die Relationen zwischen sensorischen und motorischen
Signalen, die während der Interaktion mit der Welt erfahren werden. Diese Relationen, die senso-
rimotor contingencies (SMC) genannt werden, definieren, wie sich sensorischer Input als Ergebnis
von eigenen Bewegungen ändert und werden als Bausteine von Wahrnehmungen niedriger Ebe-
nen, sowie von potentiell höheren kognitiven Prozessen betrachtet.
In dieser Arbeit untersuchen wir die Implikationen dieser Ansichtsweise für die Künstliche
Intelligenz und Robotik. Wir behandeln auf SMCs basierendes Lernen und Steuerung in kün-
stlichen Agenten und wie diese sich von klassischen Ansätzen unterscheiden. Wir nähern uns
der Diskussion durch Untersuchung von verschiedenen Aspekten von SMCs für die Künstliche
Intelligenz. Erstens bedienen wir uns informationstheoretischer Werkzeuge um SMCs in einem
operierenden Roboter zu identifizieren und erörtern, was der Roboter über sich selbst und seine
Umwelt lernen kann, indem er die SMCs seines brain-body-environment Systems erlernt. Zweitens
zeigen wir auf, wie durch Verwendung von Methoden des Verstärkenden Lernens, erfasste SMCs
zum Lernen von anwendungsorientierten Verhalten benutzt werden können. Drittens ziehen wir
Parallelen zu Modellen von menschlichen SMCs und erörtern, wie diese auf die Steuerung von
künstlichen Systemen übersetzt werden können.
Unsere Resultate zeigen, dass ein Agent durch Beobachten der eigenen SMCs während der
Interaktion mit der Umgebung eine Menge aus seinem sensomotorischen Signalströmen lernen
kann. Interessanterweise ist ein nur minimales extern bereitgestelltes Wissen notwendig, wenn
der Agent seinen sensomotorischen Zustandsraum durch anfangs zufällige Bewegungen selbst
erkundet. Die gelernten SMCs können dem Agenten bestimmtes Wissen über seine Morpholo-
gie, die Art seiner Sensoren und ihrer topologischen Anordnung vermitteln. Des weiteren kann
er Strukturen seiner Umwelt als Objekte identifizieren und zwischen ihnen unterscheiden. In-
dem er mit Intention versehen wird, kann er schliesslich lernen, welche Handlungen sein in-
ternes Werte- oder Belohnungssystem auf welche Weise beeinflussen, um somit belohnungsmax-
imierende Handlungen ausführen zu können.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation: embodied sensorimotor learning as op-
posed to symbol processing
How can artificial agents acquire cognitive abilities that enable them to survive in real-world en-
vironments, where humans and animals are situated in? In order to deal with such a world, they
need to exhibit certain capabilities, such as robustness against noise and failure, generalization
and real-time processing. However, most traditional AI systems are lacking those capabilities.
Classical approaches from good old-fashioned artificial intelligence (GOFAI) often view cognition as
a process of world-mirroring, i.e., representing the world in form of abstract symbols in a cen-
tral processing unit—a brain—that performs computations on those representations in order to
control the agent. Control engineers thus try to accurately model the agent and its environment
mathematically and then hard-code or hand-tune the control strategy that operates in a sense-
think-act architecture, often employing if-then rules. Why is this approach flawed?
First of all, modeling can become a difficult task when artificial systems become more and
more complex. Matters are enormously complicated if these are compliant systems, which are
notoriously hard to model and analyze. In light of the current trend of “soft robotics” this truly
becomes obstructive and calls for novel approaches [see e.g., Pfeifer et al., 2012].
Moreover, modeling must also include the agent’s world. This might seem a reasonable task
in artificially controlled environments such as factory facilities, but the situation is different in
environments humans live in. Those are infinitely rich in features that dynamically vary on many
spatial and temporal scales. It would require huge computational capacities to fully model those
features and it would be a horrendous task to persistently update the model. No biological agent
has such capacities and in fact, does not need them, but instead, needs to cope with some heavy
amount of uncertainty, in combination with attentional mechanisms to filter out relevant infor-
mation. But not only the richness of the real world challenges intelligent behavior. Additionally,
the information an agent receives about itself and the world is limited. It depends on the type,
number and distribution of its sensors. Those being physical devices, sensory signals are always
subject to random fluctuations—noise that contaminates received information and might occlude
relevant parts of it. Thus, artificial agents must possess robustness against noise and uncertainty
in order to survive in the real world.
Furthermore, in the real world, no two situations are ever the same. Hence, the agent needs to
be able to generalize from what it already knows to novel situations. This means it has to adapt its
plans and movements to the new conditions, in order to stay flexible and cope with a variety of
problems. Obviously, no if-then rule-based control strategy can provide this generalization ability
in the real world, where the amount of possible situations is inconceivable.
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Pfeifer and Scheier [1999] have summarized more fundamental problems that underly the
classical approach. For instance, modeling the world always implies the problem of keeping the
model in tune with the environment, which is dynamically changing. Additionally, symbolic rep-
resentations need to be related to the real world. Symbols have meaning only to the designer or
user of an artificial system. However, if it is to autonomously engage the real world, the meaning
of the symbols must be grounded in the agent’s interaction with the world. To solve those prob-
lems, they argue, an embodied agent must be situated, i.e., it must be able to perceive the world
on its own by interacting with it, without a human interpreter in the loop.
Therefore, rather than detailed symbolic modeling by the human designer, the autonomous
interaction with the world, involving active exploration of own capabilities and taking into ac-
count the sensorimotor processes inherent to those interactions, seems to be the key to artificial
agents that fulfill the real-world requirements mentioned in the beginning.
1.2 The pragmatic turn and sensorimotor contingencies
Setting the focus of explanation on the interaction between an agent and its environment and
explicitly taking into account the physical properties of its body seems to be an emerging key
concept in all disciplines throughout the area of cognitive science. Moreover, in those interaction
processes, the role of action for perception and cognition was revealed by many researchers as
being of major importance. As Engel [2010] put it, cognitive science witnesses “a pragmatic turn
away from the traditional representation-centered framework toward a paradigm that focuses on
understanding the intimate relation between cognition and action.” Rather than the capability
to create world-models in the brain, which are retrieved for processes like thinking or planning,
cognition should be understood as the capacity of “enacting” the world [Varela et al., 1991], as
a skillful activity involving the agent’s current interaction with its environment [see also Engel
et al., 2013].
1.2.1 Voices of the pragmatic turn
First articulated by philosophers and later picked up by psychologists, such ideas have been
circulating for over a century. The next paragraphs will briefly sketch the historic development
of the pragmatic turn.
The American pragmatist John Dewey (1859–1952) stated:
Upon analysis, we find that we begin not with a sensory stimulus, but with a sen-
sorimotor coordination [...] and that in a certain sense it is the movement which is
primary, and the sensation which is secondary, the movement of the body, head and
eye muscles determining the quality of what is experienced. In other words, the real
beginning is with the act of seeing; it is looking, and not a sensation of light [Dewey,
1896, pp. 358–359].
Similarly, the French phenomenologist Merleau Ponty (1908–1961) acknowledged the active na-
ture of perception when he wrote:
Since all the movements of the organism are always conditioned by external influ-
ences, one can, if one wishes, readily treat behavior as an effect of the milieu. But
in the same way, since all the stimulations which the organism receives have in turn
been possible only by its preceding movements which have culminated in exposing
the receptor organ to the external influences, one could also say that the behavior is
the first cause of all the stimulations [Merleau-Ponty, 1963, p. 13].
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He pleaded against a representationalist view and advocated cognition as being an active process
of “world-making” instead of “world-mirroring”. Besides the phenomenological considerations,
implications for sensorimotor learning were analyzed. The psychologist and epistemologist Jean
Piaget (1896-1980) identified a pragmatic component in child development:
There exists a sensorimotor or practical intelligence whose functioning extends that of
the mechanisms of a lower level: circular reactions, reflexes and, still more profoundly,
the morphogenetic activity of the organism itself [Piaget, 1952, p. 357].
Somewhat more radical rejections of the representationalist view were articulated by Varela et al.
[1991], who defined cognition as embodied action. They emphasized that perception consists of
processes for determining possible actions and that perceiving a world, i.e., being aware of it,
means knowing possibilities for different actions in the current interaction:
Thus the overall concern of an enactive approach to perception is not to determine
how some perceiver-independent world is to be recovered; it is, rather, to determine
the common principles or lawful linkages between sensory and motor systems that
explain how action can be perceptually guided in a perceiver-dependent world [Varela
et al., 1991, p. 173].
Seeking for a compromise between the cognitivist and pragmatist frameworks (see also Sec-
tion 1.3), Clark [1997] grants a functional role—traditionally believed to be immanent to the brain
only—to bodily and environmental characteristics. This leads him to an extended framework in
which, besides aspects of the world, also possible actions are prescribed in internal states:
... it may for some purposes be wise to consider the intelligent system as a spatio-
temporally extended process not limited by the tenuous envelope of skin and skull.
[...] the traditional divisions among perception, cognition, and action look increas-
ingly unhelpful. With the demise of the central executive, perception and cognition
look harder to distinguish in the brain. And the division between thought and action
fragments once we recognize that real-world actions often play precisely the kinds
of functional roles more usually associated with internal processes of cognition and
computation [Clark, 1997, p. 221].
From those quotations it becomes apparent that the idea of a pragmatic nature of cognition
has been around for over a century (and was constantly developed further), yet it has not found
its way into the mainstream theories of cognitive science and artificial intelligence.
1.2.2 Sensorimotor contingencies (SMC)
Along similar lines of argumentation as the ones from proponents of the pragmatic turn in cogni-
tive science, the sensorimotor contingency theory (SMCT) was articulated by O’Regan and Noë
[2001]. They define the lawful way in which one’s sensory input varies as one moves around in
the world as what they call sensorimotor contingencies (SMC). In their view, it is the SMCs that
distinguishes perceptions from each other (e.g., vision from hearing, or using a cup from using
a pen): “the structure of the rules governing the sensory changes produced by various motor ac-
tions” [O’Regan and Noë, 2001, p. 941, their emphasis]. According to their theory, SMCs are the
key ingredients of perception, the building blocks that constitute cognition. Importantly, percep-
tion and cognition are not simply happening in the agent’s brain, but are rather emerging from
the interaction process itself. The brain is rather supporting cognition by enabling exercise and
mastery of SMCs. Having mastery of SMCs then means to be aware of the world, by knowing the
SMCs under the current engagement with the world.
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SMCT has been introduced to explain mainly phenomena in visual perception of humans.
However, beyond this lower, perceptional level, SMCT can also account for higher cognitive con-
cepts such as that of objects. Objects can be defined by the patterns of regularity in the sensory
inputs as a function of motor output, that are inherent to the possible manipulations of them. To
perceive an object is to correctly understand that those regularities are present while interacting
with it, and furthermore to understand the capacity to move and hence elicit certain changes in
the sensory system.
As the example of object concepts indicates, proponents of SMCT believe that the idea on the
sensorimotor level can be generalized to action-outcome contingencies, where the notion of “ac-
tion” is not restricted to bodily movements, but can encompass movement sequences or mental
actions [e.g., Maye and Engel, 2012a]. The generalization could hence explain higher-level cog-
nitive processes such as planning, reasoning and decision making, which would take SMCT a
critical step further towards a unified theory of cognition. In fact, the very idea is pursued by the
research project “Extending sensorimotor contingencies to cognition” (eSMCs)1. Three types of
(extended) SMCs have been proposed by the project consortium, which comprise contingencies
at different levels of complexity and time [Maye and Engel, 2012a; eSMCs, 2010]:
• modality-related eSMCs: This first type captures the specific changes of the sensory
signal in a single modality depending on the agent’s action. Examples are the dif-
ferent perspective distortions resulting from visual sensor movements and robot
locomotion, sound pressure profile changes when the robot rotates, or the depen-
dence of the force-feedback from the force exerted by a gripper. This is the most
basic type of eSMCs which, according to SMCT [O’Regan and Noë, 2001] distin-
guishes the qualities of sensory experiences in the different sensory channels like
”seeing“, ”hearing“, ”touching“ etc. This type of contingency is addressed by the
SMCT in its original formulation.
• object-related eSMCs: The second type concerns the effects on the sensory system
that are specific for each object under consideration, and are inherently supra-
modal. Thus, they describe the multi-sensory impression an object leaves upon
a set of actions of the agent. An example is given by the different visual and
force feedback signals received when touching a sponge, a piece of cardboard, or
a piece of wood. This type of eSMCs identifies the object under consideration,
and exercising actions from a set of object-specific eSMCs corresponds to per-
ceiving this object. It is one of the fundamental claims of the approach pursued
here, though, that the observed relations between actions and sensory changes
are sufficient for recognizing a particular object. Object-specific eSMCs are more
numerous and more complex than modality-specific eSMCs.
• intention-related eSMCs: The third type denotes a proposed novel generalization
of the concept of sensorimotor contingencies and considers the long-term cor-
relation structure between complex actions/action sequences and the resulting
outcomes or rewards, which the agent learns to predict. We propose that these
intention-related contingencies capture the consequences of an agent’s actions on
a more general level and on extended time scales. These complex eSMCs would
also include contingencies that are cognitively simulated by the agent and do
not relate to factual movement. After learning these eSMCs they could be used
to predict if an action will be rewarding or not, and rank alternatives. At the
same time this kind of contingencies can be the basis for action plans that involve
several steps to reach an overall goal. Another consequence is that in this way an-
1EU-FP7, IST-270212, http://esmcs.eu
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ticipation and anticipatory behavior, and the sense of agency could be grounded
in eSMCs [eSMCs, 2010].
Extending SMCT has far-reaching implications in several areas of cognitive science. The
present thesis addresses the role of SMCT (and its extensions) in artificial intelligence. How does
SMCT help with building artifacts that fulfill the requirements posed by the real world? What
implications does it have for perception and learning? But before addressing those issues, in or-
der to understand how this approach is special, the following section will illustrate how artificial
agents have been treated before in the quest to artificial intelligence.
1.3 SMCs in the landscape of cognitive paradigms
Where does SMCT find itself in the landscape of cognitive and perceptual theories? How is it
different from other concepts and what does it share with them? This section tries to answer these
questions by giving an overview of the different paradigms that cognitive science and artificial
intelligence were mainly concerned with during the last century and relating them to SMCT.
1.3.1 Functionalism
In the 1950s and 1960s, the main target of explanation were aspects of higher-level human in-
telligence such as abstract reasoning, problem-solving, knowledge representation and planning.
Those aspects, it was claimed, can be understood by modeling mental states in an abstract sym-
bolic way in which they can be manipulated by algorithmic rules. Importantly, mental states
can be identified solely with their functional role, on a level of abstraction that is independent
of implementation and execution, i.e., independent of the hardware it is implemented on and
of the environment it is executed in. Due to this reduction of cognitive processes to functional
computation over symbols, this paradigm is known as functionalism [Putnam, 1975] (also: cog-
nitivism [Fodor, 1975], or computationalism [Horst, 2011]). The body plays a secondary role and
is simply something that is being controlled. The main emphasis is on the brain that has percep-
tions, beliefs, thoughts, feelings and the capability to act, as long as it is sustained by the body in
the right way, e.g., feeding it with sensory information, or providing it with actuators.
The idea that cognition can be fully attributed to the isolated brain as a device performing
symbolic computations [Newell and Simon, 1976] was appealing, especially in light of the up-
coming personal computer, which suddenly provided a universal tool to equip artificial devices
with seemingly any kind of human-level intelligence. Indeed, this kind of good old-fashioned artifi-
cial intelligence (GOFAI) [Haugeland, 1985] proved to be very successful in formal domains such
as chess-playing, text-search or data-mining (think of search engines, expert systems or computer
games, for instance). Even in the area of robotics, which involves physical interfaces to the real
world, this paradigm works extremely well for applications such as manufacturing, where the
plant is precisely known.
For applications in less predictable environments, this approach experienced some serious
problems (more on that below), but traditional functionalism was also attacked by computational
linguistics—one of its own flagships. Lakoff and Johnsen [1980] emphasized the deep entan-
glement between bodily experience (through interaction with the world) and the meaning and
articulation of abstract concepts that is reflected in the human language.
This functionalist view on cognition is a far way from SMCT, which is of anti-representa-
tionalist nature (at least regarding the symbolic form of representations) and puts the interaction
with the environment in the focus. SMCT rather speaks of perceptions as continuous, emergent
patterns in the sensory and motor systems that are present during continuous interaction of the
agent with its environment.
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1.3.2 Connectionism
The connectionist approach [Feldman and Ballard, 1982; McClelland et al., 1986] comes closer to
that view, as it acknowledges the emergent nature of mental behavior. It regards mental phe-
nomena as resulting from the interplay of distributed and parallel computations, performed in
networks of interconnected simple processing units (the most prominent example being artifi-
cial neural networks). After having been abandoned in the late 1960s, when Minsky and Papert
[1987] demonstrated the limits of single-layered Perceptrons and their inability to handle even
simple functions like XOR, the connectionists approaches became very popular among scientists
during the 1980s, when the power of neural networks was recognized through algorithms like
Backpropagation. Although emergence is acknowledged for the first time, connectionism still lim-
its cognition to processes within the brain and ignores the properties of body and environment,
or their interplay with neural processes.
1.3.3 Embodiment, situated and behavior-based robotics
The largest criticism on the functionalist paradigm came from the area of behavior-based robotics
and artificial intelligence, where the sense-think-act architecture appeared to be an obstacle for
even simple real-world interactions [Brooks, 1986]. Here, information about the environment is
sampled through physical sensors, noisy and incomplete and actions are mediated by physical
devices with imprecise outcomes and dynamics that impose tight temporal constraints [Pfeifer
and Scheier, 1999]. Moreover, it was shown that already with minimal or even without compu-
tational processing performed by a brain or controller, artificial devices can achieve behaviors
that one would call cognitive, only by simple neural structures or by clever mechanical design
of the body. The most illustrating examples are the Braitenberg-vehicles [Braitenberg, 1986], the
tortoises by Walter [1953], or the passive dynamic walker [McGeer, 1990].
One key insight was that behavior cannot be sub-divided into components that play function-
ally distinctive roles. Rather, behavior emerges as a result from the recurrent and nonlinear inter-
play between brain, body and environment [Steels, 1993; Pfeifer and Scheier, 1999]. Instead of a
serial chain of computational routines, in order to explain this emergent nature, the usage of Dy-
namical Systems Theory was suggested to be a more appropriate modeling framework, where no
privileged status was attributed to anything like a “central processing unit” [Beer, 1995]. Bodily
and environmental characteristics play as central a role in a rather fluid and flexible sensorimotor
coupling that leads to cognition and intelligence.
SMCT comes very close to this view, in putting the sensorimotor coupling in the main fo-
cus. SMCT and its extension go further by claiming that perception and cognition are defined by
this coupling—these contingencies—and that their specific structure is what causes percepts of
concepts like objects or colors.
Undoubtedly, early attempts of the embodied, situated and behavior-based approach could
explain intelligence merely on a basic level, far away from cognitive capacities like abstract rea-
soning or problem solving. However, it was argued that in the history of evolution the achieve-
ment of basic insect-level behavior took exponentially more time than the remaining steps to
human-level cognitive capabilities. Similarly, in the study of cognition, the hard part is to first
understand seemingly simple, yet robust and adaptive behavior, after which understanding of
higher-level intelligence will follow more easily [Brooks, 1990, 1991]. With similar arguments,
Beer [2008] proposed to study the emergent dynamics in the interplay between brain, body and
environment first in simple model systems, in order to develop the tools necessary to analyze
complex animal and human systems in future.
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1.3.4 Embodied cognition, enaction and extended mind
The embodiment movement had reached also researchers beyond robotics (e.g., psychology, lin-
guistics, neuroscience, philosophy, general artificial intelligence). Beyond agreeing on the major
importance of the body and its interaction with the world for the behavior of an agent, they soon
collected evidence that also higher-level cognition is actually grounded in this interaction and
bodily properties.
In the enactivist approach, the separation between body and brain is discarded altogether
and the body is seen as a whole [Varela et al., 1991; Di Paolo et al., 2010]. This further lead the
proponents to the body being constitutive for concepts like agency, autonomy and autopoiesis,
where its identity is closely tied to autonomous processes of self-construction. An important
aspect is the active role of the agent: in order to make sense of the world it must actively engage
it. Through this active engagement or enaction only, cognition is emerging.
The active touch of “world-making” is fully in line with SMCT which similarly claims that sta-
ble perceptions of the world do not occur through matching of stimuli with internal world mod-
els, but can only form by actively interacting with it (“the world as an outside memory” [O’Regan
and Noë, 2001, p. 1019]).
The traditional functionalist paradigm was also further developed to account for the legit-
imate criticism from proponents of embodiment. The extended functionalism (also: extended
mind theory) [Clark and Chalmers, 1998; Wheeler, 2011], still abides by the view that cogni-
tion can be seen as functional computation, but it is extended to enclose not only the brain as
processing device, but also other physical media such as the body and even the environment.
Computation is “outsourced” from the brain to body parts, tools and objects that are involved in
the sensorimotor processing stream. Those bodily and environmental features form an extension
of the implementational resources that preserve cognitive computations. In that sense, embod-
iment acts as pre-processing of informational signals through an appropriate sensory apparatus
(cf. information-self-structuring [Pfeifer et al., 2007]) The extended mind theory thus shares ideas
with morphological computation that demonstrates how a physical system such as the body of an
agent can perform computations, provided that it has a moderate degree of compliance or soft-
ness [Pfeifer and Bongard, 2007; Hauser et al., 2012; Pfeifer et al., 2012].
1.4 Thesis overview
Can the action-centered, pragmatic view lead to more robust perception, learning and control
frameworks for artificial agents than classical GOFAI approaches provide? What requirements
must be fulfilled in order to apply the sensorimotor contingency approach to robots? How does
SMCT integrate into existing concepts such as that of internal models, body schema, or reinforce-
ment learning?
In an attempt to answer those and related questions, the collection of papers presented in
this thesis investigates the applicability of the theoretical concepts of (extended) sensorimotor
contingencies to artificial agents from several different viewpoints. After providing background
information about related work and concepts relevant to our approaches in Chapter 2, the main
results and achievements are summarized in the subsequent chapters, while leaving the details of
methodology to the attached papers. Implications of an information-theoretic view on SMCT are
investigated in Chapter 3. Here, we investigate the applicability of information measures to sen-
sorimotor recordings of a robot and show that such measures can successfully extract modality-
and object-related SMCs, leading to a basic body schema of the robot. This is followed by a
discussion on aspects of SMCT in the context of reinforcement learning in Chapter 4. We show
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how a probabilistic Markov model can capture the SMCs of a robot and, by providing feedback
in form of rewards, intention-related SMCs can be learned and utilized to maximize an internal
value. Chapter 5 gives some thoughts to a modeling perspective of SMCT, taking human-level
sensorimotor coordination as a model for artificial cognition. After presenting work on learning
forward and inverse kinematic models for hand-eye coordination, we present a model of human
visual attention that might serve as a basis to model robot visual exploration. Finally, Chapter 6
closes this thesis with a discussion of the presented results and their implications on the above
mentioned questions.
Chapter 2
Related Work
Before presenting the results of our own investigations in the forthcoming chapters, this chapter
reviews some important concepts and related work on which our studies are based on or which
show parallels to our approaches that are worth mentioning.
2.1 Related sensorimotor approaches.
The methods presented in this thesis are not the only existing implementations of SMCT, although
models that faithfully implement SMCT are scarce. Several other existing methods approach cog-
nition with a sensorimotor approach, often without directly relating it to SMCT. Here we list a
few and discuss their relation to SMCT.
Pfeifer and Scheier [1997] present models that use artificial neural networks connecting sen-
sors and motors to store SMCs. The extended Braitenberg vehicles equipped with this architecture
are able to learn to approach small and avoid large objects by interacting with them.
Hebbian learning is used to associate sensory and motor channels in [Bovet and Pfeifer, 2005].
However, no distinction is made between sensors and motors, i.e., all signals are equal on initial-
ization. A form of Hebbian learning between motor and sensory signals is also used in [Marques
et al., 2014] to learn reflexes from spontaneous muscular activity in a musculoskeletal leg model.
By relatively simple top-down modulation of the established reflex circuits the model can then
produce coordinated behavior.
The system presented by Möller and Schenck [2008] uses neural networks to learn forward
and backward models of an agent’s sensory changes in relation to preceding actions. The mod-
els are learned incrementally from interaction and are used to perform long-term simulations
and distinguish between dead ends and corridors (without representing the two situations in the
sensory domain). As will be discussed in Chapter 5, internal forward models (and their inverse
counterparts) are SMC models if they are used to predict sensory states from sensory and motor
inputs (or necessary motor input from desired sensory states).
Fine et al. [2007] present a simulated agent with internal dynamics evolved to enable pho-
totaxis, which is able to adapt to large disruptive changes in its sensor morphology. Here the
sensorimotor relations in individuals of one generation are established using a mutation scheme
and selecting individuals according to some fitness function for the next generation. Similarly,
the vast work on reinforcement learning (including the work that will be presented in Chapter 4)
uses evaluation of performance in form of utility functions. Those methods can be interpreted as
SMC models, for the cases which use actions and sensory states as inputs to the prediction of the
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utility and, importantly, if the SMCs are utilized for action-selection as argued by Maye and Engel
[2013].
Learning motor primitives (also: muscle synergies) is a way of reducing a high-dimensional
motor space to a lower-dimensional control space. Looking unrelated at a first glance (missing
relation to sensory changes), this paradigm shows interesting parallels to SMCT: recent devel-
opments in motor primitives research revealed the relevance of the task-space for formation of
primitives [Alessandro et al., 2013]. This means the control space (action) needs to be developed
with regard to the task, mediated through sensory or higher-level outcome, which can be viewed
as a higher form of SMCs.
The concept of incremental learning by intrinsic motivation proved successful in the area of
developmental robotics [Oudeyer et al., 2007; Oudeyer and Kaplan, 2007]. Here the goal is to
implement a mechanism that evaluates the degree of novelty or surprise that a situation provides
(therefore it is also called artificial curiosity [Schmidhuber, 1991]). Often this novelty measure is
expressed as a reward in a reinforcement learning setting, where the reward is maximal when
this measure is in an intermediate level. Baranes and Oudeyer [2013] use the intrinsic motiva-
tion to guide learning of inverse kinematics with a redundant robotic arm and of locomotion in
a quadruped robot using motor synergies, both not modeling SMCs directly, but the learning
methods include capturing of SMCs as a premise.
2.2 Recent approaches to study SMCs in artificial agents
While discussion about implications of SMCT in philosophy and psychology is ongoing, very few
attempts have been made to define SMCs formally in order to develop models that can be used in
artificial systems. Here we highlight two contributions that aim at either directly implementing
SMC models for robots or deriving a formal language with which SMCT can be further modeled
and tested. These works are especially important for the studies presented in the forthcoming
chapters and will be recurrently referred to.
2.2.1 A markov model of SMCs
Maye and Engel [2011, 2013] proposed a computational model for SMCs that uses probability
distributions of the sensorimotor space to store the relations between actions and accompanying
observations. They formalized the interaction of an agent with the world as a generalized Markov
decision process, where the transition probability distributions p(st|st−1, at−1, ..., st−h, at−h) re-
flect the SMCs (st and at are sensory states and actions at time step t, respectively). They claimed
that the time horizon h of the distributions reflects the type of SMCs: modality-related SMCs
are characterized by the immediate changes in the sensorimotor signals (small h); object-related
SMCs are the relations inherent to the manipulations of objects and live on a longer time scale,
thus a larger h [Maye and Engel, 2012a]. In their model, the SMCs were utilized for learning
by extending the system with a value system that allows to directly use the acquired SMCs for
goal-oriented action selection. Their model was demonstrated on simulated and embodied robots
with a rather low-dimensional and discrete sensorimotor space (1 sensor, 1 motor) in object dis-
crimination tasks with two object classes. The agents could successfully recognize the objects and
trigger object-specific actions. Later the model was extended from the prediction of immediate
events to prediction of longer interaction sequences using previously experienced SMCs [Maye
and Engel, 2012b]. Results were demonstrated on a robot with a one-dimensional action space
and seven-dimensional sensor set, using a utility function determining the task.
Their approach constitutes a direct straight-forward implementation of the SMC concept as
stated in [O’Regan and Noë, 2001]. A strong focus of these concepts and the computational model
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is the direct incorporation of action context in the perception and recognition of objects. Whether
the recognition performance is actually enhanced through the action-context, however, remains to
be tested. Furthermore, the conceptual claim of history-dependency and its relation to modality-
and object-related SMCs needs to be substantiated by experimental evaluation.
As explained above, their approach uses conditional probability distributions of action-out-
come contexts of variable length. This raises some implementational issues regarding storing
and searching the experienced distributions, which can become high-dimensional and sparsely
populated if action or observation spaces become larger. Finally, the question remains, how to
deal with previously unseen samples. The model is not able to generalize from its experience
to novel situations, but instead selects a random action in those cases. In our work presented
in [Hoffmann et al., 2012], appendix D, we picked up on this approach to answer some of these
open questions, and in [Schmidt et al., 2014], appendix E, we extended the model to tackle some
of its shortcomings.
2.2.2 A dynamical systems account for SMCs
The sensorimotor contingencies theory as articulated by O’Regan and Noë [2001] lacks a clear
definition of how SMCs can be formalized. Buhrmann et al. [2013] set out to enable empirical
modeling and testing of SMCT and arrived at an operational definition of SMCs in dynamical
systems terms (see also [Di Paolo et al., 2014]). This provides a formal language that can be used
to address SMCT and facilitate the conceptual clarification. They propose four distinguished
notions on different levels of cognition. First, they define the sensorimotor environment, as what
encloses all the relations between motor and sensory patterns of all possible interactions of agent
and environment. These are all objectively possible relations of the coupled physical system and
are completely independent of the internal dynamics of the agent—an open-loop system. When
closing the loop and considering the agent’s internal dynamics for motor activity, the possible
sensorimotor trajectories are constrained to a set of relations they call the sensorimotor habitat.
This subspace of what can actually be achieved by the agent (within all physically possible tra-
jectories) might be much lower-dimensional. The next level includes the notion of a task domain
and denotes relations from the SM habitat that are functionally relevant for the task performance.
These relations are referred to as sensorimotor coordination. They are again a subset of the lower
level, but are restricted to those parts that have functional significance for the task. Finally, many
SM coordinations might achieve the same task or might have to be activated together, in order to
achieve a task. A normative element arises which evaluates, which SM coordinations are more
precise, fast, or efficient in achieving a task. By introducing this normative use of SM coordi-
nations, which they refer to as sensorimotor strategy, Buhrmann et al. [2013] made a connection
to the vague notions of “mastery”, “skillful activity” or “laws of SMCs” many times mentioned
in [O’Regan and Noë, 2001] and that are making SMCT so difficult to formalize.
By applying those categories of SMCs to a minimal agent model, the authors demonstrate that
it is now possible to qualitatively describe the “laws of SMCs” as topological properties of the
sensorimotor space, such as symmetries, smoothness, attractor regions and so on. Furthermore
can the laws of one level be constraining those of other levels. Whereas their work does not
directly propose a framework to learn the different levels of sensorimotor relations, they argue
that the knowledge of sensorimotor co-variations does not necessarily need to be stored explicitly
in order to achieve a task. Instead, it can be sufficient for the agent to fixate the task-relevant
SMCs in its internal dynamics.
The classification of SMC types here is different from our working definitions proposed in Sec-
tion 1.2.2 (modality-, object- and intention-related SMCs). Starting at the SM environment, the
state space of possibly occurring sensorimotor trajectories is narrowed down in each level as in-
ternal dynamics or intentions are introduced. At the same time they account for a potentially
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increasing dimensionality, by including task-relevant information (performance measures) or pa-
rameters to select between sets of trajectories. Buhrmann’s definition does not account for con-
cepts like modalities or objects. Both live as specific features of sensorimotor trajectories in the
SM habitat, and enter the SM coordination/strategy domain as soon as they become relevant for a
certain task. Intention-related SMCs find their counterpart in the trajectories affecting additional
dimensions that measure task performance and are introduced in the SM coordination/strategy.
We discuss those categories of SMCs and their relations further in Section 6.2.
2.3 Situated perspective and the brain-body-environment
system
Throughout our work, artificial and biological agents are treated as embodied entities, situated
in their specific ecological niche. In this perspective, the interaction of an agent with its environ-
ment is typically modeled as an interplay between three components: the body, the environment
and the brain or controller [e.g., Pfeifer and Bongard, 2007; Beer, 2008; Polani et al., 2007]. These
components are determining the SMCs an embodied agent can experience, and thus contributing
in different ways to the emergence of cognition. First, the agent’s body has a certain morphology,
e.g., with limbs of specific shape and orientation, having certain materials on different parts, etc.
The body provides sensors of different kinds that are distributed in a particular way, enabling the
agent to receive information about its current state and that of its environment. And the body pro-
vides certain means of actuation to alter its configuration or manipulate its environment. These
morphological properties affect the SMCs of this agent. For instance, having both eyes at the
front of our heads provides a certain relation between the motor signals inducing eye movements
and the sensory signals from both eyes. This relation would be completely different if one eye
would be e.g., on the right hand. And this different relation would also change the potential for
cognitive capabilities (e.g., what happens to depth perception in this case?). Second, the body is
controlled by a brain or controller that follows certain rules by linking sensory stimulations and
internal states to motor actions. If these rules change, the behavior is different and the experi-
enced SMCs are altered. Finally, the environment the agent lives in also sets certain constraints
on the SMCs. Light conditions, properties of objects that are around, the behavior of other agents
in the environment: all this influences how sensory patterns are structured and which actions are
possible during interaction. These characteristics of brain, body and environment are determin-
ing what Buhrmann et al. [2013] call sensorimotor environment: All functional relations between
sensory and motor signals that are possible given the specific embodiment, internal dynamics
and external environment of the agent.
2.4 Incremental learning from interaction
A main theme throughout this thesis is the gathering of sensorimotor knowledge by artificial
agents through autonomous exploration of their capabilities. Rather than providing external
knowledge e.g., through mathematical modeling of motor trajectories, an agent needs to ex-
tract relevant sensorimotor information on its own from its interaction experience. This way,
the agent’s behavior is grounded in its embodiment and situatedness, which prevents a frame-of-
reference fallacy, in which learning could be biased or misled by the experimenter’s view of the
problem [Pfeifer and Bongard, 2007, p. 72ff.].
In order to solve a task without prior knowledge, a good strategy seems to be to start with
random exploration of the sensorimotor environment or habitat, i.e., to move the agent’s actuators
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randomly, thereby self-generating sensorimotor streams from which one can capture the relations
between the actions and accompanying changes in the sensory system as well as changes in the
reward system. Such a process has been called “motor babbling“ in the artificial intelligence
community [Demiris and Dearden, 2005; Der and Martius, 2006] and is inspired by the seemingly
random movements that are performed by humans in their early development [Meltzoff and
Moore, 1997; Bernstein, 1967].
The motor babbling approach has been used in several approaches before. In robotics, such
a strategy is typically either combined with learning of internal models of the agent which can
be used to predict the outcome of certain movements or to generate actions that lead to desired
sensory changes (see [Nguyen-Tuong and Peters, 2011] for an overview). Alternatively, when
integrated with a higher-level feedback of what is desired and what is to be avoided—a reward
system—the agent can use the acquired SMCs to learn desired behaviors in a reinforcement learn-
ing fashion [Sutton and Barto, 1998; Kober and Peters, 2010; Murao et al., 2001].
We will make use of those concepts throughout this thesis. In Chapter 3 we use the motor bab-
bling method to capture modality-related SMCs (or SM environment) of the agent, from which we
derive a primitive body schema. In Chapter 4 the object-related and intention-related SMCs are
learned (SM strategy) and in Chapter 5 adaptation mechanisms exploit this strategy, narrowing
the SM environment towards its SM coordination.

Chapter 3
Information-Theoretic Account
for SMCs
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the potential of information-theoretic measures for learning of SMCs in artificial
agents is investigated. The application of such measures is twofold: as generic analytic tools for
inspecting the interaction processes in complex systems and, more interestingly for our purposes,
as unsupervised statistical learning methods for autonomous agents that enable them to extract
useful information about themselves and their environment from their sensorimotor streams.
In this perspective, information theory is used to capture SMCs and identify them as informa-
tional structures that are specific to an agent’s embodiment and specific to its interaction with the
world. Different to other methods such as those reviewed in section 2.2, here the SMCs are not
directly utilized for solving certain tasks. Rather, it is shown how such an information structure
helps the agent to acquire a basic understanding of its body and of the nature of its sensors and
actuators by generating a primitive body schema. Moreover, it is shown that those measures pro-
vide the agent with means to distinguish objects in the environment by their specific information
“fingerprints” the interaction with them induces in the sensorimotor stream. Finally, this chapter
gives a prospect of how information-theoretic measures could provide the agent with a method
for learning coordinated, yet task-independent behavior.
The work presented in this chapter is summarized in [Schmidt et al., 2013, 2012], appendix A
and appendix B, and in [Nakajima et al., 2015], appendix C.
3.1.1 Information transfer in embodied agents
Let us consider how a naive embodied agent perceives the world as it interacts with it. The agent
receives a high-dimensional stream of sensorimotor signals which it has to make sense of, in
order to enact the world in a meaningful way (non-random, coordinated, task-oriented). Given
no prior knowledge about itself and the world, the best way to start, we argue, is to extract the
statistical properties and correlations between these sensory and motor signals. These correspond
to the SMCs, the laws describing how signals change in a systematic way when the agent moves
around.
We identify and quantify these relations using tools from information theory, because these
provide us with a generic currency—the Shannon information—which is universal in the sense
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that it is not specific to the type or magnitude of signals we encounter. In contrast to simpler cor-
relation measures such as covariance or Pearson’s correlation coefficient, information measures
capture non-linear relations and are usually extendable to multivariate cases.
Specifically, we use transfer entropy [Schreiber, 2000], as it provides a nonlinear and directed
correlation measure between two signals. Transfer entropy is a specific form of conditional mu-
tual information (see e.g., [Cover and Thomas, 2006]) that provides directionality and uniqueness
by conditioning on past states of the target variable (in contrast to time-delayed mutual infor-
mation, which also provides directionality, but retains some shared information present in both
signals) [Williams and Beer, 2011]. Transfer entropy can be viewed as measuring the predictabil-
ity that one signal adds to the transition of another signal. If the transition of one signal to a
new state can be predicted to a certain extend by its own history, the transfer entropy quantifies
how much this prediction can be improved by looking at the second signal. Thus it represents
the unique information that is transferred from one signal to another. As such, transfer entropy
qualifies as a quantification measure for SMCs, when applied to the sensorimotor signals of an
agent, especially when measuring the information transfer from motor to sensory signals. Trans-
fer entropy has been widely used to study information transfers in the brain (see [Wibral et al.,
2014] for a recent review) as well as for analyzing behaviors in artificial agents [Lungarella and
Sporns, 2006; Williams and Beer, 2010; Nakajima et al., 2011]. It is noted, however, that other
information measures might be suitable as well to extract SMCs, if one wants to emphasize other
characteristics of the relations than uniqueness and directedness (see e.g., [Lungarella et al., 2005;
Hlavackovaschindler et al., 2007; Ay and Polani, 2008]).
To test transfer entropy as a measure for SMCs, we applied it to the sensorimotor recordings of
an artificial agent. The agent we used in a case study was the Puppy robot, a quadruped machine
with four motors at its hip joints and legs that consisted of two segments connected by a passive
knee joint and a spring that pulled the joints to a resting angle. The robot had a set of 18 sensors
of four different modalities. We provided three different sets of motor signals in an open-loop
manner, two gait-patterns (bounding and turning) and one set of independent random signals.
The details can be found in [Schmidt et al., 2013], appendix A.
3.2 Impact of the controller on SMCs
The transfer entropy values obtained from the three experimental conditions are shown in the
matrices in Figure 3.1. It can be seen that the overall information transfers were much higher in
the gaits (Figure 3.1 a,b) than in the random setting (Figure 3.1 c, note the differently scaled color
bars). Furthermore, there were systematic patterns in the three control settings, that showed high
“inter-leg” dependencies in the gaits, but only “intra-leg” dependencies in the random condition
(e.g., high information transfers from motors to hip angles and knee angles of the same leg). This
was because of the coordinated movement patterns that the gaits induced. Their motor signals
were highly synchronized between different legs and were moving in an oscillatory way, therefore
providing a lot of information about each other (and about the sensors attached to other legs as
well). In the random condition, the legs moved independently and therefore provided only little
information about each other. However, the signals belonging to sensors or motors within one
leg provided some information about each other due to the strong mechanical couplings. The
highest being the motors influencing the angles of the hip joints they were attached to and the
knee joints and foot pressure sensors in the same leg, respectively. Furthermore, we note the
different informational structure between the bounding and turning gait. The legs whose motor
signals were synchronized or in phase were different ones in both gaits. Thus, the information
transfer between certain legs could be high in one gait, but low in the other one.
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Figure 3.1: Transfer entropy among the sensorimotor signals in the Puppy robot. (a-c) The
matrices show the information transfers using two evolved gaits (a,b) and one random set of
motor commands (c). (d) Each cell depicts the transfer entropy from the signal in the column
to the signal in the row. The signals are grouped according to their modality and are ordered
according to the leg where the respective sensor (or motor) is located (front left, front right, hind
left, hind right) or according to the axis in 3D space (for the acceleration and gyroscope signals).
Figure taken from [Schmidt et al., 2012].
One major observation of these results is that the information transfer depends on the type
of control signal used. The “brain”-part of the brain-body-environment system is influencing
the information structure revealed by transfer entropy, a property inherent to SMCs. Moreover,
coordinated control signals seem to induce high information transfers between the sensorimotor
signals. This seems to suggest that, in order to achieve coordinated movements, an agent should
try to strengthen its SMCs by appropriate modification of its internal dynamics.
3.3 Learning the SM environment from motor babbling
The independent random motor commands seem to reveal some basic SMCs inherent to the em-
bodiment of the agent, given the world it lives in. In theory, using a random motor command
and assuming the robot visits all possible sensorimotor trajectories during the experiment, can be
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seen as “marginalizing out” the brain part of the system, leaving the SMCs that are specific for the
properties of the body and environment of the robot. In Buhrmann’s terms (see Section 2.2.2), this
corresponds to the SM environment. Of course, in practical experiments it is impossible to visit all
sensorimotor trajectories that a given robot could visit (at least for fairly complex ones), but this
example shows that the transfer entropy is in principle capable of revealing an approximation of
an agent’s SM environment.
When taking the differences between individual columns and rows of the obtained informa-
tion matrices in Figure 3.1 as a metric to project the sensory and motor channels into a 2D space
using multidimensional scaling, a sensoritopic map can be derived, as it is shown in Figure 3.2a. It
reveals that the different modalities group nicely in the information domain, concluding that the
transfer entropy provides a basis for capturing the structuring of the sensorimotor space into sev-
eral modalities, corresponding to modality-related SMCs. These informational similarity-based
modality-related SMCs, together with the topological ordering revealed from the SM environ-
ment result in what can be called a rudimentary body schema.
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Figure 3.2: From SMCs to a body schema. (a) Projection of the sensors and motors into 2D
space using multidimensional scaling based on a similarity measure of information transfers. The
abbreviations mean the following: motor signals M, hip angles H, knee angles K, touch pressure P,
acceleration A and gyroscope G. The subscripts are: front left/right leg FL/FR, hind left/right leg
HL/HR. Figure taken from [Schmidt et al., 2013]. (b) Information transfer values of the random
control condition mapped on the topology of the robot. Thickness and color of arrows indicates
the strength of information transfer among channels. Figure taken from [Schmidt et al., 2012].
3.4 Impact of the environment on SMCs
Additionally to the control scheme, the environmental conditions were varied systematically. The
robot ran on five different ground materials, which differed in friction properties and surface
structure (see [Schmidt et al., 2013], appendix A for details). The analysis showed varying pat-
terns of information transfer when the robot ran on different terrains (Figure 3.3). The matrix in
Figure 3.3a reveals which SMCs varied the most across terrains. On an abstract level, the different
terrains can be viewed as being different objects the robot was interacting with. The relations or
SMCs that were specific to certain terrains could thus be identified as object-related SMCs. They
were only present during interaction with the specific terrain and vanished as the agent inter-
acted with another terrain (whose SMCs were then activated instead). Figure 3.3b shows that
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(a) Std of transfer entropy across terrains
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Figure 3.3: Object discrimination based on information transfers. (a) The standard deviation
of the transfer entropy matrices across different terrain conditions. (b) Terrain clustering based
on the transfer entropy matrices of all experiments. For visualization purposes, the matrices are
projected onto the first two principal components. Figure taken from [Schmidt et al., 2012].
the terrains could indeed be discriminated using the information transfer among sensorimotor
channels.
3.5 Method extensions: symbolic, delayed and time-local
information transfers
The analyses described above used the transfer entropy measure in its original form [Schreiber,
2000]. In this section, some improvements of this measure are introduced, which solve problems
that occur when dealing with real-world data of high-dimensional oscillating systems. A detailed
investigation of these improvements is summarized in [Nakajima et al., 2015], appendix C. Using
these extensions of transfer entropy, (1) the required preprocessing of raw sensorimotor data is
minimized, (2) delayed couplings are captured, (3) the spatiotemporal resolution of multivariate
information transfers is increased and (4) the timing of information transfer can be localized,
which is especially interesting for oscillating systems such as the periodic gait patterns in the
Puppy robot.
In our study [Nakajima et al., 2015], appendix C, the extended transfer entropy measures
were applied to the recordings of the soft octopus arm robot. This octopus-inspired robot had
a silicon rubber arm with two embedded cables for actuation by two pulling motors and was
operated in a water tank. In two different conditions the motors were programmed to pull the
cables (1) randomly and (2) in turns, leading to oscillatory arm movements. In a third condition
an obstacle was placed in the robot’s vicinity during oscillatory movements. Signals from force
sensors measuring the cables’ tensions were recorded and the positions of the arm segments were
tracked in camera images.
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3.5.1 Handling real-world data by permutation entropy
information-theoretic measures are functionals of probability distributions. Estimating those dis-
tributions from the obtained real-world time series, which are usually discretized and noise-
contaminated, is an ongoing research topic. Many simple estimators introduce biases or require
careful fine-tuning of their parameters. One possible treatment of these issues is to apply proba-
bility distribution estimators that are based on permutation partitioning of the data points [Bandt
and Pompe, 2002]. The resulting uncertainty measure permutation entropy quantifies the uncer-
tainty of the local orderings of data values, instead of the uncertainty of the values themselves.
This procedure can be applied directly to raw data and does not require further model assump-
tions such as the range of the data values present in the time series, or the precision of their dis-
cretization. information-theoretic measures based on permutation have been proven to be easy
to implement, fast to compute, robust against noise, as well as applicable to non-stationary and
transient time series data. Since this approach does not require any prior knowledge about the
nature of the time series, it is especially suitable for unsupervised extraction of SMCs in complex
artificial agents. The extended information transfer measures being introduced in the following
sections are based on this permutation type entropy.
3.5.2 Capturing delayed couplings
The transfer entropy measure fails at detecting delayed information transfer, which is why the
time horizon of a detected information transfer is always unspecified. By using a specific con-
ditioning on the past states of the source and target variables in question, this drawback can be
overcome [Pompe and Runge, 2011]. The derived measure momentary information transfer thus
has a better resolution for point-to-point information transfers in the temporal domain. We used
the permutation equivalence of this measure, the momentary sorting information transfer (MSIT),
in [Nakajima et al., 2015], appendix C and demonstrated its capability of detecting delayed SMCs
in the soft octopus arm robot. Figure 3.4a shows the information transfer from the force sensors
at the cables to the arm’s tracked positions i for several time lags τ = 1 . . . 20. The results show
that the information transfer to the base of the arm was almost instantaneous, whereas that to the
tip took about 7 time steps (∼ 0.35 s).
3.5.3 Increasing resolution in multivariate time series
So far, in our analyses in the Puppy robot, only bivariate information transfers were considered.
In this case, we used a conditioning on past states of the target variable in order to exclude shared
information, which resulted in a high-resolution measure. When accounting for multivariate time
series, we have to take particular care of other possible information contributors apart from the
information source under consideration, in order to keep the high resolution. This requires some
extra conditioning to “filter out” the effect of these other information sources, which might oth-
erwise occlude the effect of the source in question. When estimating SMCs in high-dimensional
sensor sets with tight structural couplings, this is especially relevant. Even more so, when deal-
ing with compliant or soft robots with highly interconnected topologies. However, in order to
perform further conditioning on neighboring information sources, a certain knowledge about the
topological ordering in the platform is required (i.e., we need to know which sensors are adja-
cent). Furthermore, it is assumed that the degree of information transfer between components
depends on their relative spatial and temporal distance, which can be safely assumed for most
physical systems. Figure 3.4b visualizes how the momentary sorting information transfer with
extra conditioning works. In [Nakajima et al., 2015], appendix C, we applied it successfully to
enhance detectability of information transfers within the arm of the soft octopus robot.
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Figure 3.4: Extended transfer entropy methods in the octopus arm robot. (a) Momentary Sorting
Information Transfer (MSIT) from force sensors to positions of the arm segments i for several time
lags τ during random movement. (b) Schematic expression of the extra conditioning of MSIT
on neighboring segments of the arm. The black arrow shows the information transfer under
consideration, the gray arrow shows the influences of other sources. (c) Local Momentary Sorting
Information Transfer (LMSIT) from arm segments i to i + 1 within one oscillation (20 ms) of
the oscillatory movement. (d) The same LMSIT in the condition with the obstacle in the water
tank. The horizontal white dashed line shows the contact point of the arm with the obstacle,
the two white dashed regions indicate two “information propagation waves”. Figure adapted
from [Nakajima et al., 2015].
3.5.4 Time-local information transfer
The last extension makes it possible for our information measure to characterize a local informa-
tion transfer profile within the agent’s spatiotemporal dynamics. The transfer entropy as well as
the momentary sorting information transfer introduced above are, due to their statistical nature,
averages across the whole time series. The measures provide no further specification about the
time at which the information is transferred, i.e., from which point in time in the source variable
it is transferred to which point in time in the target variable. However, this timing might be inter-
esting and is very specific to the material properties of the system. For instance, an impact on one
end of a metal rod can be measured almost instantaneously on the other end, whereas in a rubber
rod it takes some time to propagate the impact through the material. Especially in oscillatory sys-
tems such as the Puppy robot, which runs using repetitive motor patterns (gaits), it is interesting
to observe when the information transfer from one signal to another occurs within the locomotion
periods. This local timing is a more detailed characteristic of the SMCs which is desirable to ex-
tract. In [Nakajima et al., 2015], appendix C, we introduced the local momentary sorting information
transfer (LMSIT) that fulfills this purpose. In the study it was used to track down the information
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propagation within the soft octopus arm robot for observatory purposes, but it provides a suit-
able method for learning time-specific characteristics of SMCs in general in oscillating systems.
Figure 3.4c,d illustrate the timing of information transfer within an oscillation of the oscillating
octopus arm movement. The LMSIT from each tracked arm segment i to its neighboring segment
towards the tip i+1 is shown. The image reveals the precise timing and speed of the information
transfers during an downward movement of the arm (t = 5) and subsequent upward movement
(t = 15) as two “information propagation waves”. When an obstacle was put underneath the arm
(Figure 3.4d), the impact of the arm on the obstacle manifested itself as a split of the first propa-
gation wave into two separate waves. One with the normal speed that could be attributed to the
robot’s body properties (wave 1 in Figure 3.4d) and one quicker wave that could be attributed to
the impact on the obstacle, i.e., the interaction with the environment (wave 2 in Figure 3.4d).
3.6 Summary
In this chapter, techniques from information theory were introduced as suitable unsupervised
learning tools for capturing SMCs in artificial agents. The results presented here show that trans-
fer entropy (and related information-theoretic measures) in combination with motor babbling
provide a learning strategy that does not require any knowledge about the agent or its envi-
ronment. With this, a primitive body schema of the agent can be created by grouping sensory
channels into modalities according to their information transfer profiles. The information trans-
fer structure can furthermore provide a sense of which channels are sensitive to own body con-
figurations and which ones provide information about the environment, deriving a degree of
exteroceptiveness and proprioceptiveness of sensors.
The transfer entropy exhibits some characteristics of SMCs, such as the sensitivity to changes
in individual components of the brain-body-environment system. We demonstrated this for the
brain-part (controller) and for environmental features, revealing that the measure is not only ca-
pable of capturing the SM environment and modality-related SMCs, but moreover allows to learn
object characteristics that we identify as object-related SMCs.
Furthermore, our data suggests that information transfers could be a drive to guide learning
of coordinated behavior by adjusting the control dynamics to maximize information transfers.
Finally, in this chapter, a number of extensions for the transfer entropy method were intro-
duced, which increase practicability for real-world agents and allow for extraction of more char-
acteristic features inherent to SMCs, such as precise temporal locality or filtering from a bunch of
informational sources.
Chapter 4
SMCs in Reinforcement
Learning
4.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses the role of SMCs in learning of control policies for solving predefined tasks.
Again, an important first step is the acquisition of the SMCs by self-generation of sensory stim-
ulation through interaction with the environment. The acquired SMCs need then to be utilized
for control, which implies the incorporation of some normative framework for evaluation of ac-
tions and resulting sensory states. This corresponds to the learning of intention-related SMCs
(or the SM strategy in Buhrmann’s terms). The approach is different from the one presented in
the previous chapter (Chapter 3): instead of inspecting the SMCs explicitly and how they are af-
fected by several components of the brain-body-environment system, here the rules of the SMCs
are learned directly and utilized for control. The SMCs can therefore be represented in abstract
ways, specific to the machine learning techniques at hand. We start by employing the Markov
model for SMCs introduced in Section 2.2.1 for control of the Puppy robot and later extend it by
embedding it into a reinforcement learning framework and replacing its learning architecture by
novel machine learning methods from reservoir computing. The work presented in this chapter
is summarized in the publications [Hoffmann et al., 2012], appendix D and [Schmidt et al., 2014],
appendix E.
4.2 Markov model for learning SMCs
The Markov model for SMCs introduced in Section 2.2.1, published in its first version in [Maye
and Engel, 2011], uses conditional probability distributions of action-outcome pairs (of variable
history length) to store experienced SMCs. In [Hoffmann et al., 2012], appendix D, this learn-
ing method was applied to the Puppy robot to demonstrate its performance in a more complex
embodiment. To this end, experiments were performed, in which the robot was equipped with
a repertoire of five different gaits—sets of motor control parameters—(in accompanying simula-
tions even nine) that it could chose from every two seconds. It ran in an arena with four ground-
materials with different friction and surface structure and needed to select the right gaits (actions)
that maximized its internal value system. The internal value was defined based on a stability
measure, speed and tumbling. In the context of SMCs, the different terrains conceptually corre-
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sponded to objects that the agent interacted with and which it needed to distinguish, in order to
select appropriate actions for achieving its task.
One primary aim of this study was to investigate how classification performance is affected
by incorporation of action information. The claim was that, when taking action context (efference
copy as additional input to the classifier) explicitly into account, the performance of object classi-
fication increases compared to classification based on sensory information only. This was tested
by comparing the performance, first based on the sensory part of the collected SMCs, and second
on the whole SMCs as action-observation pairs. Furthermore, the effect of a longer sensorimotor
context for classification was investigated with the aim to show that object-related SMCs live on
expanded time scales (as suggested in [Maye and Engel, 2012a]). Following this claim, the ex-
pected outcome was an increased classification performance with growing history length of the
SMCs (the conditional probability distributions forming the SM habitat). Finally, the study aimed
at showing that the robot can successfully deploy its sensorimotor knowledge about the different
terrains to choose appropriate gaits that maximize its locomotion stability, which corresponds to
implicitly learning the intention-related SMCs (and thus a SM strategy).
The results of these experiments show that using this model the robot could indeed maximize
its internal value by choosing appropriate actions according to the terrain it was currently walking
on. This implies that it performed some implicit ground discrimination based on the SMCs it
experienced before. Results further show that the robot was able to detect the current terrain
it was walking on more effectively when taking not only the sensory information, but also the
motor information into account, confirming the advantage of adopting the enactive approach on
perception (Figure 4.1). Finally, terrain classification got even better with longer history length of
the action-observation context, confirming the hypothesis that object-related SMCs live on longer
time scales than modality-related SMCs.
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Figure 4.1: Terrain classification in Puppy. Comparison of classification accuracies when the
action context and sensorimotor history are taken into account to different degrees. Figure taken
from [Hoffmann et al., 2012].
Although this SMC model was successfully applied to the more complex and compliant Puppy
robot, the sensory and motor spaces had to be drastically down-sampled and binned, in order
to get moderately populated probability distributions (especially in the cases of longer history
length). The representation as discretized probability distributions bore the problem that inter-
polations were hard to achieve (not to mention extrapolations). The employed action-selection
policy was therefore to choose a random action whenever an unseen sensorimotor state was en-
countered, no matter whether the robot experienced similar, slightly different states before. This
basically renders generalization impossible in this architecture. As a result, without the severe
limitation in dimensionality and quantization, the sensorimotor space would have been so large
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and so sparsely populated, that a matching of previously experienced SMCs could have occurred
only very rarely in reasonable time, such that the robot would not have been able to exploit its
accumulated knowledge properly, but would have nearly always selected random actions.
This drawback was in part compensated by the embodiment and situatedness of the agent
which constrained the effective sensorimotor trajectories that were encountered—the SM habitat—
a lot (in the case of the Puppy robot the space contained only 4% of all theoretically possible senso-
rimotor state combinations) and using sparse implementations of the distributions, the memory
usage could be decreased to a moderate amount. While there is some effort to overcome the
above mentioned shortcomings by efficient implementations of the probabilistic model using tree
structures that improve the computational and memory complexity [Maye and Engel, 2012b], we
further extended this model by replacing its core learning and storage architecture (conditional
probability distributions) with more sophisticated machine learning methods. The next section
will introduce our work in that direction.
4.3 Learning intention-related SMCs with reinforcement
The model described in the previous section is a straight-forward implementation of the SMC
concept as articulated in its original publication by O’Regan and Noë [2001] and has shown to
be a promising model for controlling artificial agents. This section presents how the shortcom-
ings mentioned above, especially the generalization limitation for higher-dimensional continuous
systems, can be overcome by employing suitable machine learning architectures.
4.3.1 The actor-critic design in reinforcement learning
The probabilistic Markov model connects the gathered action-outcome knowledge to an internal
value that is used to evaluate the outcomes and select those actions that have highest probability
to result in a high internal value. This is one major concept in reinforcement learning and in order
to improve the existing model it seems valuable to reformulate it in terms of this well studied
framework, which provides methods for many different types of problems.
Similar to the internal values defined in [Hoffmann et al., 2012], appendix D, in reinforcement
learning, each transition from one state to the next mediated by a certain action is rewarded or
punished. The agent’s goal is to learn a control policy that leads to maximal accumulation of
rewards and minimal receiving of punishments. A key part of this strategy is the prediction of
future rewards rt+1+k, given a certain action at and a certain state st, the so-called action-value
function:
Q(st, at) = rt+1 + γrt+2 + γ
2rt+3 · · · =
∞∑
k=0
γkrt+1+k (4.1)
where γ is a discount factor, weighting the future rewards. The classical approach to learn this
prediction is to visit all possible actions from each possible state and then build a look-up table.
However, this is not feasible for most real-world situated agents, because of the combinatorial
explosion of the number of possibilities, and even more so as a history of several action-outcome
pairs is considered. But there exist reinforcement learning methods that approximate Q from
already experienced agent-environment interaction. This can be done even on-line using the so-
called temporal difference (TD) error [Sutton and Barto, 1998] that is built from the state, action
and reward observations of two successive time steps:
ETD = Q(st, at)− [rt+1 + γQ(st+1, at+1)] (4.2)
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This error term can be used as a teaching signal for supervised learning of the action-value func-
tion in an iterative (on-line) manner. Since it uses the prediction of one time step to correct the pre-
diction of the previous one, it is a bootstrapping method that will approach the optimal solution
only after having sampled parts of the state-action space several times. The algorithm employing
the TD error is called SARSA (named after the employed variables st, at, rt+1, st+1, at+1) and has
a deviate for continuous-valued state-action spaces, the so-called actor-critic design (ACD) [Sut-
ton and Barto, 1998]. In short, in ACD, the selection of actions is done by an actor module, which
is separated from the estimation of Q performed by the critic module. The critic needs a function
approximator that is capable of learning Q using the TD-error as teaching signal. The actor needs
to be capable of utilizing the critic’s estimate for selecting optimal actions. In the present work,
the actor was simply gradient ascending the estimated Q function to find the action that maxi-
mizes it (see [Schmidt et al., 2014], appendix E for further details). We will discuss more advanced
possible actor networks in Chapter 6.
Compared to the probabilistic SMC model used in the previous section, here the learning
problem is shifted from a forward model-like prediction of future sensory states (corresponding
to modality-related SMCs) and then connecting them to an internal value or reward, towards
directly predicting the future rewards that will be received when following the current action in
the current state. This corresponds to direct learning the intention-related SMCs.
4.3.2 Reservoir computing for actor-critic
As mentioned before, the actor-critic design needs a function approximator to learn to predict the
action-value function Q from the current sensorimotor state. Artificial recurrent neural networks
are promising candidates for replacing the probability distributions for capturing SMCs, due to
their capability to approximate theoretically any dynamical system in continuous spaces. Particu-
larly, echo state networks (ESN) [Jaeger, 2001] have gained wide attention due to their new archi-
tecture, efficient training and successful application to a variety of problems. The key concept is
that the recurrent part of the network, the reservoir, which receives the input, is initialized with a
large number of randomly and sparsely connected neurons, whose recurrent connection weights
remain fixed throughout learning. The only weights that are subject to training are those of the
readout connections that connect the reservoir neurons to an output. The recurrent reservoir can
thus be seen as a high-dimensional, non-linear and temporal expansion of the input space. In the
high-dimensional feature space the desired function can be learned in a supervised manner by
combining and weighting the features (e.g., linearly) to produce the desired outcome (e.g., using
any standard regression method).
In contrast to probability distributions used in the Markov SMC model, the ESN-critic does
not store all observed state transitions. Instead, the reservoir activation represents a trace of the
recently experienced sensorimotor stream, which is fading over time and whose relation to future
rewards is remembered in form of the readout connection weights. This breaks the scalability
limitation by reducing the memory complexity to input weight matrices, which grow linearly
with increasing input dimensions. Furthermore, ESNs naturally interpolate between learned in-
puts/outputs and can even extrapolate to a certain extend, thus having overall good generaliza-
tion capabilities. Last but not least, being artificial neural networks, they constitute a biologically
plausible implementation of the learning process.
Recently, the successful usage of ESNs in an actor-critic design has been demonstrated in an
obstacle avoidance task of a simple mobile robot (ePuck) [Koprinkova-Hristova et al., 2010; Oub-
bati et al., 2012]. Here we investigate how the method copes with potentially high-dimensional,
compliant robots with more complex dynamics.
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4.3.3 A case study in the Puppy robot
In a case study, we implemented the actor-critic design using echo state networks (ESN-ACD)
for the simulated version of the Puppy robot, having the advantage to be able to investigate the
system’s dynamics and learning properties in full detail. The scenario was a navigation task,
where the robot had to walk towards a target location. The robot was controlled by a sine wave
pattern generator, implementing a bounding gait. Navigation could be achieved by adjusting
two parameters of the sine waves, controlling the speeds of the two left and the two right legs,
respectively (resulting in a two-dimensional continuous action space). Intuitively, larger speeds
on the right legs than on the left legs led to leftwards turning and vice versa, but the actual
mapping was more complex and non-linear, as can be seen in Figure 4.2a. Especially, certain
combinations of left and right speeds could make the robot fall and the behavior was critically
depending on previous actions.
First experiments of a simplified simulation setup showed successful training of the critic [Baum-
gartner, 2013]. For simplicity, instead of using any raw sensor signals, here we used the distances
to several artificial landmarks in the arena as sensory states. The task was mediated by the re-
ward function, which was defined as the distance to the target location. The action space was
constrained to regions where the robot did not tumble, limiting its speed and agility. Figure 4.2b
shows the critic’s performance after training. In this analysis, the robot was enforced to use a
predefined action sequence. At each control step (gray disks), the action-value function Q was
estimated for several possible actions. The outgoing gray lines indicate the trajectories the robot
would have walked if it had been executing certain actions (other than the enforced actions) and
color intensities indicate the estimated Q-value for the respective actions. It can be seen that the
lines pointing towards the target location (black circle in the center) have higher Q (darker colors)
than those pointing away from the target. This confirms that the robot had learned successfully
to estimate the future rewards and that, would it not have been enforced to the predefined ac-
tions but to choose its actions based on those estimates, it would indeed have walked towards the
target.
In [Schmidt et al., 2014], appendix E, we extended these experiments to incorporate raw sen-
sor readings of the robot as inputs to the ESN-critic, without any preprocessing, such as down-
sampling, down-quantization or manual feature extraction. Here, the robot’s compass sensor was
used, a 3D vector pointing to the virtual north (resulting in a 3-dimensional continuous sensory
space).1 Furthermore, the reward function was designed to not only reward heading towards the
target, but also to punish tumbling of the robot. The constraints on the action space were removed
and the robot had to learn to avoid actions that resulted in tumbling on its own. The action se-
lection followed an -greedy policy, where  was the probability to select a random action and
(1 − ) was the probability to select the actor’s recommended action. The  had a high value in
the beginning and was slowly reduced during the experiments, letting the actor take over control
more and more over time, as the critic improved its estimation of intention-related SMCs.
The results, summarized in Figure 4.3, show that the ESN-ACD model was indeed able to learn
the intention-related SMCs in reasonable time and utilize them for selecting reward-maximizing
actions (avoid tumbling, walk towards target). This was despite the high complexity of the robots
interaction with its environment and the continuous-valued state and action spaces. Figure 4.3a
shows that, after training, the critic predicted highest action-values when the robot headed to-
wards south east, where the target was located (thus having the compass-north in its rear-left
direction). Also, those compass values occurred much more often than other directions, indicat-
ing that the actor managed to walk the robot into that direction most of the time. This is confirmed
1For navigation on a 2D surface a 2D vector might seem sufficient. However, since the robot was pitching and rolling
a lot during locomotion, the third dimension of the compass sensor provided information about the robot’s current orien-
tation in 3D space.
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Figure 4.2: Behavior of Puppy resulting from different actions. (a) Action-behavior mapping
for actions performed after running straight ahead for some time (αL = αR = 0.5). The color
indicates the turning angle of the robot when performing the respective action. Actions that
led to tumbling of the robot are marked with an asterisk character. Figure taken from [Schmidt
et al., 2014]. (b) Critic evaluation on a set of predefined actions in a target-navigation task. The
target location is indicated by the black diamond marker surrounded by a circle. The gray discs
represent the robot’s position with color intensity indicating the current predicted action-value
Q. The outgoing lines show the effect of certain actions on the trajectory with the color intensity
indicating the value of Q when the robot would execute the respective action. The darker the
color, the higher the prediction of Q. Figure taken from [Baumgartner, 2013].
(a) Compass sensor vs.
predicted action-value
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after learning
Figure 4.3: Performance of actor-critic design in the navigating Puppy robot. (a) The compass
sensor readings after training with the color indicating the predicted action-value function Q.
(b,c) The trajectories the robot runs before (b) and after (c) training with the color indicating the
actual reward received at each time step. In this case the target was located in the south-east
direction. Figure adapted from [Schmidt et al., 2014].
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by the trajectory plots (Figure 4.3b,c) that show short random walks before training (tumbling oc-
curring often) and long straight walks towards the target after training converged, yielding high
rewards over long periods.
4.4 Summary
In this chapter, we investigated SMCs in the context of task-oriented learning. This comprised
not only the capturing of the SM habitat including modality-related and object-related SMCs for
learning about the agent’s morphology, the structure of its sensors and motors, or about its en-
vironmental structure such as objects. It moreover involved a normative framework by learning
intention-related SMCs (the SM strategy) that yielded information about how certain actions af-
fected the internal value or accumulated rewards when the agent was in a certain state.
Starting from the probabilistic Markov SMC model, we showed that SMCs could be utilized
to detect objects (corresponding to the terrains the robot was walking on) and to select actions
that increase the internal value. Importantly, this was achieved from purely self-generated sen-
sorimotor experience and no symbolic labels had to be defined, stored or recalled. The agent
rather identified the objects by actively interacting with them which induced specifically struc-
tured sensorimotor streams that can be seen as object-specific “fingerprints”. Furthermore, it was
shown how the detection accuracies improved, the longer the interaction with the specific object
lasted. This corresponds to the concept by O’Regan and Noë [2001] of perceiving by persistently
exercising the SMCs through interaction.
Despite the achieved results, we identified some limitations of the probabilistic Markov SMC
model regarding scalability and generalization capabilities. We demonstrated how those limi-
tations could be overcome by embedding the model into existing reinforcement learning frame-
works and employing new machine learning techniques. ESN provide natural interpolation (and
even to some degree extrapolation) and have a reasonably growing computational and memory
complexity with increasing number of input dimensions. Using the ESN-ACD method, the robot
could achieve its tasks using raw, unprocessed sensor readings, which made manual feature de-
sign dispensable. This way, the knowledge that was externally put into the system was reduced
to a minimum amount. The only information that had to be provided by the experimenter was
the reward function (and some parameters of the learning machine). However, the reward func-
tion was crucial for the behavior and the task performance. It had to be designed carefully and
had to match the information from sensors available to the agent. The critic needed to be able to
derive future rewards from the sensor values and actions. If, however, the sensors would not pro-
vide enough information about the task performance, the critic could do no better than averaging
rewards experienced at certain actions, which might not be a very powerful prediction.

Chapter 5
Models of Human SMCs for
Artificial Systems
This chapter studies computational models of human SMC learning using data obtained from
psychophysical experiments to derive corresponding learning strategies for artificial agents. First,
by discussing [Kootstra et al., 2012], appendix F, it is shown how a combination of internal for-
ward and inverse models can not only reveal the processes behind human adaptation, but fur-
thermore provides a method that allows artificial systems to learn their SMCs and to self-adapt
to altered SMCs. Second, as presented in [Wilming et al., 2013], appendix G, the saliency-based
action selection strategies of human eye-motion are modeled mathematically, which provides a
basis for autonomous systems to efficiently sample relevant parts of a scene.
5.1 An adaptation model for artificial agents
Humans can adapt quickly to disruptions of sensorimotor coordination, as was impressively
demonstrated in prism-adaptation studies, where subjects were exposed to prism glasses that dis-
placed their visual field horizontally by several degrees [Kornheiser, 1976; Redding and Wallace,
2006]. In those situations, the SMCs are altered drastically, but humans still manage to adapt their
movements and restore eye-hand coordination after performing a few movements under concur-
rent visual and proprioceptive feedback. Besides the insights for the study of human learning,
such mechanisms would be highly demanded for artificial systems such as robots. Those systems
often need to be calibrated before use and moreover, are subject to mechanical wear and use or
failure. These effects change the SMCs of an agent and render formerly learned control schemes
obsolete.
5.1.1 Learning with forward and inverse kinematic models
The method presented here (see [Kootstra et al., 2012], appendix F for details), uses a combination
of forward and inverse kinematic models, to learn movements of a simulated robotic arm. We
used this setup to reproduce the behavioral results of a psychophysical study investigating the
adaptation to prism glasses in humans [Redding and Wallace, 2006]. Through this transformation
of the visual field, the lawful relations between sensory and motor signals—the SMCs—were
changed and the agent had to re-adapt in order to maintain performance.
In model learning, what is usually required is a functional mapping. For instance, when the
task is to move the arm of a robot to a desired position (e.g., in order to perform some manipu-
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Figure 5.1: Prism adaptation experiments in a simulated robotic arm. (a) Schematic of the learn-
ing and adaptation process in humans and in our model system during prism-adaptation exper-
iments (from left to right). The model learned from scratch to follow a desired trajectory with
its end-effector. When exposed to prism glasses, the visual field was shifted, which resulted in
reaching errors. After adaptation, performance was restored, but an aftereffect could be observed
when prisms were removed again. (b) Pointing error after applying the prisms (camera shift)
in two different feedback conditions: With concurrent feedback (solid line) the arm was visible
throughout the trial, whereas with terminal feedback (dashed line) the arm became visible at the
end of the trial only and the model had to rely on the proprioceptive forward model. (c) Theo-
retical model, including three sub-modules: the visual shift, the forward model, and the inverse
model. Based on visual and proprioceptive observations, the model estimated the action neces-
sary to move the end effector to the target pose. All three sub-modules learned on-line using the
sensory consequences of the executed action as observed by the model itself. Information flow
for control is indicated by solid arrows, and the flow for learning by dashed arrows. Figures (b)
and (c) taken from [Kootstra et al., 2012].
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lation), a mapping is needed from the desired change in hand position within the robot’s camera
image to the change in angles that needs to be applied to the shoulder and elbow joints in or-
der to reach the desired position. Such a differential inverse kinematic model can be learned from
own experience, by first randomly moving the arm, and then combining the sampled joint an-
gle changes and observations in the camera image as training examples in a supervised learn-
ing method [see e.g., Nguyen-Tuong et al., 2009; Nguyen-Tuong and Peters, 2011; Baranes and
Oudeyer, 2012]. Machine learning provides many sophisticated regression methods for such a
function approximation [see Sigaud et al., 2011, for a comparison of methods]. Here we used an
on-line version of Gaussian process (GP) regression [Rasmussen and Williams, 2006] to learn the
mapping. Because visual feedback was not available in all experimental conditions, we incor-
porated a second GP regression for learning the forward kinematic model for the proprioceptive
system in a similar way. In the forward model, the mapping returns the assumed position of the
arm’s end-effector in the camera image, given the current joint angles. The setup and the theo-
retical model are shown in Figure 5.1. Going from left to right of Figure 5.1a, the experiments
consisted of first learning to follow a target trajectory (requiring some random exploration in the
beginning while training the GPs). After the agent had successfully learned the task, it was ex-
posed to the prisms (simulated by a visual shift of the camera image) and the adaptation behavior
was measured. When the system had adapted, the prisms were removed and the aftereffect was
investigated.
Figure 5.1b shows how the system adapted after simulated exposure to the prisms. With ter-
minal feedback (the arm position was only visible at the end of a trial), the pointing error started
close to eleven degrees, which corresponded to the shift in the camera image, and decreased to
perfect pointing performance after 8 trials. With concurrent feedback, the arm was visible dur-
ing the whole trial, which allowed for corrections during pointing and resulted in lower pointing
errors from the beginning.
5.2 A model for efficient visual exploration
The study discussed in this section ([Wilming et al., 2013], appendix G) aims at understanding
the mechanisms behind human control of eye movements and how those could be translated
into an attention model for artificial agents. Eye movements serve the purpose to concentrate
processing resources on relevant stimuli and gather new information. With respect to sensorimo-
tor contingencies, this seems complementary: SMCs are defined by the lawful relation of action
and sensory changes, which can be nailed down to prediction of future sensory information. The
question arises how the novelty components of the bottom-up signals compare to and match with
the predictive components that arise from learned SMCs. The main conclusion points to an in-
trinsic trade-off between exploration and exploitation of information about the visual scenery.
With respect to artificial intelligence this is an interesting feature that would allow robots to ef-
ficiently sample the visual field and at the same time focus their attention on relevant parts of
the scene. Existing robot models of visual attention usually rely on intensity- or motion-based
saliency, sometimes coupled with mechanisms inhibiting previously visited locations [Ruesch
et al., 2008; Begum and Karray, 2011].
5.2.1 The study of inhibition of return
Our study investigates a heavily debated phenomenon called inhibition of return (IOR) which
refers to the observation that, when humans look at the same location twice, i.e., return to a
location after having visited another out-location, they seem to spend more time than usual at the
out-location before they come back to the return-location [Posner and Cohen, 1984]. The increased
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latency to re-fixate a given location hints on some kind of inhibition mechanism. Another obser-
vation indicates a decreased probability to re-fixate a location at all [Klein and MacInnes, 1999].
These effects were believed to serve a foraging strategy, facilitating exploration of the visual scene.
Therefore, IOR reflects a part of the decision process between sampling new information or ex-
tended processing of known visual areas.
In [Wilming et al., 2013], appendix G, we analyzed a large dataset from eye-tracking exper-
iments, where ocular movement was recorded during a free-viewing task. The dataset from 5
different studies comprised more than 550,000 fixations from 235 subjects looking at natural im-
ages, urban images, fractals and pink noise. An example of return saccades with one or two
intermediate out-locations is shown in Figure 5.2a. Each fixation was measured by the duration
the subject fixated a patch in the image in combination with the length of a saccade and its relative
angle w.r.t. the previous saccade. (Figure 5.2b). We analyzed the frequency of return saccades and
compared them to estimates of the number of return saccades expected from statistical properties.
We furthermore investigated temporal properties of return saccades (fixation durations at preced-
ing fixation locations) and compared them systematically to those of forward saccades. Finally,
we analyzed the fixation data w.r.t. bottom-up saliency, defined by local image properties.
Figure 5.2: The study of return saccades. (a) Examples of 1-back (red) and 2-back (blue) return
saccades. (b) Fixations were quantified by their duration at a certain location, the angle of move-
ment relative to the previous direction and by saccade length. (c) Spatial frequency of return
saccades (red) vs. forward saccades (blue). Empirical data (solid lines) compared to statistical
expectation (dashed lines). The green bar corresponds to the chance baseline. (d) Fixation dura-
tions as a function of saccade angle relative to the previous saccade (blue). The red line shows
a piecewise linear fit and the residuals from this fit are shown in green. (e) Example of a visual
feature (luminance contrast) of an urban image. Regular fixations are shown as green dots, return
fixations in red. (f) Fixation probability of the same image based on saliency. Black crosses and
dotted lines show an example trajectory. Figure adapted from [Wilming et al., 2013].
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Spatial inhibition of return
Figure 5.2c shows the empirically measured frequency of return and forward saccades in com-
parison to simulated saccades based on the statistical distribution of relative saccade angles and
lengths. In contrast to the prevalent belief in the research community that the regions that sub-
jects returned to have lower probabilities to be re-fixated, we found the opposite, a higher fixa-
tion probability. This holds equally for return fixations with only one intermediate fixation before
returning, as well as for those with multiple out-locations. The data suggest a facilitation of re-
turning to previously fixated locations, rather than an inhibition of return.
Temporal inhibition of return
Measuring the latencies of fixations preceding a return saccade (Figure 5.2d) revealed that the
known effect for temporal inhibition of return can be fully explained in terms of another known
effect, the so-called “saccadic momentum” [Smith and Henderson, 2009]. This effect denotes a
linear increase in latency with higher turning angle, which is not specific to the re-fixation of
certain locations, but holds for all saccades. Once this momentum is taken into account, there
is no increased latency before returning, but actually an increased latency at the location that is
re-fixated. This indicates extended processing demands at the location that is visited multiple
times.
Bottom-up saliency
The increased fixation duration at return locations suggests that those locations are special. To
clarify the role of locations, we compared bottom-up saliency at return locations and regular
fixation locations. We used a model of bottom-up saliency derived in [Wilming et al., 2011], which
is based on a weighted sum of low- and mid-level visual features (Figure 5.2e). Results reveal
that return locations are better predicted by those features than regions that are fixated only once,
suggesting that return saccades are directed to more salient locations than normal saccades.
5.2.2 A bottom-up sampling strategy
The increased number of return saccades and the prolonged fixation durations at return locations
are difficult to reconcile with a foraging strategy that maximizes the visited area by distributing
fixation locations uniformly in the visual field. Instead of such a maximization of entropy, we hy-
pothesized that return fixations optimize the coverage of an internal relevance map of the visual
scene. We calculated such an image-specific map from the empirically measured saliency of all
image locations, which was defined by how often subjects looked at locations in the particular
image. Our analysis shows that allowing for return fixations increases the probability to cover
the relevance map compared to forcing all saccades to unexplored regions.
The study presented here thus reveals an important aspect of our strategy to select fixation
points in our visual field: that we trade off exploring our environment against making sure that
we have fully comprehended the relevant parts of it. Although the work is limited to the study
of human eye movements, it provides a promising basis for attention models for robotic systems.
Applying the saliency model to a camera image and combining it with the saccadic momentum
model derived here, one could guide camera movements of a robot in order to efficiently sam-
ple its environment while keeping track of regions of special interest. In fact, similar models of
visual attention for robotic cognition exist [Begum and Karray, 2011], many of them inspired by
human models [see e.g., Itti and Koch, 2001] and some even include inhibitory mechanisms simi-
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lar to IOR [Ruesch et al., 2008]. Our results can contribute to the refinement of such models w.r.t.
optimal sampling.
5.3 Summary
The two studies presented in this chapter show how computational modeling of human behavior
can inform control of artificial agents.
The results of the first study reproduced the adaptation effects observed in the psychophysical
experiments and added some novel insights about the learning mechanisms in the human. More
details can be found in the full paper, but importantly for the discussion about artificial agents,
the GP learning scheme provided first, a system that can learn desired reaching movements from
scratch by random exploration, i.e., without the need to specify a model of the plant or provid-
ing other prior knowledge to the system. Second, an adaptive system is provided that can cope
with the changing conditions that lead to altered SMCs (transformation on the camera system
in this case). The work demonstrates that adaptation can be seen as an active process that cru-
cially depends on the ability to relate motor actions to their sensory consequences, which bears a
resemblance to the concept of SMCs.
The second study investigated the processes behind selection of saccade movements. It was
shown that the classical assumption of an inhibition process that serves the facilitation of forag-
ing cannot fully account for the observations from the psychophysical experiments. Instead, the
saccadic momentum effect, in combination with bottom-up saliency can explain the observed oc-
currence of return saccades in terms of a sampling strategy that optimally balances the exploration
of the visual scenery and the processing of regions of interest.
Chapter 6
Discussion & Conclusion
6.1 Discussion of results
In this thesis, we investigated the sensorimotor contingencies theory from the perspective of arti-
ficial intelligence. We analyzed SMCs in artificial agents and how they can facilitate the learning
process and the formation of cognitive behavior. In this section, we wrap up the presented results.
6.1.1 Information-theoretic analysis of SMCs
In Chapter 3, we analyzed the sensorimotor signals in a quadruped robot running on multiple
terrains using tools from information theory. We showed that information transfer quantified by
transfer entropy can reveal the non-linear relations among the sensory and motor signals of the
robot. Those relations the SMCs of the robot were shown to be affected by changes to at least
two components of the brain-body-environment system. First, by comparing the information
structure during different control policies we found that the information transfer shows patterns
specific to the gait that was used. Overall information transfer was enhanced when using coor-
dinated motor signals that led to stable periodic movement patterns, whereas using random mo-
tor commands, overall information transfer was low, but very specific to the robot’s mechanical
topology. Second, when comparing information structures during running in different environ-
ments, namely different terrains, we also found patterns specific to each terrain type, which we
attributed to identifying the object-related SMC.
We demonstrated that information structure can reveal the modality-related SMCs of the robot
by comparing information transfer patterns of each sensory signal with those of other sensory
signals, which results in a primitive form of a body schema. It is further possible to find the SM
environment of the robot through motor babbling, by averaging the information transfers over
all possible control commands, a way of marginalizing out the “brain”-part of the brain-body-
environment system.
In our analysis, the information-theoretic approach has led to perceptual capabilities of the
agent, but did not find its way into control strategies so far. However, the fact that information
transfer was much higher when coordinated motor commands were used, suggests that informa-
tion might be a driving force for learning or evolution of internal dynamics and morphology of an
agent. Similar ideas have been pursued in [Sporns and Lungarella, 2006; Prokopenko et al., 2006],
where coordinated behavior was achieved by evolving control networks with information-based
fitness functions. Several information-theoretic approaches were proposed that use information
directly for task-independent control. Empowerment quantifies the influence an agent has over
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perceived parts of the world in information-theoretic terms [Klyubin et al., 2005b,a], for which
an empowerment-greedy action selection strategy has been derived [Jung et al., 2011; Salge et al.,
2014]. Predictive information measures the mutual information between past and future sensory
states and has been translated into an gradient-based rule to update the control network [Ay et al.,
2008; Martius et al., 2013]. Recent studies even combine the task-independent information-based
control with task-oriented reinforcement learning [Zahedi et al., 2013].
An investigation of morphological effects on the information structure remains to be done.
Related work in this direction suggest that information structure is strongly affected by the mor-
phology and that information-increasing changes to the morphology can enhance information
processing [Lungarella and Sporns, 2006]. Following the ideas of the information parsimony prin-
ciple [Polani et al., 2007; Polani, 2009], which suggests that information can be seen as a natural
resource that evolution of biological agents might optimize, it would be interesting to investigate,
whether information-driven evolution can create morphologies that are optimal in some respect
and advantageous for the agent’s behavior.
6.1.2 Task-oriented learning of SMCs
The work presented in Chapter 4 goes beyond the unsupervised learning and analysis of SMCs.
Here we aimed at learning control of the robot in order to achieve certain tasks. We did this by
providing feedback to the robot about its task performance in form of an internal value or reward
system.
We again followed the bottom-up approach by capturing sensorimotor relations from random
interactions, which were used as knowledge base for later task-oriented control. However, this
time we additionally provided higher-level teaching signals that allow the formation of intention-
related SMCs. The intention-related SMCs then enabled the robot to appropriately select actions
that achieve the task.
Starting with the Markov model for SMCs, we showed how probability distributions can be
used to learn the action-outcome relations of the quadruped Puppy robot and allowed it to dis-
criminate several terrain types it was running on (similar to the information structure discussed
above). A major contribution was to demonstrate how the incorporation of action information
can enhance the classification process. Terrain classification accuracy was larger when using sen-
sory information in combination with action information than when using sensory information
only. Results showed further that sensorimotor relations observed over extended time spans can
improve the classification even more. This suggests that object-related SMCs manifest themselves
in a longer sensorimotor context than modality-related SMCs do. Here our work complements
previous investigation of this subject [Maye and Engel, 2012a]. The modality-related SMCs are in-
stantaneous relations with specific characteristics, whereas in order to recognize objects, a certain
time of interaction is required. Imagine the difference of blindly grasping a spoon or a fork, which
might feel very similar in the first moment, but when “playing around” with them in the hand for
some seconds, we can easily feel the difference. A similar effect was observed in [Hogman et al.,
2013], where objects were pushed in several different ways by a robotic arm and the observed
action-outcome relations were used to classify the objects. Their results confirm that classification
accuracy increases with the number of pushes performed.
After identifying some limitations of the Markov model in terms of generalization and prac-
tical usage, we proposed to further develop this approach while rephrasing the learning prob-
lem in the language of reinforcement learning and employing state-of-the-art machine learning
techniques from reservoir computing. Therefore, we implemented the actor-critic design for the
Puppy robot, which uses the TD-error to directly learn the intention-related SMCs in form of a
mapping of sensorimotor signals to expected future rewards. We used echo-state networks as
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function approximator, which have certain advantages for our purposes. First, ESNs are uni-
versal approximators of dynamical systems with good generalization abilities that can deal with
noisy or previously unseen data. Second, the recurrent reservoir allows capturing SMCs on sev-
eral time scales, ranging from instantaneous relations such as modality-related SMCs to longer
time scales where intention-related SMCs are supposed to live. Especially in compliant robots
this memory capacity is of great importance for capturing the dynamics of the system. Third, for
the gradient ascent method used in our approach to select reward-maximizing actions, ESNs pro-
vide an efficient way of calculating partial derivatives of outputs (future rewards) with respect to
the inputs (actions). We demonstrated that this combination of methods could successfully learn
the complex action-intention relations of the compliant Puppy robot and enabled it to maximize
rewards by appropriate selection of actions. This way, the simulated robot was able to learn to
autonomously navigate towards target locations, which were mediated by the reward function.
In this setup, the reward function is the only externally provided knowledge source of the
system, all remaining knowledge about successful control is learned from own experience by the
interaction with the environment. This means, however, that the design of the reward function is
crucial for the entire behavior of the robot. It has to match the morphology of the robot with its
specific possibilities of actuation and its specific sets of sensors, while at the same time encoding
the robot’s task.
Both presented SMC models require random exploration which bears the problem of how to
efficiently sample the sensorimotor space. We will discuss possible strategies in Section 6.3.
6.1.3 SMCs in model learning
In Chapter 5, Section 5.1, we looked at SMCs from a different perspective. Here we investigated
how an artificial agent can cope with morphological changes that alter its SMCs. We provided a
model that is capable of adapting to the changed SMCs in order to restore its functionality. The
model comprised a forward and an inverse kinematic model learned by Gaussian process regres-
sion. By moving its actuators and observing the resulting sensory changes, the agent used the
captured modality-related SMCs to train the two models iteratively, similar than in the reinforce-
ment learning studies. In contrast to those, however, no intentions were introduced, but a map-
ping was derived instead that allowed direct, low-level control of the agent in order to achieve
desired sensory states. In Buhrmann’s terms this corresponds to the domain of SM coordinations.
The model was used in a simulated robotic arm that had to point to desired target locations.
In our study, we aimed at reproducing pointing behavior of humans when wearing prism glasses
that displace their visual fields. In such situations, humans can quickly adapt to the new SMCs
imposed by the prisms after practicing for a few trials. While our experiments with the robotic
arm successfully reproduced those results, they support the pragmatic stance of cognition by
revealing that this adaptation mechanism is an active process: it requires active engagement in
the task in order to learn the changed SMCs.
With respect to AI and robotics, such a capability to self-adapt is highly relevant. Robots are
often subject to mechanical wear or are used in changing environments and need to be calibrated
before being fully operational. A system that can learn its changed SMCs by moving around
a bit is thus of great value. Furthermore, in such a system, the usage of tools can be learned
autonomously by learning the new arising SMCs (cf. body schema extension in [Hoffmann et al.,
2010]).
By implementing forward and inverse models, the study further provides a biologically plau-
sible approach to learning and adaptation mechanisms, as the abundant work in neuroscience
and psychology about internal models in the human brain indicates [see e.g., Wolpert et al., 1998;
Bays and Wolpert, 2007; Imamizu and Kawato, 2012].
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There exists a difficulty in control of robotic arms that becomes especially apparent with larger
number of joints (degrees of freedom). While the learned mapping in the small vicinity of the
current arm configuration might be unique, there might be multiple possible joint trajectories to
move the arm’s end-effector to target positions that are further away. This redundancy issue has
been recently tackled in an approach called goal-babbling, by weighting the training samples based
on how close the movement brings the hand towards the target [Rolf et al., 2011; Hartmann et al.,
2012]. Other approaches use alternate freezing and freeing of degrees of freedom in order to over-
come this difficulty [Berthouze and Lungarella, 2004], or a from of intrinsic motivation to guide
action selection [Baranes and Oudeyer, 2013] (see also Section 6.3).
Our last presented study of this thesis (Section 5.2) was concerned with the involvement of
modality-related SMCs in visual exploration. By analyzing a large set of eye-tracking data where
humans were engaged in a free-viewing task, the spatial and temporal effects of “inhibition of
return” were investigated, which presumably inhibits returning to previously seen locations in
the visual scene, in order to facilitate foraging. Our results revealed that no such effect exists,
but rather a “saccadic momentum” effect, which slows down saccades gradually with deviation
of their direction from the direction of previous saccades. Accounting for this effect, our results
further showed that returning to previously seen locations is actually enhanced and that those
locations we return to are more salient that other locations. We conclude this study by suggesting
that the saccadic momentum effect implements an optimal sampling strategy of salient regions
of the visual scenery, while trading off exploration of unseen locations. We substantiated this
claim by simulations of eye trajectories using the statistics obtained from the human eye-tracking
experiments. These simulations showed indeed higher likelihood of the empirically measured
image coverage when allowing return-saccades than when removing them from the data set.
Such an optimal sampling strategy could be implemented in robot visual control systems to
improve attentional mechanisms. Existing models of robot visual attention indeed use saliency-
based focusing of eye (camera) gaze [Begum and Karray, 2011]. There are even models accounting
for what is widely termed inhibition of return: a prevention mechanism to refocus previously
attended regions in the visual field [e.g., Ruesch et al., 2008]. However, with respect to optimal
sampling and trading off exploration and exploitation of the visual scenery, our findings might
complement and improve existing models.
Our model comes with the limitation that it is bound to static images and does not include
movements in the visual scene. The human visual system, however, incorporates such dynamic
information in attention mechanisms [e.g., Itti and Koch, 2001]. This could be accounted for by
considering dynamic features in the saliency evaluation of images and image sequences, addi-
tionally to the static image features that have been considered here.
6.2 Categories of SMCs
In Section 1.2.2 we introduces three notions of SMCs: modality-related, object-related, and intention-
related. Buhrmann et al. [2013], on the other hand, defined four regimes of SMCs from a dynam-
ical systems perspective: sensorimotor environment, habitat, coordination and strategy. Which
classification makes more sense? How are classifications of SMCs useful at all?
In the original publication [O’Regan and Noë, 2001], the term “Sensorimotor Contingencies”
embraces all relations between movements and accompanying changes in the sensory system.
The authors point out that these relations are what our sensations are made of. Because the effects
of movements on sensory signals coming from, let’s say, the auditory system follow different
rules—are differently structured—than the effects on visual sensory signals, we can differentiate
and be aware of the two modalities. It thus seems valuable to use the notion of modality-related
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SMCs in order to identify modalities in the sensorimotor stream. This distinction enabled us to
build a rudimentary body schema in Section 3.3, which can be useful to an agent not knowing
anything about its body and the nature of its sensors. Similarly, the sensorimotor relations differ
when interacting with different environmental features, e.g., objects. For many applications of
artificial agents the capability to distinguish objects is of great importance. Finally, specifying
the rules of how actions affect the internal value system as intention-related SMCs seems useful
for learning strategies like reinforcement learning. This last type can be seen as an extension of
the SMC concept described in the original publication to higher cognitive levels. The action is
generalized from mere movements to actions, which might include action sequences or sets of
actions and the outcome is not sensory anymore, but an internal state.
From an application-driven point of view, these classifications can help to structure the sys-
tem that is to do something useful, e.g., it makes sense using object-related SMCs for classifying
objects, using intention-related SMCs for learning certain tasks, etc. From a more phenomenolog-
ical point of view, however, the classification into concepts like modalities, objects and intentions
seems to be imposed by the experimenter who looks at the system from outside in order to ana-
lyze it, whereas in an agent’s situated perspective, these concepts might seem arbitrary and only
a few among many possible entities of action-outcome relations. This is a classical instance of
the frame-of-reference problem [Pfeifer and Bongard, 2007, p. 72ff.]. As an example, consider
the terrain-specific information structures we found in Section 3.4 and which we attributed to
the class of object-related SMCs by claiming that terrains, in a more abstract way, can be seen
as objects (although terrains are not exactly what we immediately think of when we think about
objects). From a sensorimotor- or information-based view, terrains and objects are environmental
features that affect the SMCs of the legged robot a lot (and in special ways). We could thus also call
them terrain-related SMCs in the case of the walking robot. For a flying robot, such different ter-
rains might seem equal, as it rarely experiences the different friction properties of their surfaces,
and importantly, makes no use of such knowledge for its own action selection. In order to reveal
“clusters” of SMCs that are specific to the embodiment and situatedness of the agent under con-
sideration, statistical learning and other unsupervised methods such as the information-theoretic
ones we used seems beneficial.
In this respect, the SMC classes of Buhrmann et al. [2013] introduced in Section 2.2.2 pro-
vide a different spectrum of classification that avoids this problem. The four types of SMCs can
be arranged along a dimension going from an external view towards an agent’s perspective of
the analysis. On the lowest level is the SM environment, which is merely limited by the physi-
cal constrains of the open-loop (brain-)body-environment system. No agent-specific intelligence
is considered at all, the SM environment is rather spanning the space of possible sensorimotor
trajectories that corresponds to all agents with similar sensors and actuators in similar environ-
ments. When closing the loop and adding the agent’s internal dynamics, we traverse the more
agent-centered SM habitat. The SM coordination and SM strategy incorporate task-related and
normative dimensions that affect the agent’s individual value system (and thus higher-level cog-
nitive processes).
In [Buhrmann et al., 2013], the authors admit that practical application of their SMC descrip-
tions in terms of dynamical systems is limited by the fact that all the relevant equations of a
cognitive system are rarely known in practice. However, they argue that the four definitions can
be applied to other methods and measures as well, such as information-theoretic or probabilistic
ones. We demonstrated this first in Section 3.3 by viewing the information structure resulting
from motor babbling as being the SM environment of the agent, and second in Section 4.2 by dis-
cussing how the SMCs learned with the probabilistic Markov model correspond to the SM habitat
and when connected to a value system to the SM strategy of the agent.
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6.3 Action sampling strategies
A recurrently upcoming theme in our studies of SMCs in artificial agents is the selection of ac-
tions in order to sample the sensorimotor space in an efficient way. All presented SMC learning
methods, the information-theoretic one, the Markov model, the actor-critic design and the inverse
kinematic model require some form of motor babbling, a random exploration in order to gener-
ate training samples from which the SMCs can be learned. This bears the problem of finding a
strategy to efficiently sample relevant parts of the space. Uniformly sampling the whole space
is usually infeasible for more complex agents with high-dimensional continuous sensorimotor
spaces (even though biomechanical constraints already reduce the dimensionality drastically).
Classically, -greedy policies are used that implement some kind of bootstrapping method. The
 defines the probability to select a random action, which can be drawn uniformly, but is often a
normal distribution centered at the previously selected action. Otherwise, with probability (1−),
the action is selected by the control method used (ESN-actor, inverse model, etc). The choice of 
represents the trade-off between exploring unknown parts of the space (random action) and ex-
ploiting the learned knowledge of the system. In some of our experiments we used a gradually
decreasing , in order to start with completely random actions and let the control method take
over control more and more over time. In fact, in those experiments, this was the only way to en-
sure the learning does not get stuck in the very beginning by always choosing trivial and useless
actions. However, even with time-varying , such bootstrapping methods might take a long time
before they visit a large enough region of the state-action space and fully unfold their capabilities.
As mentioned before, several approaches have been suggested, sometimes depending on the
robotic platform used or the specific task that is to be achieved. For robotic arm reaching, the goal-
babbling strategy has been developed by Rolf et al. [2011] and demonstrated to be successful on a
multiple degrees of freedom robotic arm with pneumatic actuators [Hartmann et al., 2012]. Here,
each training sample is assigned a weight indicating how much it influences the training (i.e., how
much the current training parameters are changed). The weighting is larger, if the performed ac-
tion moves the end-effector closer towards the target position and smaller otherwise. This way, a
large amount of the sensorimotor space is ignored or down-graded and only the regions relevant
for the task are learned. The method also provided a solution to the redundancy problem that
multiple joint trajectories are able to achieve the desired task (also known as Bernstein’s prob-
lem [Bernstein, 1967]). Other approaches deal with freezing and subsequent freeing of degrees of
freedom (DoF). Here, several distal DoFs are locked in the beginning and only proximal ones are
trained. Once training converged, the next DoF is freed and included in the training. This suc-
cessive learning goes on until all DoFs are unlocked. Some authors even showed that alternating
freezing and freeing is required for optimal performance [Berthouze and Lungarella, 2004].
Another very promising and more general strategy, which is independent of the platform, is
the following. When the learning includes a prediction of a fitness or reward function, Gaussian
process regression could be employed to predicts the fitness landscape from sensorimotor inputs.
Gaussian processes have the advantage that they provide an uncertainty measure together with
the prediction. This uncertainty can be used in an exploration-exploitation trade-off, by selecting
actions from regions where the predicted fitness seems high, but has still high uncertainty (be-
cause not visited so far). This strategy has been demonstrated successful in machine learning in
the context of optimal protein folding [Romero et al., 2013].
Machine Learning provides a further branch called active learning, which is also concerned
with generation of training examples in an efficient way. The goal is to minimize the number of
samples needed while achieving or maintaining a certain level of performance [Cohn et al., 1996].
Active learning has been used in the context of developmental robotics in [Baranes and Oudeyer,
2013].
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Another interesting alternative to random exploration is provided by Martius et al. [2013]
who maximize time-local predictive information using a gradient method. Since the control is
deterministic here and has parameters that vary based on the information measure, the authors
argue that this method implements a self-determined spontaneity (which they call exploration
dynamics): “a self-directed search process, where the directions to explore are created from the
dynamics of the system itself” [Martius et al., 2013, p. 12], rather than from a random number
generator in the action-selection scheme.
Finally, our eye movement study from Section 5.2 provides the basis for a new bottom-up
mechanism for visual attention that could be used in robotics to control camera or head move-
ments of a robot. Such a control mechanism would trade off selecting movements to new parts
of the scene, that foster exploration of the visual scenery versus selection of movements to inter-
esting regions that contain relevant features worth investigating in more detail. This possibility
is so far limited to visual exploration. A generalization of this concept to other modalities (e.g.,
arm movements or walking) could model the saccadic momentum as a momentum on the previ-
ous action. However, it is not clear how saliency could be encoded in a proprioceptive or inertia
sensorimotor space.
6.4 Towards a formal framework for SMCT in AI
As we see from the amount of studies listed in Section 2.1, many methods are related to the senso-
rimotor approach without explicitly referring to SMCT. One major problem with SMCT is that to
date no formal treatment of the ideas exist, which makes it difficult to operationalize it in robotics.
Furthermore, important questions left open by the original publication of this theory [O’Regan
and Noë, 2001] are (1.) which “structure” in sensory changes that follow movements should be
considered and (2.) how this structure should be extracted and stored and (3.) how to be activated
for action selection.
We proposed to answer the first three questions in terms of an information-theoretic analysis
that quantifies the SMCs as the amount of information that is transferred between motor and
sensory channels. We demonstrated how bodily properties as well as environmental structures
can be identified with this approach. However, a clear directive how to utilize these for action
selection and task solving behavior (fourth question) is still missing, although we point out some
promising developments in that direction [Jung et al., 2011; Zahedi et al., 2013].
In our work we tackled the fourth question with a different approach. Using a reinforcement
learning framework allowed us to formalize the task as a reward function and using appropriate
tools from machine learning enabled us to learn and activate the SMCs that affect this reward.
In a very similar way, Maye and Engel [2011, 2012a,b, 2013] set out to extract a clear definition
from SMCT and suggest a treatment in terms of reinforcement learning, as it provides a universal
framework that can be used in the context of the sensorimotor theory when states and actions
are defined appropriately. Furthermore, reinforcement learning is a well studied theory with a
comprehensive backup of mathematical descriptions to formalize the system and processes under
investigation. It was indeed argued that reinforcement learning is a promising candidate to a
general formal definition of artificial intelligence, because any formal problem can be encoded in
a reward function [Schmidhuber, 2007].
As another attempt of a formal treatment of SMCT, the work by Buhrmann et al. [2013] is a
step in a promising direction, in that they propose to formalize the structure of SMCs as a set of
dynamical properties (e.g., attractors, bifurcations, metastable regions) in the sensorimotor space.
With this dynamical systems account they answer the first three questions posed above. Their
formalization allows for observational analyses of cognitive systems, a directly applicable design
principle or suggestion for learning mechanisms or action selection strategy is, however, left open.
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Nevertheless their distinction of the different SMC regimes contributes to the clarification of the
SMCT approach.
More of such work is required in future in order to enhance practical applicability of SMCT to
artificial systems and to promote it as a powerful theory for artificial intelligence and robotics.
6.5 Conclusions
The sensorimotor approach to cognition encompasses all the studies discussed in this thesis. Al-
though these stand alone as single research papers with their own methodology and research
contribution, they follow a common core idea of how learning, perception and cognition can be
viewed in artificial intelligence. Namely as a pragmatic process where the action is of major im-
portance for the emergence of intelligence. Studying artificial agents in terms of SMCT, a novel
and promising sensorimotor theory within the pragmatic turn in cognitive science, follows some
underlying principles which connect all the discussed approaches.
The most important being the rejection of symbolic representations of the world that are stored
and recalled for performing computations on. Cognition can not merely be described by passive
processing of external stimuli in order to derive world models. It can rather be seen as world
making, which relies on exercise and mastery of the sensorimotor relations (or action-outcome
relations on higher cognitive levels) through persistent interaction with the environment. Thus,
grounding cognition in the sensorimotor knowledge that emerges from interaction with the envi-
ronment is what is common to all the presented studies.
We discussed several possibilities of how this kind of sensorimotor knowledge can be cap-
tured and represented. Information theory and machine learning provide abundant methodol-
ogy for learning and representation of such relations. However, a major commonality we identify
among all those methods is the motor babbling approach, the self-initiated active generation of
sensory stimulations from which SMCs are sampled. Artificial systems that implement SMCT are
thus self-explorative systems that learn the sensorimotor relations incrementally from bottom-up.
We showed how such a sensorimotor knowledge provides the basis from which concepts such as
modalities or objects can be learned (see Chapter 3). This knowledge can then be exploited for
control either by directly mapping the desired behavior onto the right actions (see inverse model
learning in Section 5.1) or by deriving higher-level relations from them through providing exter-
nal feedback in form of rewards (see Chapter 4 on SMCs in reinforcement learning).
Another commonality between our SMC approaches to artificial agents was to keep the amount
of externally provided knowledge at a minimum level. We did not provide any meaning (e.g., in
form of symbols) to the robots, but let them autonomously extract relevant and meaningful ele-
ments from the sensorimotor space. Being sufficient on lower levels, it was, however, necessary
to provide external knowledge at higher levels, at least about the nature of the task the robot was
performing (by specifying the reward function in reinforcement learning, or the target locations
in the reaching study).
In conclusion, we showed that by adopting the pragmatic approach to cognition in artificial
intelligence, we can achieve some of the requirements posed in the introduction. SMC learning
provides us the kind of generalization, robustness and adaptivity that is necessary for real-world
applications. We furthermore put SMCT a critical step further by extending the notion of SMCs
beyond low-level relations among sensory and motor signals. By introducing intention-related
SMCs and traversing the domain of SM strategy, we contributed to an extension to higher levels
of cognition. Further work in this direction, together with a more elaborated formal treatment,
might bring SMCT towards a full-fledged theory of cognition.
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Animals and humans engage in an enormous variety of behaviors which are orchestrated
through a complex interaction of physical and informational processes: the physical in-
teraction of the bodies with the environment is intimately coupled with informational
processes in the animal’s brain. A crucial step toward the mastery of all these behav-
iors seems to be to understand the flows of information in the sensorimotor networks.
In this study, we have performed a quantitative analysis in an artificial agent - a run-
ning quadruped robot with multiple sensory modalities - using tools from information
theory (transfer entropy). Starting from very little prior knowledge, through systematic
variation of control signals and environment, we show how the agent can discover the
structure of its sensorimotor space, identify proprioceptive and exteroceptive sensory
modalities, and acquire a primitive body schema. In summary, we show how the anal-
ysis of directed information flows in an agent’s sensorimotor networks can be used to
bootstrap its perception and development.
Keywords: information theory; transfer entropy; perception; developmental robotics; sen-
sorimotor contingencies; body schema;
1. Introduction
Animals are constantly being confronted with a massive multidimensional flow of
information that is sampled by their receptors and, after some preprocessing, relayed
1
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to their brains. This information has to be processed for the animal to be able to take
the right decisions and execute the actions that maximize its chances of survival.
In addition, the organism and the environment are dynamically and reciprocally
coupled and so are the sensory and motor signals. It is the sensorimotor networks
(as opposed to purely sensory information) and the dynamic patterns that exist in
them that provide the basis for further processing. Cognition is then best viewed
as emerging from this dynamic sensorimotor coupling (e.g. [39, 26]).
The view just described holds for natural and artificial agents (i.e. animals and
robots) alike. Robots - if they are to autonomously succeed in the real world - also
need to extract the relevant information about their interaction with the environ-
ment. In order to understand the nature of the processing that is responsible for
cognition, the prerequisite seems to be to quantify and analyze the structure of the
information flow in these sensorimotor networks. The tools of information theory
such as entropy, mutual information, integration, complexity and transfer entropy
have proven useful in this respect. They have been applied to inspect information
flows inside the brain (e.g. [8, 37, 11, 9]), as well as in the data collected from robots.
Lungarella and Sporns [20] have conducted studies on robots that illustrate the ef-
fect of individual components of the sensorimotor loop on the information structure.
In particular, they showed how a given sensorimotor coordinated behavior (such as
foveation) can increase the information content that reaches a given sensor (an ar-
tificial retina). Manipulating the sensor morphology (log-polar transformation in
this case) showed similar effects. Williams and Beer [41] conducted an information-
theoretic analysis of a simple agent engaged in a categorization task. Nakajima
et. al. [22] showed how directed information flow, measured by symbolic transfer
entropy can help to characterize the force-propagation in an artificial octopus arm.
The bulk of the work described so far was adopting a largely descriptive per-
spective - given a behaving system (a brain, or a complete agent with sensors and
actuators), the information flow and structure was analyzed. We have argued above
that this is a key step to understand the behavior of the system. However, an al-
ternative perspective is to look at the world through the eyes of the agent itself.
Imagine an animal or robot has just been “born”. Using its actuators, it can inter-
act with the world, generating sensory stimulation. Without prior knowledge of its
body, sensory apparatus, and the surrounding environment, how can it make sense
of the sensorimotor signals it is experiencing? As the agent interacts with the envi-
ronment, it will experience some patterns (regularities, contingencies) much more
often than others - this is given by the agent’s embodiment, the morphology and
material properties of its body and the placement of its sensors ([14] provide an
overview of case studies illustrating these effects). Remembering or representing
those regularities will be useful to the agent. But where should the agent start? We
think that it should start at the very basis: it should first learn the extent of its
body, the things it can influence and what lies beyond its control and should be
attributed to the environment.
Such a process has been observed in infants who spend substantial time in
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their early months observing and touching themselves [33]. Through this process of
babbling, intermodal redundancies, temporal contingencies, and spatial congruences
are picked up. In such a process, the infant forms a model of its body (a body image
or body schema, see e.g. [4, 3, 21]). A developmental approach can also be applied
to robots [19, 40, 27]. To identify its own body and learn about its contingencies is
a natural candidate to start the autonomous development in an artificial agent (see
[13] for a review on self-models and their acquisition in robots). Several studies along
those lines have been conducted: typically, they involve an upper torso humanoid
robot that is observing the space in front of it with a camera. The goal is to identify
the parts of the visual scene that belong to its body (its arms, for instance). Different
assumptions can be employed: the robot is static and environment is varied [43], or,
on the contrary, temporal contingency is exploited by the robot - the robot learns
to recognize its body parts by moving them [7, 23, 10]. Some researchers attempt to
start with even less prior knowledge: Olsson et al. [24, 25] and Philipona et al. [30]
study cases, where the agent is confronted with raw uninterpreted sensory signals
only. There is no preprocessing, no knowledge of geometry and the agent does not
even know which signals come from which modality. In [30] a simple simulated
agent learns to make the distinction between body and environment by observing
over which part of the sensory channels it has complete control. Olsson et al. [24,
25] have collected data from a real robot and showed that using an information
metric as distances between the sensory and motor channels, the robot is able to
reveal the (mainly spatial) relationships from its morphology (eg. arrangement of
camera pixels).
Our work is very much in line with the approach of Philipona et al. [30] and
Olsson et al. [24, 25]. For our study, we have chosen a running quadruped robot
with the following modalities: four motor signals, eight angular position sensors (4
on active and 4 on passive joints), 4 pressure sensors on the robot’s feet, a 3-axis
accelerometer and 3-axis gyroscope. The control signal and the environment (five
different ground materials) are systematically varied and the sensorimotor data is
collected. The information flows are analyzed using transfer entropy and the effect
of the different conditions is investigated. Then, we adopt the perspective of the
autonomous agent and show how the agent can use the information flows to: (1)
derive a primitive body schema and infer the controllability of different sensory
variables; (2) discriminate different environments; (3) discover the structure of its
sensorimotor space (identify proprioceptive and exteroceptive modalities, group dif-
ferent modalities and extract topological relations); and (4) interpret the quantity
of information flow to assess the utility of different sensory channels and its overall
performance.
This article is structured as follows. In Sec. 2, we will first introduce the infor-
mation theoretic methods used and the experimental setup. In Sec. 3, we report
on the results of the experiments. A brief section desribing the robot’s behavior
from an observer perspective is followed by a detailed analysis of the information
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flows under different conditions and their implications for the robot’s autonomous
development and perception. The paper is closed by a discussion, followed by a final
conclusion and suggestions on future work.
2. Materials and Methods
In this section, we describe the information theoretic measures used, our experi-
mental setup, and explain in detail how we analyzed the data in this paper.
2.1. Information Theoretic Measures: The Transfer Entropy
We use the term information in the Shannon sense, that is, to quantify statistical
patterns in observed variables. Thus, the measures presented here are based on
Shannon entropy [2]. Given a time series xt from the system X, entropy H(X)
provides a measure of the average uncertainty, or information, calculated from the
probability distribution p(xt) according to:
H(X) = −
∑
xt
p(xt) log p(xt). (1)
The association between two time series is often expressed as their mutual informa-
tion
I(X;Y ) =
∑
xt
∑
yt
p(xt, yt) log
p(xt, yt)
p(xt)p(yt)
. (2)
which expresses the deviation from the assumption that both are independent from
each other. However, mutual information also contains information that is shared
by X and Y due to a common history and it is invariant under exchange of the
two variables. As we were interested in characterizing the directed information flow
between the time series, we used transfer entropy [34], which provides this direc-
tionality and removes the shared information. Transfer entropy was introduced to
measure the magnitude and the direction of information flow from one element to
another and has been used to analyze information flows in real time series data
from neuroscience [9, 11], robotics [38, 22], and many other fields. Given two time
series X and Y , the transfer entropy TE essentially quantifies the deviation from
the generalized Markov property p(xt+1|xt−τ ) = p(xt+1|xt−τ , yt−τ ) [34]. If the de-
viation is small, then Yt−τ can be assumed to have little relevance on the transition
from Xt−τ to Xt+1. If the deviation is large, however, then Yt−τ adds information
about the transition of Xt−τ and the generalized Markov property is not valid.
The deviation from this assumption can, similar as in the mutual information, be
expressed as a specific version of the Kullback-Leibler divergence:
TEτ (Y → X) =
∑
xt+1
∑
xt−τ
∑
yt−τ
p(xt+1, xt−τ , yt−τ ) log
p(xt+1|xt−τ , yt−τ )
p(xt+1|xt−τ ) (3)
where the sums are over all possible states, t is the current time step and τ ∈ N0
indicates the time lag of the transition.
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In other words, TE measures how well we can predict the transition of the system
X by knowing the system Y , beyond the degree to which X already disambiguates
its own future. Transfer entropy is non-negative, any information transfer between
the two variables resulting in TE ≥ 0.
As proposed by Williams & Beer [42], the transfer entropy can be decomposed
in two different kinds of information transfer, the state-dependent transfer entropy
(SDTE) and the state-independent transfer entropy (SITE). The former charac-
terizes the information transfer that is caused by the synergy of both variables in
predicting the transition from Xt−τ to Xt+1, so it not only depends on Yt−τ , but
also on the state of Xt−τ . The latter kind of information transfer is the unique in-
formation that Yt−τ yields about Xt+1 and is completely independent from Xt−τ .
Moreover, in control theoretic terms the SITE expresses the open-loop control-
lability of a variable X by its controller Y , while the SDTE expresses the Y ’s
closed-loop controllability of X [42].
The state-dependent and state-independent transfer entropy are defined as
SITEτ (Y → X) = I(Xt+1;Yt−τ )− Imin(Xt+1;Yt−τ , Xt−τ ) (4)
SDTEτ (Y → X) = I(Xt+1;Yt−τ , Xt−τ )− Imax(Xt+1;Yt−τ , Xt−τ ) (5)
TEτ (Y → X) = SITEτ (Y → X) + SDTEτx(Y → X) (6)
where Imin is defined as:
Imin(Xt+1;Yt−τ , Xt−τ ) =
∑
xt+1
p(xt+1) min
R∈{Yt−τ ,Xt−τ}
I(Xt+1 = xt+1;R) (7)
and Imax is defined the same way except substituting min with max.
In order to remove the bias due to the statistical properties of the time series,
and in order to make the information transfers between different signals comparable,
we subtract the shuﬄed information transfer and normalize it to the range [0, 1]
according to [11]. The shuﬄed information transfer is calculated by first scrambling
the data of the time series Y so that the time-dependency is lost but the statistical
properties remain. The normalized transfer entropy is then expressed as:
TEτ (Y → X) = TEτ (Y → X)− TE
shuffled
τ (Y → X)
H(Xt+1|Xt−τ ) (8)
2.2. Experimental Setup
The experimental setup was identical to our previous work [32]. We recapitulate it
here for the reader’s convenience.
2.2.1. Robotic Platform and Control Signals
The robot used (Fig. 1 (a)) had four identical legs driven by position-controlled
servomotors in the hips. It had passive compliant joints at the knees. Upper and
lower limb were connected with springs. A special material (adhesive skin used for
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ski touring from Colltex), which has asymmetrical friction properties, was added
onto the robot’s feet. This allowed the robot to get a good grip during leg re-
traction (stance), and enabling sliding during protraction (swing). The mechanical
design (weight distribution, proportions, springs used, etc.) was a result of previous
research (e.g. [16]).
Fig. 1. Robot experiments. (a) The quadruped robot “Puppy” with its set of sensors (colored
circles). (b) The arena used in the experiments (linoleum ground shown). The picture was taken
from an overhead camera which was used to track the robot trajectories.
We prepared three sets of position control commands for the servomotors, re-
sulting in three distinct gaits. The first one was the random gait, where the target
hip joint angle for each leg was set randomly with certain smoothing constraints (to
avoid too high frequencies that would exceed the motor bandwidth). The remaining
two gaits were based on a simple oscillatory position control of the motors, each
motor signal a sine wave. The target hip joint angle γi of each motor i (and hence
of each leg) was determined as
γi(t) = αi · sin(2pift+ θi) + βi, (9)
where the oscillation was varied by changing the amplitude αi, offset βi, frequency
f , and phase lag θi parameters. Offset βi defines the center of the oscillation. In the
experiments reported here, frequency f of all legs was set to 1 Hz. By experimenta-
tion, we have prepared two parameter settings which gave rise to two turning gaits.
The bound right gait was derived from a bounding gait; the turn left gait achieved
the left turn by simply using a higher amplitude in the hind right leg. The motor
signals of the three gaits are shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Motor time series. The plots show 3.5 s of the motor commands as the robot runs with
random, bound right and turn left gait respectively. The signals are shown for every leg, FL: front
left, FR: front right, HL: hind left, HR: hind right.
Besides the four motor channels (denoted as MFL,MFR,MHL,MHR), we used
18 sensory channels from the robot (see Fig. 1 (a)). Eight potentiometers were used
to measure the joint angles, four on the active hip joints (HFL,HFR,HHL,HHR)
and four on the passive knee joints (KFL,KFR,KHL,KHR). On the robot’s feet
were four pressure sensors (PFL,PFR,PHL,PHR). Linear accelerations in three axes
(AX ,AY ,AZ) and angular velocities around the three axes (GX ,GY ,GZ) were taken
from an inertial measurement unit (IMU). All sensory data were sampled at 50Hz.
For convenience, we refer to the hip and knee angular sensors as “hips” and “knees”
and speak about “motors” when we mean the motor commands.
2.2.2. Arena and Ground Conditions
During the experiments, the robot was running in an arena roughly 2.5 x 2.5 m and
was tethereda (Fig. 1 (b)). The turning gaits were chosen to keep the robot inside the
arena. To investigate the effect of ground conditions, we used five different ground
materials: linoleum, foil, cardboard, styrofoam and rubber. The main difference was
in the friction coefficient between the ground material and robot’s feetb In addition,
the rubber and cardboard contained regular ridges.
2.2.3. Experiments
As we have discussed in Sec. 1, behavior is an outcome of the dynamical reciprocal
coupling of the brain, body and environment. Fig. 3 illustrates this schematically.
All the interacting components introduce some constraints on the interplay and
aCables were used for data transfer and power transmission. Although they did affect the robot’s
dynamics, an effort has been made to minimize these effects by carrying the cables by the experi-
menter.
bWe estimated static friction coefficients by putting a block covered with the same adhesive skin as
on the robot’s feet on inclined planes covered with the different ground materials. As the adhesive
skin has asymmetrical properties, two values were obtained for each material. The low/high val-
ues were: linoleum: 0.31/0.40, foil : 0.39/0.39, cardboard : 0.64/1.10, styrofoam: 0.74/1.06, rubber :
0.76/0.91.
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together induce some regularities or structure. Adopting the situated perspective,
we will study how much can be inferred by the agent about the interaction from
observing the sensorimotor flows only. To this end, we have designed experiments
in which two of the interacting components are systematically varied.
Fig. 3. The interplay of information and physical processes. Driven by motor commands,
the mechanical system of the agent acts on the external environment (different ground substrates
in our case). The action leads to rapid mechanical feedback (for example, springs in the passive
knees are loaded). In parallel, external stimuli (pressure on the robot’s feet or acceleration due to
gravity) and internal physical stimuli (bending of joints) impinge on the sensory receptors (sensory
system). The arrows marked with ellipses correspond to the information flows that are available to
the agent’s “brain” for inspection; these are the subject of our analysis. Figure and text adapted
from [29].
Experiment 1: Varying the controller.
We have varied the control signals sent to the robot’s motors, which give
rise to disctinct gait patterns. A set of random signals (random) and two
coordinated motor controllers (bound right and turn left) were prepared.
Keeping the body and environment constant (linoleum ground was used),
we investigated how the information structure changes with the different
controllers.
Experiment 2: Varying the environment.
By fixing the controller to the bound right gait, we investigated how the
ground conditions affect the informational structure experienced by the
robot. For the ground conditions, we used foil, linoleum, cardboard, styro-
foam and rubber.
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The body was not varied in our experiments. However, as the other main actors
- the control signals and the environment - were systematically manipulated, it was
to some extent possible to investigate its effect by uncovering the invariant (always
present) structure in the sensorimotor space.
2.3. Data Analysis
The trial durations of the experiments were between 60 and 130 seconds. To have an
equal number of samples for the calculations of the information transfer, we divided
longer trials into subtrials of 58s length (2900 samples). Additionally, we discarded
the first 2 seconds (100 samples) of each trial, in order to exclude the data of the
transition from sitting to running. This way we obtained between 2 and 5 subtrials
per condition. The marginal and joint probability distributions that were needed to
calculate the information flows were estimated using histograms. After normalizing
the time series to a standard normal distribution (X,Y ∼ N (0, 1)), the state space
was divided into 20 equally spaced bins ranging from [-4, 4] and the frequency of
each state was counted. We tried different bin numbers (5 to 64) and ranges and
observed no qualitative difference in the resulting information transfer. The infor-
mation transfer was then averaged over all trials in each condition. We calculated
them for time lags τ = [0, 1] seconds (1 second was the period of locomotion of the
robot) and selected the maximum across τ = argmaxτ [TEτ (Y → X)]. The shuﬄed
information transfer used for the normalization was calculated by scrambling the
time series of Y 100 times, then calculating the information transfer for all 100
scrambled time series and taking the mean of that.
3. Results
In this section, we start by briefly looking at the behavior of the quadruped
robot in the arena from an observer perspective. Then we will analyze the in-
formation structure that can be extracted from the time series. We will see
how the behavior is reflected in the information structure and how it can con-
tribute to the robot’s perception and development. We also would like to draw
the reader’s attention to a video from the experiments that will provide a
clearer picture of the experimental conditions in which the robot interacts with
its environment: https://files.ifi.uzh.ch/ailab/people/hoffmann/videos/
ACS2012/SchmidtEtal_ACS_2012_accompVideo.mpg or .wmv.
3.1. Behavior
Fig. 4 (a) compares example trajectories of the robot for the three different gaits
on the linoleum ground. We can clearly see that the robot’s behavior was different
in each gait. Interestingly, we found that for the random gait the robot moved
forward and had a tendency to turn clockwise (light gray line). Since the motor
signal was random, we attribute this pattern to the asymmetry in the morphology
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of the robot. The forward motion can be attributed e.g. to the mass distribution,
the leg shape, and the asymmetric friction properties of the adhesive skin on the
robot’s feet. The turning effect could be explained by the IMU attachment with
the cable pointing to the right. In the turn left gait, the trajectories of the robot
showed counterclockwise circles (dark gray line). From the pronounced “zig-zag”
shape - as seen by the overhead camera - we can also observe that the robot’s
rolling motion was substantial and larger than the forward motion of the robot in
each locomotion period. In the bound right gait, the robot turned clockwise (black
line). The diameter of the trajectory seemed to be modulated by the ground type
(Fig. 4 (b)). In particular, if the friction between ground and feet was larger, the
diameter of the circle was smaller. In summary, the robot showed a characteristic
behavior for each gait condition (controller) and its behavior is strongly affected by
the ground type (environment).
Start
20cm
a) Gaits
 
 
bound right (40s)
turn left (40s)
random (40s)
Start
20cm
b) Grounds
 
 
foil (30s)
styrofoam (30s)
linoleum (30s)
cardboard (30s)
rubber (30s)
Fig. 4. Robot trajectories. Typical trajectories of the robot’s center of mass in the arena, as
viewed from above. (a) The trajectories on the linoleum ground when running with bound right
(black), turn left (dark gray) and random (light gray) gait. (b) The trials from different grounds
with the bound right gait. The trajectories also reveal how the turning radius and the distance
traveled (the speed of the robot) was dependent on the ground condition.
3.2. Experiment 1: Influence of the Controller on the Information
Structure
3.2.1. The Random Controller and Body Schema Synthesis
We start by analyzing the random controller, in which the motor commands were
set randomly and independently so that there was no correlation among them.
If we let the robot run long enough, in the limit we will encounter all possible
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combinations of motor commands of the four legs. The random controller can then
be seen as marginalizing out the controller part of the controller-body-environment
system. Hence, information structure obtained with this gait can be considered to be
induced by the interaction between the body and the environment of the robot only.
Fig. 5 shows the transfer entropy among all the variables in the linoleum ground
condition. A cell of the matrix (a) indicates the information transfer from the signal
in the column to the signal in the row.
Fig. 5. Transfer entropy TE in the random gait on linoleum. (a) Every cell of the matrix
corresponds to the information transfer from the signal on the column position to the signal on the
row position. (b) A schematic of the Puppy robot (dashed lines) with overlaid arrows depicting
the TE between the individual components. For readability, only the 15 highest values are shown
and the accelerometers and gyroscopes were excluded from this visualization. The strength of the
information transfer is encoded as thickness and color of the arrows.
The strongest information transfer occurs from the motor signals to their respec-
tive hip joint angles (MFL → HFL, MFR → HFR, MHL → HHL, MHR → HHR).
The motors directly drive the respective hip joints and, despite some delay and
noise, the hip joints always follow the motor commands, which induces a strong
informational relation.
The motors further show a smaller influence on the knee angles (especially at the
hind legs KHL and KHR) and on the feet pressure sensors, all on the respective leg
where the motor is mounted. Finally, also the hip joints have some weak influence
on the pressure sensors of the respective leg. The schematic of the Puppy robot
in Fig. 5 (b) shows the same information flows as arrows with thickness and color
depicting the strength of information transfer between the components (sensors
from the IMU are not shown in this schematic). It can be seen that the information
is mainly propagated within each leg, with stronger flows in the hind legs.
Other interesting relations revealed by the transfer entropy are between AY
and GX , and between AX and GY . These reflect the robot’s pitching and rolling
movements, respectively, which are prominent motions in the quadruped robot.
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When the robot rolls to one side, the gyroscope measures angular velocity around
the X-axis (GX), while the acceleration due to gravity partly projects into the Y -
component, appearing in AY . Similarly the pitching movement affects the sensors
AX and GY .
Concluding, while the overall information in the gait induced by the random
controller is quite low, the few relations that stick out reflect many things we know
about the robot’s physical structure and its behavior. In particular, the information
flows between sensors and motors of the same leg are prominent, and the rolling
and pitching movements induce flows between accelerometers and gyroscopes.
We propose that the contingencies derived from this gait constitute a rudimen-
tary body representation of the robot. Of course this body schema is only valid in
the environment the robot has experienced during the trials (linoleum in this case,
but could be extended to all available ground conditions). We want to emphasize
that contrary to the work in robotics dealing with self-recognition or self-calibration
that we have reviewed in Sec. 1, the agent can arrive at this model with minimal
assumptions or prior knowledge.
3.2.2. Coordinated Motor Commands
In the following, we will see how the information structure changes if we introduce
controllers with coordinated, synchronized motor commands, which give rise to the
bound right and turn left gait. The motor commands in these gaits are periodic
oscillatory signals of the same frequency, but of different amplitudes, offsets and
phase. Consequently, the robot exhibits periodic behavior and periodic-like signals
are induced in the sensory channels.
From Fig. 6 (a, c) we see that the overall amount of information transfer is much
higher than with the random controller. Furthermore, the information transfer no
longer occurs only among the variables within one leg, but also among variables
belonging to different legs. In the bound right gait (a, b), all motors (M) transfer
much information to all hip joints (H). The knee joints receive as much information
from the motors as the hip joints. In the turn left gait (c, d), on the other hand,
the strongest influence of the motors is on the hind right hip (HHR), followed by
the hind knees. The pressure sensor PHR receives more information than the other
pressure sensors and the flows among different hip joints are very low except for
the flows from the HHR to the others. The special role of the hind right leg in the
flows reflects the fact that the MHR motor has a much higher amplitude and is a
key contributor to the robot’s locomotion (cf. video).
The information flows from the motors to the inertial sensors can be also related
to the behavior displayed by the two gaits. The high flows from the motors to GY in
the bound right gait relate to the pitching movement. The trajectories as observed by
the overhead camera (Fig. 4 (a)) show a pronounced sidewards “zig-zag” movement
during the turn left gait. This corresponds to the roll motion which is reflected in
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Fig. 6. Transfer entropy in the coordinated gaits on linoleum. The matrices and Puppy
schematics show the transfer entropy in the bound right gait (a,b) and the turn left gait (c,d) in
the same way as described in Fig. 5. Please note the different scale of the matrices and the Puppy
schematics.
the high flows from the motors to AY and GX .
All these examples show that the measured information flows strongly reflect
aspects of the robot’s behavior and the physical properties of its body. Furthermore,
they show that periodic behavior induces specific informational structure through
synchronization.
3.2.3. Controllability
Can maps of sensorimotor flow be utilized for control purposes, i.e. to achieve de-
sired states or goals by the robot? As stated in Sec. 2.1, the transfer entropy from a
controller to a variable expresses the controllability of this variable. Moreover, the
decomposition into state-independent and state-dependent transfer entropy (SITE
and SDTE) allows to distinguish the open-loop and closed-loop controllability of
the variable. This means the agent can infer the controllability of its sensory chan-
nels by its motors by looking at the flows from its actuators to its sensors. Fig. 7
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shows this decomposed directed information transfer for the three sets of motor
commands used in the Puppy robot. Part a) - from the random controller - hints
on the controllability of the platform in general. We see that the hip joints can be
controlled by the motors in the respective leg and there is indication that this can
be done in an open-loop fashion, since the SITE component is stronger c. The flows
to the knee and pressure sensors, in particular in the hind legs, also hint on their
possible controllability in an open-loop fashion.
Fig. 7 b) and c) depict the situation of the coordinated gaits. The information
flows indicate higher open-loop controllability of the hips and the pressure sensors
(stronger SITE part). Although we saw in the previous section that in the coordi-
nated gaits the knees receive more total information from the motors than the hips,
the decomposition shows that this mainly comes from the SDTE – their closed-loop
controllability. So in order to control the knees, the feedback about their current
state may be needed.
Fig. 7. Decomposition of the transfer entropy. The matrices show the decomposition of the
information flows observed from the three controllers into SITE and SDTE. Only the flows from
the motors to the sensors of the robot are shown.
What would be the first goal-oriented behaviors that would be meaningful in
the current situation? Let us imagine that the robot “wants” to accelerate forward
or to turn. That is, a desired sensory state would be a high value of AX or GX
respectively. From the information flows, we see that AX is more affected by the
motors in the bound right gait, whereas for GX , it is the turn left gait that shows
a stronger flow. The robot could thus choose a gait that would make the desired
control action easier. Then, to obtain a simple controller, we would be interested in
the “inverse” mapping - from the sensory variable to the motor signal - that would
cIn reality, every hip is controlled with a closed-loop controller of the servomotor. However, this is
hidden from the robot and hence, from a situated perspective, it is plausible to assume that they
can be controlled in open-loop.
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give us appropriate motor commands. This mapping could then be worked out as
a functional relationships using regression, for example.
3.3. Experiment 2: Influence of the Environment on the
Information Structure
In experiment 2 we let Puppy run with the bound right gait on five different grounds
to investigate how the interaction with different environments changes the informa-
tion structure.
3.3.1. Ground Discrimination
Fig. 8 shows the standard deviation of the information flows across the five ground
conditions (after averaging the trials within the ground conditions). It reveals which
flows are sensitive to changes of the ground and which remain constant. The matrix
(a) shows that especially among motors and hip joints the relations are very strong
and invariant to ground changes. On the contrary, the information that the hind left
pressure sensor PHL receives from many of the other channels, is very dependent
on the ground condition, which can be seen from the arrows to PHL in (b). We can
again see that the flows reflect some properties of the robot’s body: the hips follow
the strong motors and are largely unperturbed by variations of the environment,
while the pressure sensor measures directly the ground contact and can sense the
differences (especially the hind left one, which takes the highest load during forward-
rightward pushing in this gait).
Fig. 8. Information flow on different grounds. The matrix (a) and Puppy schematic (b) show
the standard deviation of the transfer entropy across the five ground conditions while running with
the bound right controller. The standard deviation is calculated after averaging the trials within
each condition.
We extended the analysis of variation induced by the ground conditions by a
principal component analysis on the flows in all trials. The matrix in Fig. 9 (left)
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shows the resulting 1st principal component of the transfer entropy. It shows that
a lot of variation comes from the influence of the motor commands on the sen-
sory channels. Especially the left knees (KFL,KHL), the pressure sensor PHL, the
accelerometer AX and the gyroscope GY receive different information in different
trials.
Plotting the information flow of all trials of the five ground conditions in the
space spanned by the first two principal components (Fig. 9 (right)), confirms that
the highest variance directions are indeed separating the ground conditions very
well, and that trials on the same ground are clustered. This shows the robot’s
capability to distinguish the environmental conditions by observing the changes in
certain information flows.
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Fig. 9. PCA of the information flows. (left) The matrix shows the 1st principal component
of the information flows in all trials of the five grounds conditions while running with the bound
right controller. (right) Information flow of all the trials projected onto the the first two principal
components and labeled according to their ground condition.
3.3.2. Stability and Friction
Fig. 10 (b) shows the mean information transfer over all sensor and motor pairs
depending on the friction coefficient estimate between each ground material and
Puppy’s feet. The amount of information transfer is negatively correlated with the
friction coefficients (r = −0.88).
The dashed line in the figure shows a stability measure of the robot’s locomotion.
It measures the variation of all sensory channels from one period of locomotion to
the next (perfectly periodic signals mean perfectly stable locomotion), and is highly
correlated with the overall information transfer (r = 0.995). This also matches with
an outside inspection of the robot’s smoothness or comfort of locomotion, which is
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extremely smooth on the foil ground and becomes very difficult on higher-friction
grounds, especially on rubber (cf. video). Therefore, the mean information transfer
could serve as a possible reward or cost function that the robot could try to optimize
- choosing the gait that has the highest score on a given terrain, for instance. Further
explorations in this direction are necessary and could draw from existing work in
this area [5, 27, 31, 36, 17].
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Fig. 10. Information transfer vs. friction. The mean information flow across all variable pairs
is plotted against the static friction coefficient estimate in each ground condition (black solid
line with error bars). In addition, the stability (dashed gray line) is depicted. The stability is
calculated from the standard deviation of all sensor signals across locomotion periods (a perfectly
stable behavior would be perfectly periodic and have zero variation, whereas an unstable behavior
would show some variation and thus have a negative value in this stability measure).
3.4. Sensorimotor Contingencies
3.4.1. Proprioceptive and Exteroceptive Sensors
Sensors that an agent possesses are often classified into proprioceptive and extero-
ceptive. For robots, Siegwart et al. [35] define proprioceptive sensors as those that
measure values internal to the robot (e.g. battery voltage, joint angle sensors) and
exteroceptive sensors as those those that acquire information from the robot’s en-
vironment (e.g. distance sensors, cameras). However, these classifications rely on
an a priori knowledge about what is internal to the agent and what is external
environment. We will assume that this is not known to our robot, the agent is only
confronted with the signals reaching its “brain”.
Philipona et al. [30] define the agent’s body as part of the world over which it
has complete control. Consequently, proprioceptors are defined as input channels
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with high controllability. We adopt the notion of controllability from [42] as being
quantified by the information transfer from a controller (motor commands in our
case) to a variable (sensors in our case). In this sense, “proprioceptiveness“ is not
an all-or-nothing classification of a sensor, but rather a continuous property. Fig. 11
(left) visualizes this for Puppy’s sensors. It shows the information flow from the four
motors (MFL, MFR, MHL, and MHR) to each sensory channel. We can immediately
spot that the hip angular sensors stand out. They receive very high information flows
from the respective motor signal of the same leg. Thus, the agent could attribute
the proprioceptive property to the hip potentiometers. While the other sensors do
not reach as high values, some degree of “proprioceptivness” can still be observed.
We can see that the knee and pressure sensors also receive significant information
flows from their respective motor signals on the same leg.
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Fig. 11. Proprioceptive and exteroceptive sensors. (left) Proprioception is defined as the
information flows from motor signals to each sensory channel under the random gait on the
linoleum ground. The four bars in each sensory channel represent the flows from the MFL, MFR,
MHL, and MHR motor signal respectively. (right) Exteroception is defined as an aggregate
measure of how the information flows to and from each sensor vary when the ground is varied
(standard deviation across five grounds with the bound right gait).
Exteroceptors can be defined as the channels that are sensitive to changes in
the environment. In Sec. 3.3 and Fig. 8 we have shown that the information flow
between each motor-sensor or sensor-sensor pair varies when the ground changes.
By averaging over this standard deviation of all incoming and outgoing flows of a
channel (row and column involving this channel), we can estimate the overall level
of proprioception of each channel individually. Fig. 11 (right) shows the “extero-
ceptiveness” for each channel and it shows that this is again not an all-or-nothing
property, but a graded distinction of the channels.
Compared to classical sensor classification, where angular and inertial sensors
are classified as proprioceptors and tactile (pressure) sensors as exteroceptors, our
interpretation derived from the information structure provides a very different pic-
ture, as can be inspected in Fig. 12 (left), where the two sensor characteristics are
plotted against each other. Whereas the hip angular sensors are clearly identified
as proprioceptors, their “colleagues” in the knee joints show both properties to a
similar extent. In the context of our robot, we find this plausible. While the hips are
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directly driven by motors, the knee joints are passive and are also highly dependent
on the interaction with the ground. Similarly, the inertial sensors seem to be more
responsive to environmental changes than to the individual motor signals.
We want to argue that the sensor classification as we have just demonstrated re-
flects much more the reality as experienced by the agent than the classical textbook
classification would.
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Fig. 12. Sensor spaces. (left) Proprioception vs. exteroception. The values from Fig. 11 are
plotted against each other. (right) A Sensoritopic map. Projection of the sensors and motors into
2D space using multidimensional scaling based on a information flow-based similarity measure.
3.4.2. Learning about Sensory Modalities
According to O’Regan and Noe [26], it is the “structure of the rules governing the
sensory changes produced by various motor actions” what differentiates modalities.
The directed information flows that we have quantified provide the basis for such
a structure. The agent could assign two channels that are similar to a common
modality. Similar in terms of information flows means that they send and receive
same amounts of information to/from the same channelsd. In Fig. 12 (right) we
show how such an information flow-based similarity measure leads to a map of
the agent’s sensor space, a sensoritopic map, by projecting the channels onto a
2D plane where their distance reflects their similaritye. The resulting map shows a
reasonable clustering of channels belonging to same modalities. In particular, the
motors are located on the far right, the hip joint angles come together at the bottom,
the knee joint angles central and the pressure sensors on the left. The inertial
sensors are scattered between the knees and pressure sensors towards the top. The
lack of topological relationships (sensors of the same leg do not come together)
comes probably from the fact that in our platform, there are few separated physical
dThis distance metric used here is the Euclidean distance between the rows and columns of two
sensors in the information transfer matrices.
eThis was achieved by multidimensional scaling, similar to what has been done in [25].
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relationships. As the robot runs, through the interaction with the environment, the
influence of one leg gets propagated to all the other legs.
3.4.3. Predictive Capacity
Transfer entropy measures how knowing the state of one channel helps in predicting
the state-transition of another channel. Thus averaging all the values in a column
of a transfer entropy matrix will give us an aggregate “predictive capacity” of each
channel. The predictive capacity can serve as an indicator of the channel’s quality
or utility for the agent. The result of this analysis is depicted in Fig. 13. Not sur-
prisingly, the motor signals have the highest score. They are controlling the system
and should thus be most effective in predicting the sensors’ future states. Among
the sensory channels, some hip and knee angle sensors have high values. These are
good candidates to focus attention on. Conversely, sensors with low scores (e.g.
PFL) could receive less attention or be marked for replacement.
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Fig. 13. Predictive capacity. The mean information transfer from each sensor or motor to all
other channels (mean across all gaits and the ground conditions foil, linoleum and styrofoam).
4. Discussion
The measure we used to analyze the information flows in time series was transfer
entropy. In addition, in the analysis of the information transfer from the motors to
the sensors, we have employed its decomposition into state-independent (SITE) and
state-dependent transfer entropy (SDTE), motivated by its relationship to open-
loop and closed-loop controllability [42]. Transfer entropy fulfilled our criteria as
a method capable of extracting directed nonlinear relationhips. Other information
theoretic methods could possibly be applied, however, a quantitative comparison
of different methods was not the purpose of the current study (see [9] for a study
along these lines). Nevertheless, all methods that rely on observing time series only
have difficulties separating real causal effects from spurious correlations. There,
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interventional methods [28, 1] could be used to refine the relationships that we have
extracted.
We have used a real, dynamic, nonlinear platform equipped with 18 sensors
encompassing multiple sensory modalities. We want do discuss a number of points
regarding this choice. First, in our view, this platform bears a fair level of ecological
validity and would satisfy what Ziemke [44] has called “organismoid embodiment”:
an organism-like bodily form with sensorimotor capacities akin to living bodies
(though our dimensionality is still much lower compared to sensorimotor spaces
in biology). This contrasts with the studies on artificial agents in which highly
simplified abstract worlds are often used. Second, the nature of legged locomotion
- a periodic behavior composed of alternating phases of leg touchdown and lift-off -
poses specific challenges. Special care needs to be taken when applying information
transfer analysis to periodic signals. The contacts with the ground, on the other
hand, introduce sharp discontinuities in the dynamics. This contrasts with robotic
case studies, where the environment is sampled by a smoothly moving camera.
Third, distal or “visual” sensors are completely absent in our case. Hence, our
robot cannot see itself and thus can obtain almost no information about its state
while being static. Active generation of information is thus indispensable and the
sensorimotor flows that we analyze uncover complex implicit dynamic relationships
in a running legged robot, rather than straightforward geometrical transformations.
Let us look at our case study from an engineering perspective as well. The
relationship between motor and sensory signals that we have analyzed would fit
into the scope of system identification methods (e.g. [18]), possibly giving rise to
a model of our robot (the plant). This could be of a grey-box, where knowledge
about the system would enter the model, or black-box kind - corresponding to our
situation, where the agent has little prior knowledge regarding its body, environment
and nature of actuators and sensors. In fact, the input signals that we have used in
our scenario - periodic and random motor signals - correspond to possible ways of
exciting a system in open loop from system identification [18, 12]. The random motor
signal has the advantage of being “rich” enough - containing many frequencies. In
addition, it does not contain any information structure in it, which proved very
useful in our situation - we have found that the information theoretic analysis is
very sensitive to structure from a periodic motor signal being “imposed” on the
sensory signals. Can our study inform the system identification community? We
propose that an information-theoretic analysis of the kind we have performed could
act as a first step that would reduce the dimensionality of the problem and point
to the important relationships which can be later modeled in detail (using transfer
functions, for instance).
5. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have analyzed the sensorimotor flows in a running quadruped robot
using transfer entropy and studied the impact of different environmental conditions
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as well as motor signals on the information flows. Then, we have adopted a situated
perspective (looking at the world through the “eyes”, i.e. sensors, of the autonomous
agent) and proposed a number of ways in which the agent could use the tools of
information theory to discover the regularities in the sensorimotor space that its
interaction with the environment induces and use these to bootstrap its perception
and cognition.
We see a lot of potential for future work in both the analytical and the applica-
tion part of our case study. In the analysis, first, we have looked at information flows
between pairs of variables (motor or sensor) only. The method could be extended
to multivariate information transfer as suggested in [42]. Second, in the analysis
of pairs of time series, we have collapsed the time dimension by selecting the time
lag at which the information transfer was maximum. However, the exact timing of
the information transfer is important for control purposes as well as for perception
and cognition, as demostrated by Williams and Beer [42] in a simple evolved agent.
Third, we have applied only simple tools to analyze and visualize the sensorimotor
structure. However, graph theory would offer further machinery that would be rele-
vant. One could generate subgraphs based on connected components - these would
correspond to local relationships, such as the motors and sensors in one leg of the
robot.
We have outlined a number of directions in which understanding the structure
of the sensorimotor space could bring behavioral advantage to the robot. We feel
that it will be fruitful to elaborate these scenarios more concretely and put them
to test. First, we have touched on the controllability in Sec. 3.2.3, where we have
identified motors that could be used to control some target sensory variables. In
order to acquire a controller, the knowledge that a control relationship exists, needs
to be converted to a functional relationship. Edgington et al. [6] propose a method
in this direction based on turning joint probability distributions into regression
functions. In this way, a simple open-loop controller could be directly obtained.
Second, we have shown how different environments induce changes in the flows in
the sensorimotor space. In a different study on the same platform [15], we have
employed sensory features to discriminate different grounds. In the future, it would
be interesting to compare these results with features that use information flows
instead (we show first results in Sec. 3.3.1). These features may prove to be more
robust as they better reflect the overall dynamics of the robot interacting with
the ground. Third, we propose that the agent can exploit the knowledge about
the structure of the sensorimotor space to economically allocate its computational
resources. The predictive capacity measure we have introduced in Section 3.4.3 is a
rough approximation of a sensor’s utility or quality that can provide a useful bias to
guide the agent’s attention. Furthermore, having such a measure of sensor quality
can be exploited further if the agent has the possibility to change the morphology of
its sensors online. If the physical placement of the sensor can be adjusted, then the
agent can optimize these in order to get the most information out of each sensor.
If sensor values are being discretized, then the resolution can be adapted - “good”
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sensors can be sampled with more bins, for instance. Finally, if the robot detects
very low information flows in one of the channels, such as the front left foot pressure
sensor (PFL in Fig. 13) in our case, this may indicate a failure. Depending on its
capabilities, the robot could either try to repair the sensor or it could signal its
failure.
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Background
Animals and humans engage in an enormous variety of behaviors which are
orchestrated through a complex interaction of physical and informational pro-
cesses. The physical interaction of the bodies with the environment is intimately
coupled with informational processes in the animal’s brain. A crucial step to-
ward the mastery of all these behaviors seems to be to understand the flows of
information in the sensorimotor networks. In this study, we have performed a
quantitative analysis in an artificial agent - a running quadruped robot with mul-
tiple sensory modalities - using tools from information theory (transfer entropy
and its recently proposed decomposition). Starting from no prior knowledge,
through systematic variation of control signals and environment, we show how
the agent can discover the structure of its sensorimotor space. We propose that
the agent could utilize this knowledge to: (i) drive learning of new behaviors;
(ii) identify sensors that are sensitive to environmental changes; (iii) discover a
primitive body schema.
Methods
Experiments
1.Analysis of the information structure modulated by changing the controller.
Starting from random motor commands, we investigate how the information
transfer changes when we introduce learned gaits (a bounding gait and a
turning gait).
2.Analysis of the information structure modulated by changing the environment.
We let the robot run on five different grounds (plastic foil, linoleum, styrofoam,
cardboard and rubber) and investigate how the information transfer changes.
Robot Platform
Data Analysis.
Transfer entropy [1] is an information theoretic measure that quantifies the
amount of information that is transferred from one signal Y to another signal
X. It indicates the increase in predictability of X, if one takes the history of Y
into account.
TEτx,τy(Y → X) =
∑
xt+1
∑
xt+τx
∑
yt+τy
p(xt+1, xt+τx, yt+τy) log
p(xt+1|xt+τx, yt+τy)
p(xt+1|xt+τx)
,
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Results
Experiment 1: Controller-induced information flow
The random gait shows only very low information transfer. The main flow is
from each motor to the joint angle of the respective hip it is controlling. In the
two learned gaits, the overall information flow is much higher and it has a more
complex structure, including symmetric and inter-leg flows.
Question: Can the higher information flow be attributed to sensorimotor coor-
dination (as shown in [2]) or is it mainly the structure of the control signal that is
imposed on the sensorimotor data?
Experiment 2: Ground-specific information flow
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The information transfer involving the knee joint signals or the foot pressure sig-
nals is most sensitive to changes of the ground. The ground conditions can be
reliably discriminated using clustering (K-Means) of the information transfer in
the subspace spanned by the first two principal components.
Conclusion: Information flow provides a new way of creating features for clas-
sification.
Information flow and body schema
The graphical representation of puppy’s sensorimotor network is shown here.
Overlaid is the minimal information flow that is present in all ground and gait
conditions. This minimal information flow resembles the patterns that can be
found in the random gait.
Conclusion: A minimal flow of information is present in all conditions and can
be attributed to the physical properties of the body morphology.
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Abstract. Soft robots can exhibit diverse behaviors with simple types of actuation
by partially outsourcing control to the morphological and material properties of their
soft bodies, which is made possible by the tight coupling between control, body, and
environment. In this paper, we present a method that will quantitatively characterize
these diverse spatiotemporal dynamics of a soft body based on the information-
theoretic approach. In particular, soft bodies have the ability to propagate the
eﬀect of actuation through the entire body, with a certain time delay, due to their
elasticity. Our goal is to capture this delayed interaction in a quantitative manner
based on a measure called momentary information transfer. We extend this measure
to soft robotic applications and demonstrate its power using a physical soft robotic
platform inspired by the octopus. Our approach is illustrated in two ways. First,
we statistically characterize the delayed actuation propagation through the body as
a strength of information transfer. Second, we capture this information propagation
directly as local information dynamics. As a result, we show that our approach can
successfully characterize the spatiotemporal dynamics of the soft robotic platform,
explicitly visualizing how information transfers through the entire body with delays.
Further extension scenarios of our approach are discussed for soft robotic applications
in general.
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1. Introduction
Recently, soft materials have been widely used to incorporate ﬂexible elements into
robots’ bodies. These robots are called soft robots and have signiﬁcant advantages over
traditional articulated robots in terms of morphological deformability and interactional
safety [1]. They can adapt their morphology to unstructured environments and
carry and touch fragile objects without causing damage, which makes them especially
applicable for rescue and interaction with humans [2, 3]. In addition, in [4], it has
been demonstrated that they can generate complex behaviors with simple types of
actuation by partially outsourcing control to the morphological and material properties
of their soft bodies. This is enabled by the dynamic coupling between control, body,
and environment, which is enhanced by the soft and ﬂexible body [5, 6, 7].
One important diﬀerence between conventional rigid robots and soft robots is found
in their body dynamics. In general, soft body dynamics exhibit diverse properties,
such as high-dimensionality, nonlinearity, and a certain amount of “sluggishness” with
memory, due to their elastic nature [2]. These properties usually make the robots
diﬃcult to control with methods from conventional control theory. However, in nature,
some animals have soft bodies and control them in a sophisticated manner. The octopus
serves as an extreme example [8]. It does not have any rigid components in its body,
which can execute in virtually inﬁnite degrees of freedom. Its motion control is far
reaching in terms of conventional control framework [9, 10]. Accordingly, roboticists
have been investigating how the octopus enables its motion control, searching for a
novel control principle for soft robot control [3]. For example, a soft robotic arm has
been proposed, inspired by the characteristic muscular structure of the octopus called
muscular hydrostat, which enables behaviors such as reaching and grasping [11, 12, 13].
Furthermore, exploiting a material characteristic of a soft body, a robot that can crawl
toward a target position in an underwater environment by coordinating the arms has
been proposed in [14, 15]. A novel control scheme inspired by the organization of
the octopus’s nervous system has been also proposed in [16], and has been tested and
implemented both in a simulator [17] and a physical platform [18, 19]. In addition, it
has been recently demonstrated that the characteristic structure of the octopus arm
can serve as a computational resource, which can be used as a part of a computational
device [20, 21]. All of these examples are motivated to positively exploit the material
characteristics of the octopus body and the diverse dynamics that the soft body
generates. Based on this context, in this paper, we propose a scheme that eﬀectively
and quantitatively characterizes these soft body dynamics.
Our scheme presented in this paper is based on the information-theoretic approach.
This approach is capable of analyzing nonlinear systems, and does not require precise
information about the focused system beforehand, which is appropriate when the precise
equations of the system are unknown (this is called a model-free approach). Due to
these properties, it has been actively applied in a wide range of research ﬁelds, such as
physics, neuroscience [22], economy [23], and geological physics [24, 25, 26]. In robotics,
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to characterize the interaction modality of the dynamical coupling between controller,
body, and environment, information-theoretic measures, such as mutual information
(MI) and transfer entropy (TE) [27], have been eﬀectively applied [28, 29]. In this paper,
we demonstrate that the information-theoretic approach can be successfully applied for
soft robots. In particular, when the soft body is actuated, it can propagate the eﬀect
of this actuation through the entire body with a certain amount of time delay. We
speciﬁcally focus on capturing this delayed interaction regime intrinsic to soft body
dynamics. We use a recently proposed measure called momentary information transfer
(MIT) [24], which is particularly suited to detect delayed couplings among time series,
and introduce several variations of this measure to cope with practical requirements
when applied to soft robotic platforms. Using a physical soft robotic platform, we
demonstrate the power of our proposed measures from two aspects. First, we infer the
delayed interaction regime as a strength of information transfer from a statistical point
of view. This aspect is useful for evaluating an intrinsic property corresponding to the
soft robotic platform in use. Second, we monitor and visualize how the information
propagates through the body dynamically. This scheme is beneﬁcial for detecting how
external damage in a spatiotemporal point spreads through the entire body, which would
be diﬃcult to characterize only by looking at the behavior and the dynamics of the body.
This paper is organized as follows. In the following section, we present the measure
MIT and discuss why this measure can perform better than the conventional TE in
inferring delayed information transfer. Then, we modify this measure systematically
to meet speciﬁc requirements in real-world applications. Here, we propose several
variants of MIT, which will be used for our analyses. Next, we introduce a soft robotic
platform inspired by the octopus and explain the experimental procedures to apply
these measures. We demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of our proposed scheme in revealing
the delayed information transfer in the soft robotic platform. Finally, we give concluding
remarks, including a possible extension scenario of our approach for general applications
to soft robots, and discuss future work.
2. Methods
2.1. Information theoretic approach for delayed information transfer in spatiotemporal
dynamics
In this section, we begin with a brief overview of the information-theoretic concepts
required in this paper. The Shannon entropy [30] is one of the basic quantities in
information theory, which deﬁnes the average uncertainty associated with the state x of
a random variable X as
H(X) = −∑
x
p(x) log2 p(x), (1)
where p(x) denotes a probability distribution of X. The base of the logarithm is taken
as 2 throughout this paper. Thus, the unit of all measures presented here is uniﬁed as
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bit. The MI between two variables X and Y measures the average information gained
about X by knowing Y , or vice versa, as follows:
MXY =
∑
x,y
p(x, y) log
p(x, y)
p(x)p(y)
, (2)
where p(x, y) is a joint probability distribution of variables X and Y [30]. For
statistically independent distributions, p(x, y) = p(x)p(y) and MXY = 0. If statistical
dependencies exist, MXY > 0. MI is a fundamental measure in information theory
and used to evaluate an association between two or more variables, which naturally
encompass linear and nonlinear dependencies. However, as can be seen from the
equation, MI is intrinsically symmetric under the exchange of the two variables X and
Y , which means that MI does not contain any directional information.
In this paper, we focus on the notion of information transfer, which requires
capturing both directional and dynamic relations from an information source to a
receiver. Therefore, MI is insuﬃcient for this purpose. There are several measures
proposed to address these inadequacies. A well-known measure is TE, proposed by
Schreiber [27]. TE is a measure of the information transfer from the driving system
(Y ) to the responding system (X). Let us write xt and yt for the values of two
temporal processes Xt and Yt, respectively. TE essentially quantiﬁes the deviation from
the generalized Markov property: p(xt+1|x(K)t ) = p(xt+1|x(K)t , y(L)t ), where p(xt+1|x(K)t )
denotes a transition probability from x
(K)
t to xt+1, and K and L are the length of the
embedding vectors. If the deviation from a generalized Markov process is small, then
the state y
(L)
t can be assumed to have little relevance to the transition probabilities
from x
(K)
t to xt+1. If the deviation is large, however, then the assumption of a Markov
process is not valid. The incorrectness of the assumption can be expressed by the TE,
formulated as a speciﬁc version of the Kullback-Leibler entropy [27, 30]:
TEY→X =
∑
xt+1,x
(K)
t ,y
(L)
t
p(xt+1, x
(K)
t , y
(L)
t ) log
p(xt+1|x(K)t , y(L)t )
p(xt+1|x(K)t )
, (3)
where the index TEY→X indicates the inﬂuence of Y on X and can thus be used to
detect the directed information transfer. In other words, TE measures how well we can
predict the transition of system X by knowing system Y . TE is non-negative, and any
information transfer between the two variables results in TEY→X > 0. If the state y
(L)
t
has no inﬂuence on the transition probabilities from x
(K)
t to xt+1, or if the two time
series are completely synchronized, then TEY→X = 0. By introducing a time delay τ ,
TE has been used to infer delayed couplings such as
TEY→X(τ) =
∑
xt+τ ,x
(K)
t ,y
(L)
t
p(xt+τ , x
(K)
t , y
(L)
t ) log
p(xt+τ |x(K)t , y(L)t )
p(xt+τ |x(K)t )
, (4)
where the index TEY→X indicates the inﬂuence of Y on X with a delay τ (τ = 1, 2, ...).
A weak point of TE is that it fails at detecting delayed couplings [24, 31]. One
attempt to overcome this drawback, and to capture delayed information transfer, has
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been presented in [24], where the authors proposed the measure MIT, deﬁned as
MITY→X(τ) =
∑
x
(K+1)
t+τ ,y
(L)
t
p(x
(K+1)
t+τ , y
(L)
t ) log
p(xt+τ |x(K)t+τ−1, y(L)t )
p(xt+τ |x(K)t+τ−1, y(L−1)t−1 )
, (5)
where the index MITY→X(τ) indicates the MIT from yt to xt+τ and τ (τ = 1, 2, ...)
denotes a time delay. Note that, in the equation, (xt+τ , x
(K)
t+τ−1) and (yt, y
(L−1)
t−1 ) are
uniﬁed into x
(K+1)
t+τ and y
(L)
t , respectively, for simplicity. It is obvious from the equation
that MIT represents the information transfer from yt to xt+τ under the condition of the
joint past of yt and xt+τ . This speciﬁc type of conditioning enables MIT to have a better
resolution for detecting point-to-point information transfer in a temporal dimension.
Similar considerations have also been presented in [32, 33]. Further details on the
performance of MIT in a real-world time series, and on the comparisons with TE are
given in [24].
Our aim in this paper is to apply information-theoretic measures to spatiotemporal
time series in a physical soft robot platform. In particular, we are interested in capturing
the delayed information transfer through soft body dynamics and characterizing how
it propagates through the entire body. A number of useful methods for this purpose
have been proposed in the literature in diﬀerent contexts. Based on MIT, we will
systematically place speciﬁc conditions for our requirements and explain how to
incorporate these methods and obtain feasible measures for our purpose. This will
help us to understand how each extension clearly meets our requirement and assist
in applying our approach to any soft robotic platform in use. A rough sketch of our
requirements and modiﬁcation strategies of the measure are given next, which will be
explained in detail in the following sections.
The ﬁrst requirement is for ease in handling the measure for a real-world time
series. As previously explained, the information-theoretic measures are functionals of
probability distributions, and there are variations to methods proposed to estimate the
distributions from an obtained time series. In a real-world time series, this procedure
often requires careful preprocessing of the data, setting of the distribution estimators,
and ﬁne-tuning their parameters, due to environmental and observational noises.
Furthermore, the obtained results are usually not easy to reproduce without specifying
the details of these methods. One of the well-known treatments for these issues is
to introduce a class of the probability distribution estimator based on permutation
partitioning for the values of the data. The corresponding uncertainty measure,
permutation entropy (PE), is introduced in [34] and quantiﬁes the uncertainty of the
local orderings of values, unlike the usual entropy, which quantiﬁes the uncertainty of
the values themselves. This approach enables a natural discretization for time series
data that does not require any knowledge about the range of values of the time series
beforehand. It can be applied to raw data without further model assumptions, because
the permutation orderings refer only the local and neighboring values in time series
data. The information-theoretic measures based on the permutation partitioning have
been demonstrated to be easy to implement relative to the other traditional methods
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[34], fast to compute [35], robust against noise [34, 36, 37, 38, 39], and applicable to
non-stationary and transient time series data [40], which meets our requirement.
The second requirement is to make the measure applicable to a multivariate time
series. Body dynamics generated by soft robotic platforms often reveal high-dimensional
spatiotemporal dynamics compared with rigid ones. As we saw for MIT, measuring
delayed couplings in high resolution needs special care in conditioning the past time
series, both for the information source and receiver. We will explain how to deal with
this conditioning for multivariate time series data in detail, speciﬁcally for data obtained
from the physical platform.
The ﬁnal requirement is to make it possible for the measure to characterize a local
information transfer proﬁle within the spatiotemporal dynamics. It is valuable to track
and visualize how the information dynamically propagates through the entire body,
along with its corresponding body dynamics. However, just like other information-
theoretic measures, due to their statistical nature, MIT only provides an expectation
value of the amount of information transferred that originates from the global average,
which does not directly correspond to the body dynamics themselves. We will explain
in detail, a method to make MIT applicable for our purpose by localizing it to each
spatiotemporal point of the body dynamics.
2.1.1. Momentary sorting information transfer: Permutation analogue of MIT As
previously explained, PE quantiﬁes the uncertainty of the local orderings of values,
instead of the uncertainty of the values themselves. Let x
(L)
t represent an L-dimensional
embedding vector from the obtained time series x′t, and xˆ
(L)
t be a sequence of numbers
representing the orderings of x
(L)
t . Based on the permutations of the values, xˆ
(L)
t is
generated as follows: x
(L)
t = (x
′
t, x
′
t−1, ..., x
′
t−(L−1)), and the values are arranged in
ascending order, x′t−(ot(1)−1) ≤ x′t−(ot(2)−1) ≤ ... ≤ x′t−(ot(L)−1). A symbol is thus deﬁned
as xˆ
(L)
t ≡ (ot(1), ot(2), ..., ot(L)) ∈ Xˆt, where Xˆt is the set of symbols generated in the
temporal process Xt. Based on the generated symbols xˆ
(L)
t , PE is expressed as:
H(Xˆt) = −
∑
xˆ
(L)
t
p(xˆ
(L)
t ) log p(xˆ
(L)
t ), (6)
where p(xˆ
(L)
t ) is the probability of the occurrence of xˆ
(L)
t in the set of symbols Xˆt. In
spite of the diﬀerences between the procedures, it was proven that the PE rate is equal
to the usual entropy rate for some conditions [41, 42, 43, 44, 45].
A number of permutation analogues for the information-theoretic measures have
been proposed and the relations with their original measure have been investigated (e.g.,
systematic investigations on Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy can be found in [46, 47, 48, 49,
50, 51] and investigations on TE and its related measures can be found in [52, 53, 54]).
Similar to MIT, its permutation version, proposed in [24], is called momentary sorting
information transfer (MSIT), expressed as:
MSITY→X(τ) =
∑
xˆ
(K+1)
t+τ ,yˆ
(L)
t
p(xˆ
(K+1)
t+τ , yˆ
(L)
t ) log
p(xˆt+τ |xˆ(K)t+τ−1, yˆ(L)t )
p(xˆt+τ |xˆ(K)t+τ−1, yˆ(L−1)t−1 )
, (7)
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where, similar with MIT, the index MSITY→X(τ) indicates the MSIT of yˆt to xˆt+τ
and τ (τ = 1, 2, ...) denotes a time delay. Note that for xˆt+τ , the permutation orderings
among xˆ
(K+1)
t+τ are considered, because when we calculate the measure, we ﬁrst obtain the
joint entropies from the corresponding probability distributions, namely p(xˆ
(K+1)
t+τ , yˆ
(L)
t )
and p(xˆ
(K+1)
t+τ , yˆ
(L−1)
t−1 ), with the obtained time series. A similar treatment has been also
adopted in [55].
In the next section, we will show how MSIT can be extended for the case of
multivariate time series.
2.1.2. MSIT for multivariate time series As we saw in the case for M(S)IT, it is
important to employ a conditioning for the information receiver and sender in focus.
This guarantees to yield a high-resolution measure for the bivariate time series. When
we extend the measure for the multivariate case, we have to take particular care of the
conditioning, because other possible causal information contributors—apart from the
information source under consideration—may be involved in the time series as well. It
is therefore important to “ﬁlter out” the eﬀect of these other information sources, which
might otherwise occlude eﬀect of the source in question. There have been several studies
to address these issues. In [25, 26], the generalized MIT has been proposed, a method
to infer all causal contributors to the receiver, based on the graphical model approach.
Their approach is general, because the method allows reconstruction of an interaction
modality of the multivariate data in terms of a process graph. This graph is built from
scratch without having any knowledge about the dynamical property of the underlying
system in focus (such as network topology of the system).
In this paper, we will adopt their approach only partially. We take into account a
physical constraint of the soft robotic platform, as a support for estimating the other
causal information contributors, apart from the information source. We ﬁrst assume that
the experimenter knows where each time series comes from in space, namely the location
in the physical body. We further assume that the degree of information transfer depends
on the relative spatial and temporal distance; if the information source and receiver are
more distant and delayed, then the strength of the information transfer decreases, which
would be a natural assumption, especially when the information transfer substrates are
mediated with physical materials. Based on these assumptions, we introduce a simple
one-dimensional space as an example, where each point in space is expressed as cell i
(i = 1, 2, ..., N), resulting in N time series. Accordingly, the senders and receivers are
denoted as spatially ordered cells, the MSIT for spatiotemporal time series from cell i
to cell j can be expressed as
MSITi→j(τ) =
∑
xˆ
(K+1)
j,t+τ ,xˆ
(L)
i,t ,vˆi,j,t
p(xˆ
(K+1)
j,t+τ , xˆ
(L)
i,t , vˆi,j,t) log
p(xˆj,t+τ |xˆ(K)j,t+τ−1, xˆ(L)i,t , vˆi,j,t)
p(xˆj,t+τ |xˆ(K)j,t+τ−1, xˆ(L−1)i,t−1 , vˆi,j,t)
, (8)
vˆi,j,t = {xˆ(M)q,t+τ ′ |∀(q, τ ′), 1 ≤ q ≤ N, τ ′ < τ (except xˆ(K+1)j,t+τ , xˆ(L)i,t )}, (9)
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where vˆi,j,t denotes possible information sources to cell j excluding xˆ
(K+1)
j,t+τ and xˆ
(L)
i,t ,
and M, q, and τ ′ denote their embedding dimension, cell number, and a time delay,
respectively. One could adjust these parameters for each information source; for
example, if there are overlapping sources in a temporal dimension, such as (xˆ
(M)
q,t+1, xˆ
(M)
q,t ),
we can combine them into one as xˆ
(M+1)
q,t+1 . Note that it is possible to condition information
sources for xˆ
(L)
i,t to sharpen the point-to-point MIT, but in this paper, we only consider
xˆi,t under the condition of its direct past xˆ
(L−1)
i,t−1 for simplicity. Now, we specify the
conditions of Equations (8) and (9) for our spatiotemporal constraint, expressed as
MSIT STi→j(τ) =
∑
xˆ
(K+1)
j,t+τ ,xˆ
(L)
i,t ,vˆ
ST
i,j,t
p(xˆ
(K+1)
j,t+τ , xˆ
(L)
i,t , vˆ
ST
i,j,t) log
p(xˆj,t+τ |xˆ(K)j,t+τ−1, xˆ(L)i,t , vˆSTi,j,t)
p(xˆj,t+τ |xˆ(K)j,t+τ−1, xˆ(L−1)i,t−1 , vˆSTi,j,t)
, (10)
vˆSTi,j,t = {xˆ(M)j±r,t+τ−τr |∀(r, τr), 1 ≤ r ≤ Nr, 1 ≤ τr ≤ Tr (except xˆ(K+1)j,t+τ , xˆ(L)i,t )}, (11)
where MSIT STi→j(τ) and vˆ
ST
i,j,t represent the MIT from i to j with delay τ and the
possible information sources to cell j under the spatiotemporal constraint, respectively,
parameters r and τr determine a cell and a time delay for possible information sources
to cell j excluding xˆ
(K+1)
j,t+τ and xˆ
(L)
i,t , and Nr and Tr specify the spatial and temporal
range around the information receiver, respectively; if r and τr get larger, then the
possible information source is more spatiotemporally distant from the receiver. Figure
1 visualizes the MSIT STi→j(τ) and summarizes the eﬀects of the diﬀerent parameters
involved.
Note thatMSIT STi→j(τ) can be also denoted as a sum of permutation joint entropies:
MSIT STi→j(τ) = −H(Xˆjt+τ , Xˆ it , Vˆ i,jt ) +H(Xˆjt+τ−1, Xˆ it , Vˆ i,jt ) (12)
−H(Xˆjt+τ , Xˆ it−1, Vˆ i,jt ) +H(Xˆjt+τ−1, Xˆ it−1, Vˆ i,jt ), (13)
where Xˆjt+τ , Xˆ
j
t+τ−1, Xˆ
i
t , Xˆ
i
t−1, and Vˆ
i,j
t are the temporal processes for the
values of xˆ
(K+1)
j,t+τ , xˆ
(K+1)
j,t+τ−1, xˆ
(L)
i,t , xˆ
(L)
i,t−1, and v
ST
i,j,t, respectively, and H(Xˆ
j
t+τ , Xˆ
i
t , Vˆ
i,j
t ),
H(Xˆjt+τ−1, Xˆ
i
t , Vˆ
i,j
t ), H(Xˆ
j
t+τ , Xˆ
i
t−1, Vˆ
i,j
t ), and H(Xˆ
j
t+τ−1, Xˆ
i
t−1, Vˆ
i,j
t ) are joint entropies
of corresponding temporal processes. When we calculate the value of MSIT STi→j(τ),
we ﬁrst calculate the joint and single entropies on the right side of this
equation from the corresponding probability distributions, namely p(xˆ
(K+1)
j,t+τ , xˆ
(L)
i,t , vˆ
ST
i,j,t),
p(xˆ
(K+1)
j,t+τ−1, xˆ
(L)
i,t , vˆ
ST
i,j,t), p(xˆ
(K+1)
j,t+τ , xˆ
(L)
i,t−1, vˆ
ST
i,j,t), and p(xˆ
(K+1)
j,t+τ−1, xˆ
(L)
i,t−1, vˆ
ST
i,j,t), with the
obtained time series.
2.1.3. Localizing MSIT for spatiotemporal systems In this section, we present the
procedure for making MSIT local. This procedure makes it possible to reveal an
information transfer proﬁle for each spatiotemporal point by directly corresponding the
measure to the observed time series, which would be especially useful for monitoring
the interaction modality of the local dynamics from the information-theoretic point of
view. We keep carrying on the physical constraint introduced in the previous section
and explain the procedure based on the measure in Equations (10) and (11).
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Figure 1. Schematic expressing the MSIT in a spatiotemporal system. The black
arrow shows the information transfer under consideration and the gray arrow shows
the other causal contributors to the destination cell. The MSIT for the case when
(τ,K,L,M,Nr, Tr) = (4, 5, 5, 2, 2, 1) is shown.
In [56], Lizier et al. focused on the fact that, in calculating the information-theoretic
measure from the experimental data, the associated probability p(x) is operationally
equivalent to the ratio of the count of observations c(x) of states, to the total number
of observations O made. In applications to time series data for MSIT, the number
of observations is ﬁnite, and p(xˆ
(K+1)
j,t+τ , xˆ
(L)
i,t , vˆ
ST
i,j,t) in Equation (10) can be expressed as
p(xˆ
(K+1)
j,t+τ , xˆ
(L)
i,t , vˆ
ST
i,j,t) = c(xˆ
(K+1)
j,t+τ , xˆ
(L)
i,t , vˆ
ST
i,j,t)/O. Then, MSIT in Equation (10) can be
expressed as follows:
MSIT STi→j(τ) =
1
O
∑
xˆ
(K+1)
j,t+τ ,xˆ
(L)
i,t ,vˆ
ST
i,j,t
c(xˆ
(K+1)
j,t+τ ,xˆ
(L)
i,t ,vˆ
ST
i,j,t)∑
a=1
1
 log p(xˆj,t+τ |xˆ(K)j,t+τ−1, xˆ(L)i,t , vˆSTi,j,t)
p(xˆj,t+τ |xˆ(K)j,t+τ−1, xˆ(L−1)i,t−1 , vˆSTi,j,t)
.(14)
By considering that a double sum running over each actual observation a for each
possible tuple observation (xˆ
(K+1)
j,t+τ , xˆ
(L)
i,t , vˆ
ST
i,j,t) is nothing but a single sum over all O
observations, we obtain the following:
MSIT STi→j(τ) =
1
O
∑
all observations
log
p(xˆj,t+τ |xˆ(K)j,t+τ−1, xˆ(L)i,t , vˆSTi,j,t)
p(xˆj,t+τ |xˆ(K)j,t+τ−1, xˆ(L−1)i,t−1 , vˆSTi,j,t)
. (15)
Thus, we can write MSIT as the global average over local momentary sorting information
transfer (LMSIT), LMSIT STi→j(τ), deﬁned as,
MSIT STi→j(τ) = ⟨LMSIT STi→j(τ)⟩, (16)
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LMSIT STi→j(τ) = log
p(xˆj,t+τ |xˆ(K)j,t+τ−1, xˆ(L)i,t , vˆSTi,j,t)
p(xˆj,t+τ |xˆ(K)j,t+τ−1, xˆ(L−1)i,t−1 , vˆSTi,j,t)
, (17)
where ⟨X⟩ denotes the expectation value of X. The term vˆSTi,j,t takes the same expression
as Equation (11). Note that LMSIT can have a negative value. The negative value of
LMSIT means that the sender is misleading about the prediction of the receiver’s next
state [56]. This measure is deﬁned for every spatiotemporal receiver (j, t + τ), forming
a spatiotemporal proﬁle for every information source i in focus. Thus, in a practical
sense, as we see later, it would be more reasonable to adjust the time index for the
information receiver as (j, t). This can be easily done by simply shifting the time index
without altering the important factor of the measure as
LMSIT STi→j(τ) = log
p(xˆj,t|xˆ(K)j,t−1, xˆ(L)i,t−τ , vˆSTi,j,t−τ )
p(xˆj,t|xˆ(K)j,t−1, xˆ(L−1)i,t−τ−1, vˆSTi,j,t−τ )
, (18)
vˆSTi,j,t−τ = {xˆ(M)j±r,t−τr |∀(r, τr), 1 ≤ r ≤ Nr, 1 ≤ τr ≤ Tr (except xˆ(K+1)j,t , xˆ(L)i,t−τ )}. (19)
This forms the expression of LMSIT addressed throughout this paper. Similar local
measures have been proposed in our earlier works [39, 57], which are based on
the permutation version of TE called symbolic transfer entropy (STE) [35]. Our
proposed measures extend our previous measures in terms of the condition of the
information sender, which is expected to sharpen resolution, especially for detecting
delayed information transfer. As in the case with MSIT STi→j(τ), to calculate the
value of LMSIT STi→j(τ), we calculate the joint and single probability distributions,
namely p(xˆ
(K+1)
j,t , xˆ
(L)
i,t−τ , vˆ
ST
i,j,t−τ ), p(xˆ
(K+1)
j,t−1 , xˆ
(L)
i,t−τ , vˆ
ST
i,j,t−τ ), p(xˆ
(K+1)
j,t , xˆ
(L)
i,t−τ−1, vˆ
ST
i,j,t−τ ), and
p(xˆ
(K+1)
j,t−1 , xˆ
(L)
i,t−τ−1, vˆ
ST
i,j,t−τ ), with the obtained time series.
In this section, we introduced MSIT and LMSIT with spatiotemporal constraints to
meet our requirements. In the next section, we will explain our physical platform with
soft robotic arm, and by using the body dynamics generated by the arm, we illustrate
how these measures can capture the characteristic properties of soft body dynamics, in
particular, the delayed information transfer, and demonstrate the power of the measures.
2.2. Experimental setup
In this section, our experimental platform, equipped with a soft robotic arm, is presented
and the experimental procedures are explained.
2.2.1. Platform The experimental platform consists of a soft robotic arm, its actuation,
sensing, control systems, and a water tank containing fresh water as the underwater
environment (Fig. 2 (a)). There are several soft robotic arms proposed in the literature
(see, e.g., [12, 14, 11, 13]). Our soft robotic arm is based on the arm proposed in
[12], which mimics the morphology and material characteristics of the octopus arm,
and is made of commercially available silicone rubber (ECOFLEXTM00-30). The arm
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Figure 2. Experimental setups. (a) An overall experimental platform. It consists of
a laptop PC (i), two servo motors (ii), one video camera (iii), two force sensors (iv),
and a soft robotic arm (v). (b) Close-up image of the soft robotic arm used in this
paper. Dashed lines represent the cables embedded in the arm. Red dots and black
lines on the arm are references for visual tracking. (c) Initial arm conﬁgurations of
Experiment 1 (upper ﬁgure) and Experiment 2 with the obstacle (lower ﬁgure). In
each experiment, the arm is set to the relaxed position. In Experiment 2 with the
obstacle, the obstacle is made of a transparent plastic tube on a black mount and is
set near the R3 of the arm to aﬀect its behavior. The obstacle is ﬁxed so that the
arm motion cannot change the position of the obstacle. The base point of the x-y
coordinates for the tracking is set to near R4 of the arm in both experiments.
embeds two nonextensible ﬁshing cables symmetrically to the center of the arm, as
shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 2 (b). By pulling these two cables via servo motors
(DynamixelTMAX-12A+), the arm is actuated (Fig. 2 (a)). The total length of the cone-
shaped soft arm is 310 mm. The active part of the arm is 80 mm and the remaining
230 mm part of the arm is completely passive. Two force sensors measure the tension of
the cables. The force sensor signals are ampliﬁed and sent to a PC serial port through
an ArduinoTMUNO board, with ADC outputs integer values between 0 and 1024, which
correspond linearly to forces of 0 to 10 N (Fig. 2 (a)). A camera (LogitechTMWebcame
Pro 9000) is placed on the top of the platform to record the motion of the soft silicone
arm (Fig. 2 (a)).
A java program running on a laptop PC sends the motor commands to the motors.
The unit representing “time” in this paper is a “timestep” based on the sensing and
actuation loop in the program (this is about 0.03 s in a physical time). For each
timestep, a motor command is sent to each motor and the cable tensions are recorded.
According to the motor command, the servo motor angle is adjusted. In this paper,
motor commands are set as binary values, M = {+1,−1}. If the command gives +1 or
−1, then the motor is controlled to move from the current position toward the maximum
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position (Lmax) or the relaxed position (Lrelax), respectively. For each motor, Lmax was
determined to avoid the tip of the arm touching the water tank while moving. Note
that, in the current setting, the motor command does not always take the roller position
to Lmax or Lrelax, but rather decides the direction in which to move for each timestep. If
the command gives +1 or −1 when the current position is in Lmax or Lrelax, respectively,
then the position will not change from the current position.
For the analyses, we collected the time series of the two motor commands (M1 and
M2) and two force sensors (f1 and f2) for each timestep and tracked the positions of
the reference points on the arm (R) in the x-y plane, by using the tracker proposed
in [58] (Fig. 2 (b) and Fig. 3). The tracked time series were manually aligned to the
motor command time series after each run. For the analyses in this paper, we used only
6 reference points, which are indexed from R1 to R6, from the base to the tip. The
nearest reference point to the tip was too fast to allow stable tracking of the motion and
was not used for the analyses. Based on these 6 reference points for each timestep, we
ﬁtted the points with a 5th order polynomial curve and for each interval between two
neighboring reference points, we segmented the curve into 20 equidistant fragments,
resulting in 101 endpoints for fragments, including the reference points (Fig. 3, and
see detailed procedures in Appendix). The dynamics of these 101 points are used as
a representation of the arm’s body dynamics (S), which are indexed from S1 to S101
from the base to the tip. For the body dynamics S, we used only the y-coordinate for
the information-theoretic analysis, which reﬂects the motion of the arm better than the
x-coordinate (Fig. 2 (c)).
2.2.2. Experimental procedures We conducted two groups of experiments, where all
the experiments were based on open-loop control. Experiment 1 was designed to reveal
the informational structure intrinsic to the soft robotic arm in our platform setting.
As explained in the previous section, the arm is controlled by two cables embedded in
the arm. First, we investigated how the eﬀects of these actuations transfer through the
entire body. Second, we investigated how each body part transfers the information to the
other parts of the body. These two investigations employ the MSIT, which measures
delayed couplings. In this experiment, to avoid correlations induced by coordinated
motor commands, we sent random motor commands to each motor for each timestep.
By doing this, we moved each roller in random positions from Lrelax to Lmax over time,
and eﬀectively detect the coupling regime intrinsic to the setting. We ran the experiment
for 5 trials with 5000 timesteps each, starting from the same initial arm conﬁguration
(Fig. 2 (c)).
In Experiment 2, we investigated a local information transfer proﬁle in the
spatiotemporal dynamics of our soft robotic arm. We set a simple oscillatory motor
command and observed the behavior with an obstacle in the water tank (Fig. 2 (c)). In
this experiment, we aimed to capture how the environmental impact spreads dynamically
through the entire body. This is diﬃcult to reveal directly with a measure that deals
with a global average of information transfer, because the eﬀect of damage or contact to
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Figure 3. Schematics showing the procedures to prepare the time series representing
the soft body dynamics. (a) For each timestep, the (x, y)-coordinates for 6 reference
points are tracked using the tracking system [58]. Note that the nearest reference point
to the tip is not used for this analysis (see the main text for details). (b) The 5th order
polynomial curve ﬁtting the body posture based on the obtained coordinates of the
reference points. (c) Close-up of the curve between R6 and R5 as an example for the
preparation of S. For each neighboring reference point, the curve is segmented into 20
equidistant fragments, and the endpoints of the fragments are indexed from S1 to S101
from the base to the tip, including the reference points, and their (x, y)-coordinates
are collected for each timestep. The dynamics of the y-coordinates of these endpoints
are the representation of the body dynamics in this paper.
the body is usually not a constant event, but rather one that occurs at a speciﬁc point of
time and space. We placed a round plastic tube (obstacle) next to the arm, which was
set to aﬀect the behavior of the arm (Fig. 2 (c)). For the motor commands, +1 and -1
were set for T timesteps in alternate shifts in an opposite phase each. The time window
T was set to the maximum timesteps needed for the motor to rotate from the relaxed
position to the maximum one, which, in our setting, was 10 timesteps. Accordingly,
one cycle resulted in 20 timesteps. We ran the system for 5000 timesteps, which were
250 cycles, from the initial arm conﬁguration depicted in Fig. 2 (c). In the experiment,
we also ran the system with random motor commands and the same oscillatory motor
command without the obstacle and compared the results.
Note that, for both experiments, the experimental condition is determined to make
the time series data stationary, and the probability distributions of the variables required
to calculate measures, MSIT and LMSIT, are estimated via relative frequencies obtained
from the data. Accordingly, in each experimental trial for both experiments, ﬁrst 100
timesteps are discarded to avoid the initial transients in the time series data for the
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analyses. This procedure is remained ﬁxed for all the experimental trials throughout
this paper.
Preliminary investigations of information-theoretic analyses on a soft robotic
platform have been performed in [57, 59] without considering the eﬀect of delayed
information transfer. In these works, the analyses were conducted based on STE.
However, as explained earlier, STE has drawbacks in detecting delayed information
transfer. In this paper, by introducing MSIT, we have largely extended our previous
approach.
3. Results
In this section we present the results for both Experiment 1 and 2 in detail. As explained
in the previous section, Experiment 1 is focused on revealing the delayed information
transfer intrinsic to the soft robotic arm. For the analysis of this experiment, we
make use of MSIT expressed in Equation (10) and (11) (that is, MSIT STi→j(τ)). In
Experiment 2, unlike the analysis in Experiment 1, we aim to reveal how the information
propagates dynamically through the body by visualizing the local information transfer
in each spatiotemporal point. This analysis is conducted by using LMSIT expressed
in Equation (18) and (19) (that is, LMSIT STi→j(τ)). Throughout our analyses, the
embedding dimensions of the measures are set as (K,L,M) = (2, 3, 2). As explained in
the earlier sections, to calculate the measures we should ﬁrst estimate the joint and single
probability distributions from the obtained time series. To get a reliable estimate within
the limitation of the ﬁnite data set, it is preferable to keep the embedding dimensions
relatively short [24].
3.1. Experiment 1
In this experiment, we see how MSIT can quantitatively characterize the information-
theoretic structure intrinsic to the soft robotic arm. For this purpose, we adopted a
random motor command for the actuation of the system to avoid additional correlations
provided by the external. Figure 4 shows the example of the time series of the
random motor commands (M1(t),M2(t)), the corresponding force sensory values
(f1(t), f2(t), f1(t)− f2(t)), and the y-coordinates of the body parts Si. By using these
obtained time series, we aim to analyze the following: (I) information transfers from
the time series of the cable tension to that of each body part (MSIT STf→Si(τ)) and (II)
information transfers between the time series of each body part (MSIT STSi→Sj(τ)). In
(I), since the cable tensions are driven by the motor command, this analysis is to see
how the external actuation to the system transfers the information through the body.
For the analysis, we used the time series f(t) = f1(t) − f2(t) for the force sensors,
and calculated MSIT STf→Si(τ) for each body part i and varying delay τ . In (II), we can
characterize how one body part transfers information to another. For the analysis, we
calculated MSIT STSi→Sj(τ) for each pair of body parts (i, j) and varying delay τ . Note
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Figure 4. Typical examples of the time series for the random motor commands
(M1(t),M2(t)) (upper plot), force sensors (f1(t), f2(t), f1(t) − f2(t)) (middle plot),
and the body parts Si (lower plot) in Experiment 1. For the plots of the body parts, 101
time series (from S1 to S101) are overlaid and 6 reference tracking points are expressed
in red lines.
that we excluded the case when i = j. For both analyses (I) and (II), (NR, TR) is
set to (1, 1) throughout the analysis and, to avoid the bias due to the ﬁnite data set,
for each analysis of MSIT STi→j(τ) we have also calculated the measure with temporally
shuﬄed time series, and by iterating this procedure for 50 times and obtaining the
averaged value, we have subtracted this value from the MSIT STi→j(τ) in focus. For each
experimental setting, we performed this procedure for 5 trials of experimental data and
used the averaged MSIT STi→j(τ) as a result. In addition, when the information sender is
within the range speciﬁed by NR and TR, we need to take special care in deﬁning vˆ
ST
i,j,t.
Details for this procedure are given in the Appendix. Also, according to the setting of
NR and TR, we have excluded the case where the information receiver or sender is S1 or
S101.
Figure 5 (a) plots the results for the averaged MSIT STf→Si(τ) by varying the body
part i and the delay τ . We can clearly see that for body part closer to the base, more
delayed MSIT is detected than for those closer to the tip. Figure 5 (b) overlays several
cross sections of Fig. 5 (a) in delay and space (body part). As can be seen from the
ﬁgure, in the body part near the arm base MSIT with shorter delay is dominant, while
in the body part near the arm tip MSIT with relatively longer delay is dominant. In
addition, the strength of MSIT tends to decrease from the base to the tip. To see this
tendency in more detail, we have collected the maximum values of MSIT (MSITmax)
among delays and the delay τmax that showsMSITmax for each body part and calculated
the average for each (Fig. 5 (c)). As a result, we found that τmax almost grows linearly
as the body part changes from the base toward the tip and at around the tip τmax
took approximately 6 timesteps (Fig. 5 (c), left plot). In addition, the corresponding
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Figure 5. Results for MSIT from force sensors to the body parts. (a) Plot showing
the averaged MSITSTf→Si(τ) in i-τ plane. (b) Plots overlaying several typical cross
sections of (a) in τ axis (upper ﬁgure) and in i axis (lower ﬁgure). (c) Plots showing
τmax (left ﬁgure) and MSITmax (right ﬁgure) according to each body part i. τmax
andMSITmax represent the τ , where the MSIT is maximum, and the maximum MSIT
over all delays τ , respectively. For (b) and (c), the error bars show standard deviations.
MSITmax showed about 2.2 × 10−2 bit at around the base (S2), while the MSITmax
showed a lower value of about 1.2× 10−2 bit at around the tip (S100). Considering that
1 timestep is approximately 0.03 s in real physical time and the entire body is 310 mm
long, this result implies that the dominant information transfer propagates with about
1.7 m/s in velocity through the body by losing the information for around 1.0 × 10−2
bit.
Next, let us see how information transfers between each body part. Here, for each
information sender Si and receiver Sj in the body parts, we calculatedMSIT
ST
Si→Sj(τ) by
varying τ from 1 to 12 and obtained the averaged MSIT (MSITaverage) asMSITaverage =
1
12
∑12
τ=1MSIT
ST
Si→Sj(τ) for each trial. As in the previous experiments, we also collected
the maximum MSIT (MSITmax) among delays and the delay τmax that takes MSITmax
for each (i, j) in each trial. Figure 6 (a) shows the averaged MSITaverage, MSITmax,
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Figure 6. Results for MSIT between the body parts. (a) Plots showing the averaged
MSITaverage (left), MSITmax (middle), and τmax (right) for each (i, j) over 5 trials.
See the main text for details. (b) Plots showing the averaged MSITSTf→Si(τ) over 5
trials according to each delay τ and the location of the information sender i by ﬁxing
the location of the the information receiver to j = 41, 61, 81, and 99. The error bars
show standard deviations.
and τmax over 5 trials for each (i, j). In the plot for the MSITaverage and MSITmax, we
can clearly see that high MSIT values are observed only in the region of i < j. This
suggests that the information is transferring in the direction from the base to the tip
but not from the tip to the base. This result is understandable when considering the
experimental conditions of our platform, and is consistent with the results from the
previous experiments. Furthermore, from both plots we can conﬁrm that, as the value
for j − i increases in the region of i < j, the values of MSITaverage and MSITmax get
gradually smaller. This implies that, for each body part, information strongly transfers
toward the nearest neighbor in the direction from the base to the tip. For the results
of τmax, large τmax values are observed in the region for the smaller i and the larger j.
This means that the information transfer takes longer time when the body parts are
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further away from each other. It is noticeable that the largest τmax in this region takes
approximately 6 timesteps, which is also consistent with our previous results. To see
these tendencies in further detail, by ﬁxing the information receiver to several body parts
we observed the behavior of MSIT STSi→Sj(τ) by varying the location of the information
sender in the body j and the delay τ (Fig. 6 (b)). We can clearly conﬁrm from the plot
that, for each information receiver, the largest information transfers with the shortest
delay from neighboring body parts located in the base side (Fig. 6 (b)).
In this experiment, we have demonstrated how the measure MSIT can be eﬀectively
used to reveal the delayed information transfer in the soft robotic arm. In the next
experiment, we move on to characterize a local information transfer proﬁle in the
spatiotemporal dynamics of the soft body using LMSIT.
3.2. Experiment 2
Due to the soft ﬂexible bodies, soft robots are sensitive to environmental/external
stimulus in general. If the body receives some stimulus from the environment, the
behavior of the body changes drastically and immediately. This type of event often
occurs at a speciﬁc point in time and space, which makes it diﬃcult to detect and
evaluate the eﬀect of the stimulus using statistical methods based on the global average
over the entire collected time series. In those cases, it would be beneﬁcial if we could
monitor what is happening locally at each spatiotemporal point in the dynamics. In this
experiment, we will see that LMSIT can be used eﬀectively for this purpose. LMSIT
is deﬁned for each information receiver and can measure the amount of information
transferred from the sender at each spatiotemporal point. Thus, the local information
transfer proﬁle in the spatiotemporal dynamics can be characterized. As explained
earlier, in this experiment, we drive the arm with the oscillatory motor command with
an obstacle in the environment. We will see how the LMSIT (LMSIT STSi→Sj(τ)) captures
this eﬀect from the environment on the soft robotic arm. As a comparison, we will also
drive the system without an obstacle in the environment with random motor commands
and the same oscillatory motor command for 5000 timesteps and measure the LMSIT.
In this experiment, we focus on the information transfer in the direction from the base
to the tip (that is, i < j) by skipping the case when the time series of S1 and S101
becomes the information sender or receiver under consideration, taking into account the
results of experiment 1. In addition, similar to the setting of MSIT in experiment 1, NR
and TR are both set to 1. If the information sender Si is in the neighboring point of Sj,
we need to adjust the corresponding vˆSTi,j,t−τ . Again, this procedure is described in the
Appendix.
We start by observing the result for LMSIT STSi→Sj(τ) when i = j − 1 and τ = 1.
Results are shown in the upper two plots of each row in Fig. 7 (a). The ﬁrst upper line
shows the example of the time series in the case of the random motor command, the
oscillatory motor command, and the same oscillatory motor command with the obstacle,
from left to right. The second upper line shows the corresponding LMSIT STSi→Sj(τ) with
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Figure 7. Results for the LMSIT analyses. (a) Typical LMSIT proﬁles corresponding
to the body dynamics for the case of the random motor command (left row), the
oscillatory motor command (middle row), and the oscillatory motor command with
an obstacle (right row). For each row, the overlaid plot for the Si time series, the
corresponding LMSIT proﬁle with i = j − 1 and τ = 1, LMSITaverage proﬁle, and
LMSITmax are presented from the top to the bottom. (b) The average LMSITaverage
and LMSITmax proﬁle for the case with the oscillatory motor command without (left
side) and with the obstacle (right side). Note that the timesteps when the motor
commands switch to drive the arm toward the lower (y < 0) and the upper (y > 0)
region in the screen correspond to timestep 5 and timestep 15, respectively, in both
cases. The white line in the case with the obstacle represents the position of the
contact point in relation to the obstacle. The white closures in the case with the
obstacle depicts two spatially split information propagation waves, which we call wave
1 and wave 2, respectively. See the main text for details.
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i = j − 1 and τ = 1. In each plot, we observe high LMSIT STSi→Sj(τ) instantaneously in
several spatiotemporal points. However, the pattern of the information structure is not
obvious. To visualize the information transfer proﬁle more clearly, by varying the delay
τ from 1 to 20 and the information sender Si for all the body parts in i < j, we measured
the average LMSIT (LMSITaverage(j) =
1
20
∑20
τ=1
1
j−1
∑j−1
d=1,j−d<j LMSIT
ST
Sj−d→Sj(τ)) and
the maximum LMSIT (LMSITmax(j) = max1≤τ≤20,1≤d≤j−1[LMSIT STSj−d→Sj(τ)]) for each
information receiver Sj. The results for LMSITaverage(j) and LMSITmax(j) are shown
in the lower two plots in Fig. 7 (a). In the case for the random motor command, we can
clearly observe a high information propagation wave from the base toward the tip at
the irregular temporal point. In the case of the oscillatory motor command, we observe
a similar high information propagation wave from the base toward the tip two times
in each oscillatory cycle at the speciﬁc timing. In the case of the oscillatory motor
command with the obstacle, we observe a clear high information propagation wave from
the base toward the tip similar to the case with the oscillatory motor command without
the obstacle in half of each oscillatory cycle, but when the arm hits the obstacle in the
other half of each oscillatory cycle, we see the ﬂuctuating information propagation wave,
where sometimes the wave splits into two, from the base toward the tip.
To see this ﬂuctuating information propagation wave in detail, we averaged the
LMSITaverage(j) and LMSITmax(j) for each spatiotemporal point using 150 oscillation
cycles for the oscillatory motor command with and without an obstacle (Fig. 7 (b)). As
is obvious from the plots, in the case without the obstacle, we can clearly conﬁrm two
strong information propagation waves from the base toward the tip at speciﬁc timing,
as we saw in Fig. 7 (a). In the case with the obstacle, we see that at the onset of
the obstacle crush (around timestep 5), two spatially split strong information transfers
are detected around the contact point of the object with the arm, and this information
propagates toward the tip. We speculate that one propagation wave from the base to
the tip (wave 1) represents the propagation of the motor actuation through the body,
and the other wave (wave 2) represents the fast shock wave due to the contact to the
obstacle. Furthermore, we can see that the velocity of wave 1 is modulated at the contact
point (Fig. 7 (b)). This implies that the environmental damage provided by the crush
to the obstacle induces a qualitatively diﬀerent information transfer proﬁle through the
body from the one generated by the motor actuation. We expect that LMSIT is capable
of detecting the shock wave for the case of multiple-point contact as long as its eﬀect is
reﬂected in the body dynamics.
4. Discussion
In this paper, by using the physical soft robotic arm platform, we demonstrated
that the information-theoretic approach can be eﬀective in characterizing the diverse
spatiotemporal dynamics of soft bodies especially with delayed interaction. Currently,
TE is one of the most applied measures to assess information transfers in robotics.
However, it has drawbacks in capturing delayed interaction and applying to multivariate
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time series. In fact, these points are the major properties of soft body dynamics, which
have high-dimensionality and memory. To overcome these weak points, in this paper,
we have introduced measures MSIT and LMSIT for applications to spatiotemporal
dynamics of soft robots. By using MSIT, we showed that the actuation to the arm
transfers the information toward the tip with a speciﬁc time delay, and we evaluated
this information transfer velocity. Furthermore, we captured the delayed information
transfer between each body part in detail. By using LMSIT, we visualized the dynamic
information transfer proﬁle hidden in the spatiotemporal dynamics of the soft body,
and characterized the environmental damage that spreads throughout the entire body.
These measures and the scheme can be applied eﬀectively to soft robotic platforms in
general.
Although we illustrated one possible scenario to characterize the information
structure in a soft robotic platform, our approach can be extended in several ways
taking into account each soft robotic platform in use and each experimental condition.
For example, in our experiment, we set the relation between space and time based
on the sampling rate of the experimental devices. However, the ratio between the
experimentally observed space (the points in the body) and time does not always
match the underlying physical dynamics, and this may make our proposed scheme
ineﬀective. In those situations, experimenters should control the spatiotemporal scale
of the experimentally obtained data. In addition, as we saw in the deﬁnition of M(S)IT,
that one important point to capture the delayed information transfer was to condition
on other causal contributors. Although we have introduced a reasonable physical
assumption for conditioning, considering that soft robots can take unconventional
morphology, it would be valuable in some situations to apply a method for reconstructing
all the causal contributors from scratch only by using the obtained time series, which
is introduced in [25, 26]. On the use of MIT, it has been recently reported in [31]
that there is a case in which MIT does not eﬀectively work in capturing the delayed
couplings. In [31], an alternative measure called TESPO, where SPO stands for self-
prediction optimality, has been proposed to measure the delayed information transfer.
Their approach can be also applied for the analyses. Nevertheless, their measure is
deﬁned for the bivariate case. To extend the measure for the multivariate case, the
concept presented in [25, 26] would be deﬁnitely useful and inevitable.
5. Conclusion
The behavior of animals or robots is generated by the dynamic coupling between
the brain (controller), the body, and the environment. These dynamic interactions
between components are usually described based on separately deﬁned dynamical
systems (such as the neural network for the brain and physics and mechanics for the
body). When illustrating a consistent view of the dynamic interaction modality among
these components, several diﬃculties will arise, for example, in determining the time
scales among the components and the threshold for modeling the physical contact. In
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this case, the information-theoretic approach can provide an eﬀective method for giving
a consistent view to characterize these dynamic couplings as information transfers, since
the scheme is intrinsically based on a model-free approach. In particular, it has been
recently shown that soft bodies can be exploited as a computational resource (see, e.g.,
[20, 21]). In this case, the soft body itself acts similarly to a huge recurrent neural
network. Although the brain has the apparent anatomical structure (network topology)
to realize interactions among neurons, the body does not contain this type of explicit
interaction pathway but has a characteristic morphology and can physically interact
with the environment. Our approach presented here would be also useful to reveal how
each body part interacts with another, which is usually hidden in the dynamics, and to
reconstruct a functional network topology within the body. This type of analysis would
be valuable to infer the information processing capacity of the body and is included in our
future work. Moreover, it would be valuable to investigate how the body morphology and
the controller of soft robots self-organize in a given environment, guided by information
transfers [60]. For example, by focusing on several variables in a soft robotic platform
and by maximizing the information transfer between these variables, we can investigate
how the design of the robot and the controller coevolves [61], which would reveal the
relations between the dynamic coupling and the resulting behavioral generation and
help understanding a design principle for soft robots.
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Appendix
Time series data preparation
In this Appendix, we provide details on the time series preparation for S. As explained
in the main text, we ﬁrst track the positions of 6 reference points in the body, (xRi, yRi)
(i = 1, 2, ..., 6), for each timestep (Fig. 3 (a)) and ﬁtted these points with a 5th order
polynomial curve, expressed as
y = a5x
5 + a4x
4 + a3x
3 + a2x
2 + a1x+ a0, (20)
where a5, a4, a3, a2, a1, and a0 are the constant parameters to be tuned (Fig. 3 (b)).
The choice of the order of a polynomial curve was determined by observing the arm
motion, where the number of bends does not exceed what can be expressed as a 5th
order polynomial curve. Let us introduce a vector expression for these parameters,
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A = [a5, a4, a3, a2, a1, a0]
T. By using the x-coordinates of the collected reference points,
a matrix X is denoted as
X =

x5R1 x
4
R1 x
3
R1 x
2
R1 xR1 1
x5R2 x
4
R2 x
3
R2 x
2
R2 xR2 1
x5R3 x
4
R3 x
3
R3 x
2
R3 xR3 1
x5R4 x
4
R4 x
3
R4 x
2
R4 xR4 1
x5R5 x
4
R5 x
3
R5 x
2
R5 xR5 1
x5R6 x
4
R6 x
3
R6 x
2
R6 xR6 1

.
Then, denoting the y-coordinates of the collected reference points as Y =
[yR1, yR2, yR3, yR4, yR5, yR6]
T, we can approximate the constant parameters using the
Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse as A = X−1Y. Using the ﬁtted curve, we fragmented
the interval of each neighboring reference point into 20 equidistant segments along the
curve (Fig. 3 (c)). The resulting 101 endpoints for these segments are denoted from
S1 to S101 from the base to the tip, including the reference points. By iterating these
procedures for each timestep, we collect y-coordinates for these endpoints resulting in
101 time series for S1, ..., S101 (Fig. 3 (c)). These time series are the representation of
the body dynamics and are used for the analyses.
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Figure 8. Schematics explaining the setting of vˆSTi,j,t−τ when the information sender i
is overlapped with vˆSTi,j,t−τ through embedding dimensions. Here, vˆ
ST
i,j,t−τ is usually set
as vˆSTi,j,t−τ = {xˆ2j+1,t, xˆ2j−1,t} from the deﬁnition. (a) Schematic expressing information
transfer from the sender i = j−1 to the receiver j with delay τ = 2. In this case, vˆSTi,j,t−τ
becomes to vˆSTi,j,t−τ = {xˆ2j+1,t}. (b) Schematic expressing information transfer from the
sender i = j + 1 to the receiver j with delay τ = 1. In this case, vˆSTi,j,t−τ becomes to
vˆSTi,j,t−τ = {xˆ2j−1,t}. For each information sender and receiver, the circle expresses the
condition under its own past. Note that, in the ﬁgure, (K,L,M,Nr, Tr) = (2, 3, 2, 1, 1).
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Settings of possible information sources in our analyses
Here, we explain how we set the condition of possible information sources vˆSTi,j,t−τ (vˆ
ST
i,j,t) in
our analyses. For descriptive purposes, we unify the expression of possible information
sources as vˆSTi,j,t−τ in this section. In our analyses, if the information sender has an overlap
with vˆSTi,j,t−τ through embedding dimensions, then we discarded the term containing the
overlap in vˆSTi,j,t−τ . Typical cases for this setting are exempliﬁed in Fig. 8.
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Abstract. In conventional “sense-think-act” control architectures, per-
ception is reduced to a passive collection of sensory information, followed
by a mapping onto a prestructured internal world model. For biological
agents, Sensorimotor Contingency Theory (SMCT) posits that percep-
tion is not an isolated processing step, but is constituted by knowing and
exercising the law-like relations between actions and resulting changes
in sensory stimulation. We present a computational model of SMCT
for controlling the behavior of a quadruped robot running on different
terrains. Our experimental study demonstrates that: (i) Sensory-Motor
Contingencies (SMC) provide better discrimination capabilities of en-
vironmental properties than conventional recognition from the sensory
signals alone; (ii) discrimination is further improved by considering the
action context on a longer time scale; (iii) the robot can utilize this
knowledge to adapt its behavior for maximizing its stability.
Keywords: active perception, terrain recognition, object recognition, develop-
mental robotics, adaptive behavior
1 Introduction
In the majority of approaches to robot control the extraction and classification
of features from the sensory input is a crucial processing step that has a critical
effect on the behavioral performance of the artificial agent. Ever more complex
methods are employed to detect type and position of objects, to recognize land-
marks and obstacles, or to infer the spatial configuration of the surrounding area.
In mobile robotics, for example, this problem is typically solved by employing
several distal (non-contact) sensors: cameras, laser range finders, and possibly
also radar. Terrain classification into traversable vs. non-traversable is done in
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2a supervised manner through a set of labeled terrain examples [1]. This is used
to update an internal representation of the world – a 2D occupancy grid that
in turn is used for planning a collision-free path. Although recent studies sug-
gest that the traditional “sense-think-act” approaches can also be extended to
real-world environments, their task domain is still limited.
The inherent problem of these approaches, in our view, is that they treat
perception as a separate, passive process that is detached from the agent’s ac-
tions. A “sensory snapshot” of the environment is taken that is then mapped
onto the states of an internal world model. However, we believe that perception
in biological agents has a different character. First, it is active. This view can be
traced back to the pragmatic philosopher John Dewey [3], and it was later picked
up by research in active perception (see [4] for an overview). Second, perception
occurs through the body. The information that reaches the brain is thus critically
shaped by the active generation of sensory stimuli and by the agent’s embodi-
ment (this is quantified in [10], for instance). Sensorimotor Contingency Theory
(SMCT)[15, 14] as a representative of action-oriented approaches ascribes sen-
sory awareness and perception to the exercise of knowledge about the lawful
relations between actions and resulting changes in the sensory signals, called
Sensory-Motor Contingencies (SMCs), instead of activating an internal repre-
sentation of the perceived object.
We have recently developed a computational model for SMCs and demon-
strated its application in an object-recognition task [11]. Here we apply the
same model for controlling a robot with a completely different embodiment: a
quadruped “dog” robot. We start by investigating how different gaits and ter-
rains modulate the sensory information collected by the robot. Next we demon-
strate that taking the action explicitly into account improves the terrain classi-
fication accuracy. Taking the context of longer sensorimotor sequences into ac-
count can further improve the classification performance. Finally, we show that
the robot can successfully deploy its perception of the properties of different
grounds to select gaits from a given repertoire to maximize its stability.
2 Related Work
The importance of sensorimotor information for object recognition in humans is
evident from studies of neurological disorders [22], even though it is sometimes
assigned only the role of a fall-back system [18]. In a scenario similar to ours,
E.J. Gibson et al. [5] studied how infants perceive the traversability of the envi-
ronment, implicitly taking into account their mode of locomotion – walking or
crawling – and exploiting not only visual but also tactile information. In gen-
eral, perceptual categorization in biological agents is a hard problem [7] resulting
from a complex interplay of the brain, body and environment, and the individual
effects are hard to separate. In this regard, robotics has provided efficient tools
to test these effects independently.
First, Pfeifer and Scheier [16] have demonstrated how sensorimotor coor-
dination can greatly simplify classification or categorization in a study where
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3mobile robots distinguish between big and small cylinders by circling around
them. Whereas this would be very difficult from a static camera picture when
the distance to the object is not known, different angular velocities resulting from
circling around them render the problem much easier. Similar results emerged
from studies in artificial evolution: the fittest agents were those engaging in
sensory-motor coordinated behavior [2].
Second, perception can be facilitated by the morphology of the body and the
sensory apparatus (see examples in [8]). In legged robots that engage in different
terrains, proprioceptive sensors can be particularly useful. In a previous study
in our platform, we have shown how information regarding the robot’s position
and orientation can be extracted [17]. A combination of proprioceptive sensors
has been successfully employed in a terrain recognition task in a hexapod [6].
Third, the action that caused a sensory stimulation can be explicitly taken
into account in a classification task. This has been done in [19], where sensory
data resulting from different actions are clustered separately. In [20], traversabil-
ity categories are predefined and the robot learns – for each action separately –
a mapping from initial percepts to these categories.
Many more approaches employ some form of sensorimotor information, but
to our knowledge the approach we will present here is one of the few in that
actions play a constitutive role for the perception of the agent as proposed by
SMCT. Our method allows for a context given by the sequence of previous
actions, and it is inherently multimodal. In addition, we will test the hypothesis
that longer sensorimotor sequences are needed for object categorization (i.e., the
ground the robot is running on in our case). Furthermore, to demonstrate the
behavioral relevance of the classification capabilities for the agent, we present
a closed-loop system that employs the perception of the properties of different
grounds to select gaits from a given repertoire to maximize stability.
3 Methods and experiments
3.1 Robot and Experimental Setup
The Puppy robot (see Fig. 1 left) has four identical legs driven by position-
controlled servomotors in the hips. It has passive compliant joints at the knees.
We prepared five sets of position control commands for the servomotors, resulting
in five distinct gaits (bound forwards, bound left/right, crawl, trot backwards),
each of them with a periodic motor signal at 1 Hz. Four potentiometers measured
the joint angles on the passive knee joints, and 4 pressure sensors recorded forces
applied to the robot’s feet. Linear accelerations (in X, Y, and Z direction) were
measured by an onboard accelerometer. In total we used 11 sensory channels,
jointly sampled at 50Hz.
To investigate the long-term properties of our approach, we additionally de-
signed a model of Puppy in Webots [21], a physics-based simulator (see Fig.
1 right). For this model we used the same gait repertoire (2 gaits had to be
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4adapted) plus 4 additional gaits (turn left/right, pace, walk), obtaining a reper-
toire of nine gaits. In both cases, gaits (actions) were exercised in 2-second-
intervals during which the sensory data were collected, forming sensorimotor
epochs of 2 seconds. At the end of each epoch the robot could change the gait.
Fig. 1. Real and simulated robot and the sensor suite. The robot is 20 cm long.
The camera and infrared sensors that are also mounted on the robot were not used in
the experiments.
For the real robot, we prepared a small wall-enclosed arena of 2x1 m. Four dif-
ferent ground substrates covered the ground: plastic foil, cardboard, Styrofoam
and rubber. These materials differed in friction and also in structure (cardboard
and rubber had ridges). In the simulator, the arena was much bigger in size
(25x25 m), so encounters with the walls were much less frequent. The “foil”,
“cardboard”, and “rubber” were flat but differed in Coulomb friction coeffi-
cients (µ = 2, 11, and 20 respectively). To increase the differences between the
substrates in the simulator, the “Styrofoam” ground (µ = 9) was made uneven
with randomly placed smooth bumps of up to 3 cm height.
3.2 Feature Computation
For effective processing of sensorimotor information we compressed the raw data
by extracting some simple features. For the action space we chose a high abstrac-
tion level and used the gait as a single feature. In the sensory space, following
a similar strategy as we used in [17], we took advantage of the periodic nature
of the locomotion and created period-based features as follows: (1) sum of knee
amplitudes of all legs in a period,3 (2) sum of standard deviations of all knee
joints, (3) sum of mean pressures in each foot, (4) sum of standard deviations
of each foot pressure signal, (5-7) mean accelerations along X,Y, and Z-axis re-
spectively, (8-10) standard deviations of the accelerometer signals. Since frequent
3 Note that the knees are passive compliant.
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5gait transitions disrupt the locomotion and impact also the sensory values, only
the last second (i.e. the second locomotion period) from each 2s epoch was used
for the feature computation. Continuous feature values were used for classifica-
tion (Section 4.1); for learning the sensorimotor contingencies and optimizing
the behavior using a Markov model (Section 4.2), each feature was quantized to
two levels only.
3.3 A Markov Model of SMCs
We employed the model that we presented in [11, 12] with the necessary adap-
tations to the Puppy robot. The basic idea is to consider actions and resulting
changes in sensory signals in an integrated manner, and to keep a record of se-
quences of actions and sensory observations. For each epoch, the action a (the
gait in this case) and a vector of n sensory features observed during execution
of a are concatenated to a single vector ao(t) = [as1s2 . . . sn] that we call an
action-observation pair. Based on the sequence of action-observation tuples that
the robot experiences over time ch = [ao(t), ao(t − 1), . . . ao(t − h)], the model
samples the conditional probability distributions Ph(ao(t + 1)|ch(t)), i.e. the
probability of experiencing a particular action-observation pair in the next time
step given a finite history h of previous pairs. In this study we use h = 0 . . . 4.
This probability distribution is what we call the extended Sensori-Motor Con-
tingencies (eSMC) of an agent, and a particular combination of ao(t + 1) and
ch(t) is a specific sample that in addition to its probability of occurrence can
have other properties like a value.
3.4 Value System and Action Selection
We extended the basic idea of SMCT by a value system and an action selection
algorithm. For each epoch t, we define the value4 of the robot’s state by a
weighted sum of three components:
v(t) = −tumbled− 0.4regularity − 0.1speed
We used the signal of the accelerometer in Z direction to determine if the robot
is upright (tumbled = 0) or has tipped over (tumbled = 1). The similarity of the
sensory patterns at the knee joints between the first and second period during
an epoch is reflected in the regularity value (1 for identical patterns during
both periods), and the normalized velocity computed from the robot’s global
coordinates yields the speed value.
We have devised a stochastic action selection algorithm that attempts to op-
timize the temporal average of the internal value. It selects actions that have
shown to activate eSMCs with high internal values, and explores the conse-
quences of new actions when no or only bad prior experiences exist in a given
4 In reinforcement learning terms, this would be called reward - it is the immediate
reward signal associated with each state.
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6situation. For each action-observation sequence ch(t) a record of actions exe-
cuted next anext(c
h(t)) and the average value v(anext(c
h(t)) =
∑
n v(t+ 1)/n is
kept, where n is the number that action anext was executed when context c
h(t)
was encountered, and v(t+ 1) is the resulting value. Different history lengths h
may yield different value information. Since we consider longer matches between
a particular action-observation sequence and the stored eSMCs as a more accu-
rate estimation of the state, preference is given to the value information from
longer matching histories. When the robot later experiences the same context
again, it knows the average value of the actions it has tried before. Random
values get assigned to the other actions. To avoid a predominantly random ex-
ploration in the initial learning phase when the robot has only little sensorimotor
knowledge, the expected value for the most recently executed action is given by
the internal value of the last epoch. This favors the continuation of successful
actions, and switching to another action otherwise. The action with the highest
expected value aˆ = argmax
a
v(anext(c
h(t)) is then executed with a probability
p(aˆ) = v(aˆ) + 1.
4 Results
4.1 Perception and Discrimination of Different Grounds
In this section, we want to quantitatively assess the effect of considering actions
and the resulting changes in sensory stimulation in an integrated manner. First,
we compare the respective influence of the action (the gait the robot is running
with) and the environment on the sensory data. Second, focusing on the ground
discrimination, we demonstrate how explicitly incorporating the action that has
induced a sensory stimulation improves the environment classification. Finally,
we study the effect of longer sensorimotor sequences, testing our hypothesis that
these are required for object categorization, whereby, from the robot’s perspec-
tive, different grounds correspond to different objects in our scenario.
We have collected data from the real (4 x 20 minutes, i.e. 4 x 600 epochs)
and simulated version of the robot (4 x 4 hours, i.e. 4 x 7200 epochs) running
separately on the different substrates. After every epoch a new action was chosen
at random. If the robot tumbled, it was manually (real robot) or automatically
(simulator) returned to an upright position at the same location and two epochs
following this event were discarded. A reflex for backing up from the walls was
built in. Epoches when the robot was backing up (frequent in the real robot)
were not discarded but entered the regular learning process. A na¨ıve Bayes classi-
fier (diagonal covariance matrix estimate, stratified 10-fold cross-validation) was
trained to classify either the action or the ground substrate given the sensory
observations and actions during the previous epochs.
Ground and Gait Discrimination from Sensory Data Only. To assess
the dependencies of the sensory signals from the gait or ground, respectively, we
collapsed the data across gaits (for assessing ground effects) or across grounds
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7(for assessing gait effects). In the real Puppy, the classifier determined the correct
gait from the sensory data in 72.4% of the cases, and in 81.6% in the simulation.
In contrast, the ground recognition rates were lower, 67.2% for the real Puppy
and 43.1% in the simulation (see also Fig. 2, top-most bars). This shows that
gaits and grounds have a similarly strong effect on the sensory patterns in the real
robot. In the simulation the different materials induce similar sensory patterns
and hence, are difficult to distinguish. These figures serve as a baseline when we
consider the classification of joint action and sensor information next.
Ground Discrimination Using Action Information. We separated the
data into sets for each gait and classified the grounds on each set individually.
Afterwards we averaged the ground recognition rate over all gaits. In compar-
ison to the ground recognition using a single classifier, the action-dependent
classification schema reaches an improved accuracy of 75.7% for the real robot.
Considering only the gait yielding the best recognition rate, this value increases
to 80.2%. In the simulation this increase is even more pronounced, from 43.1% to
62.9% and 78.3%, respectively (see Fig. 2, second bars from top). This indicates
that taking the action that caused a sensory observation into account is more
specific for the environmental condition than analyzing the sensory data alone.
Ground Discrimination Using Action Sequences. The sensorimotor pat-
terns induced by a single action may often be similar even if the agent interacts
with different objects. As suggested by SMCT, longer sequences of interaction
with an object may be needed in order for the object to leave a unique “foot-
print”. We confirmed this hypothesis by splitting the data further into sets for
specific sequences of 2 or 3 consecutive actions, and averaging again over all se-
quences. The sensory feature vectors from consecutive epochs were concatenated.
For a sequence of two gaits, the ground classification accuracy rises to 84.7% in
the real robot, and to 70.6% in the simulation. Considering a sequence of 3 gaits
further improves accuracy (see Fig. 2). Here, the gait sequence-specific classifier
with the highest accuracy achieves a 100% recognition rate. This means that the
sensorimotor patterns of this action sequence are apt for a reliable recognition
of the different grounds.
Fig. 2. Comparison of the ground classification accuracies when the action context is
taken into account to different degrees. (left) Real robot. (right) Simulated robot.
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84.2 Selecting Gaits to Optimize Behavior
Next we want to demonstrate how the better discrimination capabilities that
result when a longer action context is considered can be used by the robot to
improve its behavior. We let the simulated robot run on 4 different grounds,
and used the Markov model (Sec. 3.3) to learn eSMCs for the 9 gaits from
its repertoire. Each eSMC had an associated value given by the value function
described in section 3.4.
With progressing sensorimotor knowledge, the robot preferred to choose gaits
that improved its internal value, providing swift, smooth and stable locomotion.
The plots of the value function in Fig. 3 show that a basic set of gaits that “feel
good” to Puppy (i.e. maximize the value function) is found after only about
1.000 epochs (around 8 minutes). On cardboard it takes more than 2.000 epochs
to arrive at a reasonable gait combination. Afterwards the robot tries to further
improve its behavior by selecting from these comfortable gaits with different
probabilities. As one would expect, the optimal gait sequence depends on the
material properties of the grounds. Except for the plastic foil, Puppy prefers a
mixture of walking back and turning left or right. It is most successful in epochs
when it reduces the frequency of turns in favor of walking back. On plastic foil,
the most successful gait is pacing, while turning left seems to be a less favorable
gait. On cardboard, turning left is selected more frequently than turning right,
though, while on rubber both turning actions are chosen with about the same
frequency.
On the rough styrofoam, the value function is dominated by frequent tipping
of the robot. Compared to the three flat grounds the value remains at a low
level, and the separation into favorable and unpleasant gaits is less pronounced.
The order of preference seems to be maintained, though.
The improvement of the internal value is not monotonic, but proceeds in a
rather oscillatory manner. Intervals in which the robot had sufficient sensorimo-
tor knowledge to optimize its behavior alternated with epochs in which it learned
new eSMCs. With the sensorimotor knowledge growing, episodes with optimal
behavior become more frequent and last longer. On cardboard, for example, be-
haviors that maximize the value function are found after about 2·104 epochs, and
the increasing width of the peaks in the value function indicate that the robot
spends more and more time in these optimal behaviors. A similar observation
can be made on plastic foil. On rubber, the knowledge about favorable behavior
around 2 · 104 seems to be lost afterwards, but it can be expected that the ex-
ploration process leads to a further improvement beyond the analyzed interval.
Since the value function was designed to never reach zero, corresponding to a
state of perfect harmony, the robot keeps on exploring the potential to further
improve its fitness.
5 Conclusion and Future Work
In this study we have investigated sensorimotor classification of different sub-
strates in a quadruped robot from the perspective of SMCT. First, we have
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Fig. 3. Value (black curve under the abscissa) and gait selection frequencies (above)
over time on 4 ground substrates (data from simulator). All curves have been smoothed
with a weighted linear least squares and a 2nd degree polynomial model in a moving
window of 5.000 samples. To appreciate the time course of the value function, the
initially low values have been clipped. Note the different scale of the value function for
rough styrofoam.
demonstrated how sensory stimulation patterns critically depend on the actions
the robot is exercising. If the robot wants to recognize the object or environment
it is interacting with, like the terrain type in our case, the action (gait) that gives
rise to the experienced sensory stimulation needs to be considered. In addition
we have shown that deployment of longer action contexts further improves the
discrimination capabilities. Our approach demonstrates that the robot success-
fully engages the acquired sensorimotor knowledge to optimize its behavior by
selecting appropriate gaits on different ground substrates.
Apart from serving as a model of SMCT, our work has also substantial
application potential. Autonomous, perception-based, off-road navigation is a
hot research topic in mobile robotics (e.g., [9]). Unlike traditional approaches
that rely on passive long-distance perception using high resolution sensors, we
have hinted at the potential of a radically different approach: terrain perception
through active generation of sensory stimulation in a multimodal collection of
low-resolution sensors (for learning eSMCs, 1 bit per sensory channel was used).
Taking action-observation sequences into account and exploiting the robot’s rich
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body dynamics to simplify the structure of the sensory information, an advan-
tageous transformation of the input space for classification can be achieved.
In the current study we have employed only proprioceptive and contact sen-
sors. These have proven very effective in ground discrimination and, in con-
junction with a simple one-step prediction of the best next action based on the
current sensorimotor context, the robot could optimize its behavior. However,
these sensors provide little information about the terrain beyond the robot’s cur-
rent location. Distal sensors (like infrared or vision), on the other hand, could
provide information about future events that could likewise be exploited for per-
ceptual categorization and further improvement of the behavior. A promising
approach in this respect uses internal simulation in sensorimotor space to find
action sequences that optimize the success of the agent with a longer tempo-
ral horizon [13, 19]. Alternatively, reinforcement learning algorithms could be
employed. Traversability in general may be a suitable touchstone to compare
different approaches to use sensorimotor information for controlling robots. This
will be the direction of our future work.
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Actor-Critic Design using Echo State Networks in a Simulated
Quadruped Robot
Nico M. Schmidt1,∗, Matthias Baumgartner1 and Rolf Pfeifer1
Abstract— In recent years, several studies proposed the appli-
cation of echo state networks (ESN) to adaptive reinforcement
learning schemes for the control of artificial autonomous
agents. Especially the actor-critic design (ACD) is a promising
candidate for robotic systems with continuous state and action
spaces, as was demonstrated in several studies using simple
wheeled robots. In the present work, we investigate applicability
of this learning framework to more complex robotic systems,
namely a quadruped running robot with rich dynamics. New
challenges and questions arise, such as the nontrivial mapping
of actions to the resulting behavior.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the biggest challenges in artificial intelligence is
how artificial autonomous agents can learn a task or behavior
– similar to their biological counterparts – from scratch with
minimum prior knowledge about their body and environment.
The classical approach is to create a model of the robot and
its environment that can be used for control. This is infeasible
for more complex robotic systems acting in the real world.
Thus, it is desirable to rather let the agent learn a task from its
own experience through active exploration of its capabilities.
Reinforcement learning provides a promising framework for
this purpose. The agent receives a feedback (reward) for its
actions, which is often much easier to implement than – like
in supervised learning – to teach the action that would have
been the best choice (as it is often unknown to the supervisor
either). Estimating the rewards of future time steps and using
this estimate to select the most promising actions is the core
of this approach. It has been pursuit in many ways and many
scenarios during the last decades (see e. g. [1], [2]).
As the agents get more complex, most of the proposed
methods suffer from the “curse of dimensionality”: With
the state and action spaces becoming larger, the compu-
tational complexity increases exponentially. This especially
affects the otherwise promising “dynamic programming“.
This problem has been tackled with heuristic approaches
using artificial neural networks, known as “adaptive critic
designs” (ACD)[3] (also “actor-critic designs“). In ACD,
the estimation of the action-value (or utility) function is
the task of the critic element, which is separated from the
actor network that selects the actions. The approximation of
the utility function in form of the discounted sum of future
rewards (expressed by the Bellman equation) is bootstrapped
1The authors are with the Artificial Intelligence Laboratory, Dept. of
Informatics, University of Zurich, 8050 Zurich, Switzerland
∗Corresponding author, nico.schmidt@uzh.ch. This work was
supported by the EU FP7 project Extending Sensorimotor Contingencies to
Cognition (eSMCs), IST-270212.
iteratively, using in each step the current estimate together
with the reward for the previously taken action.
ACD methods require approximation techniques which are
(a) able of modeling the highly nonlinear and dynamic sys-
tems constituted by robots operating in real-time in uncertain
environments and (b) efficient in online training. A relatively
novel machine learning technique that fulfills these require-
ments are echo state networks (ESN) [4]. They recently
gained wide attention due to their outstanding performance
in many real-world applications. ESNs are recurrent neural
networks that consist of a “reservoir“-part of recurrently con-
nected neurons and a readout-part that connects the reservoir
neurons to an output. The efficiency in training comes from
the fact that only the readout weights are trained (e. g. by
linear regression). The reservoir weights remain fixed while
still providing complexity due to recurrent connections.
Some recent studies have demonstrated how ESNs can be
successfully applied in an ACD to estimate the action-value
function in order to control a two-wheeled robot avoiding
obstacles [5], [6], or moving towards reward regions and
away from punishment regions [7].
While the mapping of action space to resulting behavior is
straightforward in the case of a two-wheeled robot, the ques-
tion remains how the ESN-ACD method copes with systems
having more rich dynamics, where action-behavior mappings
are much more complex and depend on a larger history. In the
present paper, we attempt to answer this question by applying
the method to an under-actuated compliant quadruped robot
performing a navigational task. We extend the proposed actor
network to meet the new requirements arising in this setup.
II. METHODS
A. The Learning Problem
The agent-environment interaction is formalized by the
transition of the agent’s state from ~st to ~st+1 while executing
action ~at. At each time step, the agent receives a reward rt
for its previously chosen action. The agent’s goal is then to
choose the actions that maximize the utility function, which
is calculated as the discounted sum of future rewards:
Jt =
∞∑
k=0
γkrt+k (1)
The discount rate γ ∈ [0, 1] weights rewards of the near
future higher than rewards that are still far away. The task
of the critic is to estimate J , while the actor has to use this
estimate to select ~at+1 such that J is maximized.
The approximation Jˆ(~st,~at) is trained in a supervised
way, according to a bootstrapping version of the SARSA
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Fig. 1. Actor-Critic schema. The actor outputs an action and is criticized
for its choice by the critic. Dashed lines indicate learning signals. The critic
uses reward, action and its estimate to calculate the TD-error and adjust its
parameters. The actor uses the current estimate Jˆ to chose the next action.
algorithm [2]. As in SARSA, the temporal-difference (TD)
error is minimized iteratively, using in each step the estimate
and reward of the previous step:
ETD = rt+1 + γJˆ(~st+1,~at+1)− Jˆ(~st,~at) (2)
The actor chooses the action ~at+1 based on the critic’s
current estimate. While in the beginning of the training
the estimates might lead to sub-optimal actions, they will
approach the optimal ~a∗t+1 as Jˆ approaches J . Fig. 1 shows
a schematic of the ACD architecture.
Through actions and resulting state transitions, the utility
function is dependent on the nonlinear body dynamics of
the robot. Because ESNs are universal approximators of dy-
namical systems and thus promising candidates for capturing
those dynamics, we use an ESN to estimate J (Fig. 2). The
reservoir part with activation ~xt is driven by the input through
Win and its previous activation throughWres:
~xt = f(W
in~ut +W
res~xt−1) (3)
where ~ut is the input vector, a concatenation of the state and
action vectors, ~ut =
[
~st ~at
]
. For the activation function f ,
the hyperbolic tangent tanh is used. The predicted utility Jˆ
is calculated as a linear combination of reservoir activations
and inputs:
Jˆt =W
out
[
~ut
~xt
]
(4)
The weightsWin andWres are randomly chosen and remain
fixed, while the output weight Wout are trained iteratively
using a recursive least squares (RLS) algorithm [8, p. 423],
using the TD-error (2) as teaching signal. The most important
free parameters are the scaling of the input, the spectral
radius of the reservoir weights, the number of neurons in
the reservoir and the connectivity density ofWin andWres.
Fig. 2. Echo state network. The input weights and the recurrent reservoir
weights are randomly initialized and remain fixed. Only the output weights
are trained by a regression method.
The actor uses the ESN-critic to select the next action.
The idea is to use gradient ascent on the utility function with
respect to the previous action ∂Jˆ∂~a . The gradient of an ESN’s
output w. r. t. its input depends only on the input and output
weights, as well as on the current activations of the reservoir
neurons. It is not necessary to account for the recursive
structure of the reservoir, which makes the computation very
efficient compared to e. g. backpropagation through time. For
the gradient ascent, we repeat several (G) iterations, each
time calculating the gradient of the utility function at the
current action and updating the action according to
~a′ ← ~at
for k = 1 . . . G do
~a′ ← ~a′ + η ∂Jˆt
∂~a′
(5)
end
~at+1 ← ~a′
It is assumed that the input matrix is composed of two
sub-matrices, one for the state input and one for the action
input Win =
[
Wins W
in
a
]
. Similarly, the output weight
matrix is assembled from the reservoir states, state input and
action input matricesWout =
[
Woutx,J W
out
s,J W
out
a,J
]
. The
gradient is then obtained using the chain rule as follows.
∂Jˆt
∂~at
=
∂Jˆt
∂~xt︸︷︷︸
Woutx,J
· ∂~xt
∂f︸︷︷︸
(1− ~x2t )
· ∂f
∂~at︸︷︷︸
Wina
+
∂Jˆt
∂~at︸︷︷︸
Wouta,J
(6)
B. Robot Simulation
The simulated robot used in the present work is a computer
model of the quadruped Puppy robot (Fig. 3), whose mechan-
ical design (weight distribution, proportions, springs used,
etc.) is a result of previous research (e.g. [9]). The robot has
four identical legs driven by position-controlled servomotors
in the hips. It has passive compliant joints at the knees.
Upper and lower limbs are connected with springs. The
computer model1 was designed in Webots [10], a physics-
1The source code of the Puppy model (https://github.com/
eSMCs/PuPy) and the Python ESN-ACD implementation (https://
github.com/eSMCs/HDPy) are freely available.
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Fig. 3. The Puppy robot model in the Webots simulator.
based simulation software.
The four motors i ∈ {FL,FR,HL,HR} (F=front,
H=hind, L=left, R=right) are each controlled using a sine
wave pattern generator:
posi(t) = αi · sin(2piωt+ θi) + βi (7)
with adjustable parameters amplitude α, frequency ω, offset
β and phase shift θ.
C. Experimental Settings
The robot’s task was a navigational one, where the
robot is rewarded for walking towards a target position
at (−1000, 1000) (direction of south-east). To be able to
sense its orientation, the robot was equipped with a compass
sensor, giving a 3-dimensional unit vector pointing to the
virtual north, ~st = [cx, cy, cz]
T
+ noise with input noise
noise ∼ N (0, 0.05). The reward function we used punished
the deviation of the robot’s heading from the direction of
the target. Furthermore, the robot received a punishment for
falling over:
rt = 1− φ
pi
− δtumble (8)
with φ being the absolute angle between the robots heading
direction and the direction towards the target. δtumble is 1 if
the robot tumbled during the last control period, otherwise
0. Thus, the rewards lay in the range [−2, 0].
For control, we used the sine wave parameters of a
bounding gait2, learned in a previous study [11]. With these
bounding gait parameters the robot runs straight ahead. To
enable the robot to navigate left- and rightwards, we let the
actor vary the sine amplitudes of the two left (αL := αFL =
αHL) and the two right legs (αR := αFR = αHR) at every
two-seconds control step. This resulted in a two-dimensional
action space: ~at = [αL, αR].
The simulation was run in episodes, which ended when the
robot tumbled or ran out of the arena (50x50 meters). In the
beginning of each episode the robot was placed in the arena
at a random position with random heading. For the first 20
control steps the robot ran with randomly chosen amplitudes
in the range [0.2, 0.9] to wash out the reservoir activations.
After the 20th step the actor took over control and adjusted
the action every two seconds using the gradient method in
2Gait parameters: ω = 1Hz, βFL/FR = −0.23, βHL/HR = −0.2,
θFR/FL = 0, θHR/HL = 0.5, αFR/FL = 0.56, αHR/HL = 0.65
TABLE I
THE PARAMETERS USED IN THE EXPERIMENTS.
Echo state network settings
#reservoir neurons N 100
spectral radius σ 0.7
connection density ofWres 100%
connection density ofWin 20%
Actor-Critic settings
discount factor γ 0.5
action step rate η 0.1
random action rate greedy 0.05
#gradient iterations G 50
(5). However, an -greedy policy was implemented, such
that a random action was selected with probability greedy
and the actor’s choice with probability (1− greedy). In order
to guarantee enough variety in the selected actions, that is
necessary for robust training of the critic, the parameter
greedy was set to 0.8 in the beginning and slowly decreased
to 0.05 over time. Furthermore, the discount rate γ was set to
0 in the beginning and slowly increased in each episode up
to a value of 0.5, such that the robot’s time horizon expanded
over time.
Table I lists the parameters used in the experiments.
III. RESULTS
A. Action-Behavior Mapping
Intuitively, we can roughly assume that larger amplitudes
on the left legs than on the right legs (αL > αR) lead to
a rightward turning and vice versa. The actual mapping,
however, is much more complex and not unique. The change
in heading largely depends on previous actions and current
posture of the robot. The prediction of the behavior (and
the utility J) is thus a difficult task and requires a certain
memory of previous states and actions. An example of
behaviors resulting from different actions is shown in Fig. 4.
Depicted are the behaviors (expressed as change in heading)
for actions selected at t = 21 after running straight ahead
for 20 control steps (~at = [0.5, 0.5] for t = 1, ..., 20).
Note that this action-behavior map is specific for the action
history (and thus state-history) and would look different if
different actions would have been selected before. The figure
shows that actions leading to sharp turning bear higher risk
to tumble. Thus the robot has to learn a trade-off between
turning speed (i. e. reaching the target heading in fewer steps)
and stable walking.
B. Online Learning
Fig. 5 summarizes the convergence of the critic’s online
training. It can be seen that the magnitude of the weight
updates (bottom panel) is highest in the first episodes and ap-
proaches a constant magnitude of about 10−4 after approx. 8
hours. In the beginning, the robot tumbled quite often (as can
be seen by the short episode lengths), while it manages to
run stable for most of the time after the weights converged.
The TD-error (top panel) shows occasional peaks, mostly
at short episodes, i. e. when the robot tumbled. This indicates
that during tumbling the utility J is more difficult to predict
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Fig. 4. Action-behavior mapping for actions performed after running
straight ahead for 20 control steps (~at=1...20 = [0.5, 0.5]). The color
indicates the turning angle of the robot when performing the respective
action in the next control step ~at=21 = [αL, αR]. Rightwards turning is
indicated as blue colors, leftwards turning as red colors. Actions that lead
to tumbling of the robot are marked with an asterisk character.
than during the rest of the episodes. The reason might be that
tumbles occur relatively rarely, hence these input samples
are underrepresented in the data set. Moreover, the input
states consist of compass sensors only, which might not carry
enough information for robust tumbling detection. Adding
acceleration sensors or joint angle sensors might improve
the critic in this respect.
Fig. 6 compares the performance of the critic and the actor
before convergence of the training (t < 2.5 hours, top panels)
and after convergence (t > 8 hours, bottom panels). The
upper plot in the left column confirms that the critic was able
to map the compass sensors to the utility function correctly
already in the first 2.5 hours of learning. The predicted utility
was highest when Puppy headed south-east, where the target
was located (red colors), whereas it was low when Puppy
ran into another direction (green and blue colors). However,
the actor was not yet able to select the right actions. The
preferred heading direction, indicated in the upper plot of
the middle column, is not showing any clear preference and
shows all possible headings occurring with somewhat more
frequent occurrence of south and east directions. Also the
trajectories in the upper right plot show rather short runs
in random directions, always ending with tumbling of the
robot and receiving of negative rewards (indicated by the
blue colors in the end of the trajectories).
After 8 hours of training and convergence of the output
weights, the critic was not only able to approximate the util-
ity function, but furthermore the actor was able to correctly
make use of this knowledge in selecting the actions that
navigated Puppy towards the target location. The prediction
is better distinguishing the compass values (lower left plot)
and the robot shows a clear preference to walk towards south-
east (lower plot of the middle column). The trajectories in
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Fig. 5. TD-error (top) and output weights (bottom) over time. The
absolute values of the TD-error according to (2) is shown (average within
episodes). The bottom plot shows the mean of the absolute weight update
|∆Wout|/(nrows + ncolumns), also averaged within episodes. The vertical
gray lines indicate the episode starts. Note the log scale in the bottom panel.
the lower right plot all show movements towards the target
direction (south-east) and are much longer, meaning the robot
did not tumble any more.
The fact that at 2.5 hours the critic showed reasonable
utility estimates, but the actor was not able to select the
right actions, indicates that the mapping of the compass
values to the reward was captured correctly, but the effect
of tumbling was not yet well enough represented by the
estimate. Recalling Fig. 4, this might be due to the sharp
edge between actions that lead to turning and actions that
lead to tumbling. At this time, the estimated utility function
might have been too smooth, predicting the right combination
of amplitudes for turning, but not taking into account the
tumbling that occurred with too high amplitudes.
C. Gradient Ascent
Having a more detailed look at the learned utility function
reveals how the gradient ascent is performing. Fig. 7 shows
the action selection process using gradient ascent after run-
ning for 30 control steps with action ~at=1...30 = [0.5, 0.625]
(leading to a rightwards turning). Depicted is the resulting
reward for all possible follow-up actions ~at=31 (upper plot),
and the respective estimated utility Jˆt=31 (lower plot). The
actions resulting in a maximum reward (red colors) are
the ones close to the ”tumbling-edge“ (dark blue). The
estimated utility captures the overall turning effect of the
actions, but almost ignores the tumbling regions. Note that
the current estimate is specific to the history of actions and
states (represented in the reservoir activations). It appears
that the estimate and thus the gradient is accurate only locally
around the previously performed action. Too many gradient
iterations might therefore lead to regions of the action space
where the estimate is poor. By adjusting the number of
gradient iterations, this behavior can be balanced: on the
one hand, only few iterations are not sufficient to reach high-
rewarded actions, on the other hand, too many iterations lead
to uncertain outcomes.
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Fig. 6. ACD performance before and after convergence. The three plots at the top show the training results for the first 100 episodes (2.5 hours) and
the bottom plots show the results after the 150th episode (8 hours). The predicted utility is plotted on the left as a function of the compass sensor values
(input states ~s). The location of the samples indicates the current compass values, the utility values are indicated by the color. The plots in the middle
column show how often each compass value has been measured. The trajectories of the robot in the simulated world are shown in the right plots, with the
actual rewards for each time step indicated by the colors.
IV. DISCUSSION
In the present study, we used an ESN as approximator of
the utility function in an actor-critic reinforcement learning
scheme on a simulated quadruped robot. Other than in
previous studies, where the system was demonstrated on
two-wheeled robots, the situation is much more difficult in a
quadruped one. Due to the complex dynamics of the Puppy
robot, the state transitions mediated by the chosen actions
are highly nonlinear and dependent on the robot’s state-
action history. A prediction of future rewards therefore needs
an approximator which is able to capture those dynamics.
We demonstrated that the ESN-critic can cope with these
difficulties. Besides online training capability, its architecture
allows for fast derivative calculation, enabling the gradient
ascent-based action selection above real-time3.
One issue that seems to affect learning performance a lot
is that of the action sampling strategy. For the critic to be
reliable, it must have seen many observations from many
different possible state-action histories. Thus, actions need to
be sampled from a broad but viable range of the action space.
In our experiments, we use the parameter greedy to control
the probability of random action selection. Our experiments
revealed that using low greedy from the beginning leads to
a fast convergence of the training, but results in a poor
representation of the utility function (data not shown here).
Following the suggestion from previous studies [6], [5]
3The simulations ran in 3-5x real-time using a Python implementation of
the ACD on a 2.6GHz quad-core personal computer.
to start from a high greedy and slowly decreasing it to
small values, proved to result in more robust control in the
experiments presented here, while drastically increasing the
time needed for training. When applying the method to real
physical robots, this trade-off needs to be taken into account.
Our results suggest that with a suitable choice of greedy,
the method could well be applied to the real Puppy robot.
Instead of selecting random actions in the nongreedy control
steps, more sophisticated action sampling strategies could
be employed, e. g. goal directed ones such as online goal-
babbling [12], [13], or uncertainty-based methods that select
the actions to minimize the uncertainty of the estimate using
e. g. Gaussian Process Regression [14].
In our setting, the actor was selecting actions by gradient
ascending the utility function starting from the previously
selected action. The possibility of more sophisticated actor
networks remains to be investigated. Interesting candidates
are the selection of actions through additional readout con-
nections from the ESN, which could be used to produce the
next action based on the current reservoir activations. The
weights of such connections could be trained with a similar
gradient method as was used here. Other approaches, such
as ”reward-modulated Hebbian learning“ (see e. g. [15], [16])
could be employed, where the reward is used as a step rate
for adjusting the output weights during Hebbian learning.
Further investigations are needed towards a deeper un-
derstanding of the relation between the history of action-
outcome dynamics and the reservoir memory capacity. To
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Fig. 7. Gradient ascending the utility function. Actual reward (top) and
estimated utility (bottom) for all combinations of left and right amplitudes
(αL and αR). Depicted is the situation after running 30 steps with action
~at=1...30 = [0.5, 0.625]. At this time, the target lies in the front-right
direction of the robot, thus a rightward movement is desired. The gray
arrows indicate the gradient steps, leading from ~a30 (black circle) to ~a31
(white circle).
this end, the influence of the reservoir parameters on the
critic’s and actor’s performance needs systematic investiga-
tion. Especially the spectral radius and number of reservoir
neurons are likely to influence the performance, since they
largely determine the memory capacity of the ESN.
Other studies suggested further, the usage of intrinsic
plasticity [17] to adapt the reservoir activation function to
the input characteristics. Especially in practical applications
this has been proven to increase prediction performance
significantly [18].
In conclusion, the ESN-ACD method is a promising tech-
nique for artificial agents that are to learn tasks from scratch
in a bootstrapping way, even for complex robots with rich
dynamics such as the Puppy robot. Future directions of this
work will include systematic parameter studies, investigation
of increasing task-complexity and more sophisticated actor-
networks. Finally, the applicability to a real physical robot
remains to be shown.
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Abstract. This paper focuses on learning and adaptation of sensorimotor con-
tingencies. As a specific case, we investigate the application of prism glasses,
which change visual-motor contingencies. After an initial disruption of sensori-
motor coordination, humans quickly adapt. However, scope and generalization of
that adaptation is highly dependent on the type of feedback and exhibits markedly
different degrees of generalization. We apply a model with a specific interaction
of forward and inverse models to a robotic setup and subject it to the identical
experiments that have been used on previous human psychophysical studies. Our
model demonstrates both locally specific adaptation and global generalization in
accordance with the psychophysical experiments. These results emphasize the
role of the motor system for sensory processes and open an avenue to improve on
sensorimotor processing.
Keywords: Sensorimotor contingencies, prism-adaptation, motor learning/adaptation,
body maps, inverse kinematics
1 Introduction
Humans adapt easily to changes in sensorimotor coordination during development and
adulthood. A remarkable demonstration is adaptation to prism glasses that displace the
visual field horizontally by a constant angle. Despite such drastic changes of a sensori-
motor relationship, eye-hand coordination quickly adapts [6].
This is, however, not a passive process but requires active exploration [4, 5]. Prism
adaptation is specific to the involved body parts [7, 15] and actions [1, 7, 16]. The adap-
tation to changed sensorimotor dependencies therefore appears to crucially depend on
the ability to relate one’s own motor actions to their observed sensory consequences.
This bears a striking resemblance to the concept of sensorimotor contingencies (SMC)
[11], which also stresses the importance of action for perception [3]. The case of prism
adaptation is well investigated and therefore may serve as a prime example for investi-
gating how the brain achieves “mastery of a sensorimotor contingency” [11].
When prisms are donned, subject’s pointing movements are offset due to the visual
displacement. However, with repeated movements this offset diminishes and original
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performance restores. When subsequently the prisms are removed, pointing movements
are offset in the opposite direction. This aftereffect, i.e. the difference in pointing be-
tween pre- and post-exposure, is a convenient measure of the degree of adaptation.
The adaptation is thought to combine two separate processes: Recalibration and
realignment [15]. Recalibration is believed to utilize a cognitive learning strategy that
quickly reduces pointing errors. The effects of recalibration are local to specific actions.
Recalibration is quantified by the aftereffect measured with the identical movement
that was carried out during the prism exposure phase [15]. Realignment, in contrast,
is thought to be an automatic process that aligns, for example, visual and propriocep-
tive maps. It reveals a global generalization of adaptation to new pointing targets and
actions. Realignment is measured by actions not practiced during prism exposure.
Redding and Wallace observe that the realignment effect is modulated by differ-
ent kinds of feedback during exposure. When participants could see their own hand-
movement (concurrent feedback) during exposure, Redding and Wallace [15] observed
a small shift of “visual straight ahead” and a large shift of “proprioceptive straight
ahead”. This pattern was reversed when participants could only see the end-position of
their hand (terminal feedback) during exposure. Related to this, Redding and Wallace
found that the aftereffect generalized differently to targets not shown during exposure.
Specifically, concurrent feedback produced aftereffects that increased for targets in the
direction of the prismatic shift, whereas they decreased for terminal feedback. Both re-
sults are explained by two different references: During concurrent feedback the visual
system acts as a reference and the proprioceptive system is aligned to it and during
terminal feedback the situation is reversed.
In this paper, we investigate properties of recalibration and realignment and their
dependence on different types of feedback. For this purpose, a computational model
of prism adaptation is developed for the control of a simulated robotic arm and sub-
jected to the identical experiments focused on eye-hand coordination of the previous
psychophysical study [15]. Specifically, we test the hypothesis that the different forms
of adaptation aftereffects can be described in a unified approach based on the concept of
sensorimotor contingencies. We take as our starting point that adaptive agents have to
relate changes in perception to their own actions. At the same time we strive for a com-
putational description of recalibration and realignment to foster our understanding of
sensorimotor adaption and for facilitating the development of versatile robotic agents.
The ability to quickly learn eye-hand coordination from own experience makes manual
calibrations redundant, which is interesting, for instance, for robotic grasping [12].
2 Computational model of prism adaptation
The contingency between sensory and motor signals involved in pointing movements
is captured by forward and inverse-kinematic models. The forward model defines the
position of the effector, e.g. the hand, based on the joint angles of the arm. The inverse-
kinematic model provides the joint configuration of the arm necessary to reach a spe-
cific target, and thereby allows direct control of a robot. Motivated by [2, 10] and in
accordance with the SMC theory [11] we use a differential inverse-kinematic model
that generates the action necessary to reach a desired change in visual position of the
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Fig. 1. Theoretical model, including three sub-modules: the visual shift, the forward model, and
the inverse model. Based on visual and proprioceptive observations, the model estimates the
action to get the end effector to the target pose. All three sub-modules learn on-line using the
sensory consequences of the executed action as observed by the system itself. Information flow
for control is indicated by solid arrows, and the flow for learning by dashed arrows. The variables
are explained in the text.
end-effector. Given a current joint configuration, q, and a desired change in pose of the
end effector, x˙, the necessary change in joint angles, q˙, is determined by the model,
expressed by the mapping (q, x˙) 7→ q˙. For small enough changes, the optimal gradient
q˙ for any given state q is well defined and resolves ambiguities inherent in inverse-
kinematics.
When the robotic system is subject to changes, for instance, due to mechanical
wear or damage or adaptation to prisms, the forward and inverse mappings are not
fixed, but changes over time. This calls for adaptive systems that can learn and adapt
the inverse-kinematics model from own experience [9]. Others have used, for instance,
locally-weighted projection regression [2, 17], Gaussian-process regression (GPR) [13],
and local Gaussian-process regression [10]. Here we use Gaussian-process regression
(GPR) to learn the inverse kinematics, since it has the best reported performance [13,
10] at the cost of higher computational load. But note, that the GPR can be easily
substituted by other regression methods, if real-time performance is more of an issue.
In total, our model consists of three sub-modules: the forward model, the inverse
model, and the visual-shift model (see Figure 1). In the following, we give the model
details of all components in turn.
2.1 Forward model and inverse model
Based on the proprioceptive information pt, the forward model gives an estimation
of the pose of the end effector in visual coordinates xt at time t (see Figure 1). This
estimation is used when the end effector cannot be observed visually. The inverse model
provides an estimate of the necessary action, at, for instance a change in joint angles,
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based on pt and the desired change in pose, x˙dt , which is determined based on the
difference between the target and the end effector, x˙dt = τt − xt (see Figure 1).
Using GPR, an estimation is made of the functions at = f(pt, x˙dt ) for the inverse
and xt = g(pt) for the forward model, based on a set of training examples, which
the system acquires from own experience. GPR has a few hyperparameters, including
{λ21, . . . , λ2D}, which are the characteristic length-scales of the different dimensions of
the squared-exponential kernel, where D is the dimensionality of the input to the GPR.
The hyperparameters are learned from data by maximizing the marginal likelihood. For
details on GPR, we refer to [13].
Recency effect A problem with a standard GPR implementation of the forward and
inverse models is that adaptation to changed SMCs is slow. When prism glasses are
donned, the old training samples contribute as strong to the estimation as the new sam-
ples, which results in a rather slow adaptation. To increase speed of adaptation and to
intensify the aftereffect, we include a forgetting mechanism using a recency effect, such
that more recent training data make a stronger contribution to the estimation. Specif-
ically, we add a time dimension to the input, resulting in input zi = {p, x˙, t} for the
inverse, and zf = {p, t} for the forward model, both with a time constant λT . This
characteristic length-scale parameter is not included in the optimizing of the hyperpa-
rameters, but instead used as a free parameter to control the recency effect, which is
strong for low values of λT , whereas for λT →∞, the effect is absent.
Execution and on-line learning The Gaussian process regressors that implement the
inverse and forward models are continuously updated while the robot performs its task,
thus on-line learning the eye-hand coordination. In execution, the GPRs are used to pre-
dict the output of the models based on the SMC experience, resulting in an action. When
the robot executes this action, it results in a movement of the arm. The system then ob-
serves the visual and proprioceptive consequences of that action and uses the observa-
tion of these new SMCs as training samples. In case of the forward model, the training
data is {pt+1,xt+1, t}. The training data for the inverse model is {pt, x˙ot ,at, t}, where
x˙ot = xt+1 − xt is the observed change in end effector.
2.2 Visual-shift model
The visual system provides information about the pose of the end effector and the target
in visual coordinates. The visual-shift model applies a transformation, T , to these visual
observations, so that the retinotopic (or camera) coordinate system is transformed into
an internal visual coordinate system: x = T (xr) and τ = T (τ r), where xrt is the pose of
the end effector and τ rt the pose of the target, both in the retinotopic coordinate system.
The transformation T is updated based on the visually observed error in pointing,
which is caused by the error of the model in predicting the effects of the applied action.
T needs to counterbalance the visual transformation caused by the prism glasses. This
can be done in different ways, but since in our experimental setup (see Section 3.1),
the prism effect causes a rotation of visual observations, we chose to implement T as
a rotation of the visual coordinates as well: x = T (xr) = Rθ · xr, where the rotation
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matrix Rθ applies a rotation over θ. The rotation angle θ is updated by the system
at the end of each movement by θt+1 = θt + η · ε, where  is the visually-observed
terminal error. This error is based on the angular difference between the desired pose
of the end effector at the end of the trajectory, τM , and the actual pose observed by the
system after movement, xM+1: ε = ∠τM − ∠xM+1, where M is the last time step in
the action sequence. η ∈ [0, 1] is the transformation learning rate, which determines the
influence of the visual-shift model in the complete adaptation system.
2.3 Concurrent and terminal feedback
As in [15], we distinguish two different types of feedback: concurrent and terminal. In
the first case, the end effector is continuously observed visually to obtain the internal
pose xt, which is used by the inverse model to determine the action. This forms a visual
closed-loop control system, where the effect of the action is visually observed and used
in the next iteration. In the terminal-feedback condition, there is no visual closed-loop
control, since the internal pose of the end effector is estimated based on proprioceptive
information using the forward model. As a results, there will be a difference in terminal
pointing error in the two conditions when SMCs are altered through prism exposure.
Another consequence of the feedback condition is the available data to train the
inverse and forward model. In case of concurrent feedback, the new SMCs can reliably
be observed over the complete trajectory. However, in the terminal condition, the SMCs
related to the individual actions need to be estimated from the terminal feedback and
will be incorrect due to the non-linear relations involved. We generate training data
in the terminal-feedback condition by interpolating the internal visual pose of the end
effector based on the visually observed end pose and the start pose estimated by the
forward model.
3 Experiments
3.1 Simulation and model setup
We use a 2D simulated robotic setup to test our computational model of prism adap-
tation, see Figure 2a-c. The setup consists of a two degrees-of-freedom arm, a vision
sensor observing the 2D position of the end effector, xt = {xxt , xyt }, and the target,
τt = {τxt , τyt }, and proprioceptive sensors in each of the joints, pt = {p1t , p2t} giving
information about the joint angles. In this setup, an action is a change in joint angles,
at = q˙t. The visual observations are made from the bird’s-eye perspective. In the ex-
periment, pointing is done at two different heights, high and low, causing different arm
poses during pointing. To experiment with the similarity of different poses, we add an
arm-pose dimension to the input of the GPRs, with an associated length-scale parameter
λP, which is by default set to 2.0 unless stated otherwise.
In a pointing trial, a target is positioned at a specific angle with respect to the
robot. The system observes the target’s position, g, and then plans a target trajectory,
{τ1, . . . , τM}, whereM = 5 is the number of actions involved in the pointing trajectory
(see Figure 2d). The prism glasses are implemented as a rotation of the visual coordi-
nates, so that yr = Rγ ·yt, where yt is the true position, yr is the position in retinotopic
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Fig. 2. Experimental setup. a) The robot has joint angles qt, the end effector is at true pose xtt,
and the target at true pose τ tt . However, this information is not known to the system. Instead, the
system observes (dotted lines) the proprioceptive signals pt, and the retinotopic coordinates of
the end effector xrt and the target τ rt . The model will suggest an action, which will change the
joint angles. b) At first, the SMCs will not be correctly learned, and the action will result in an
incorrect movement of the arm. c) After some time, the model will correctly estimate the action,
so that xt+1 ≡ τt. d) Based on the visual target at position g, the system plans a target trajectory
giving a set of intermediate targets {τ1, . . . , τM}.
coordinates, and Rγ is a rotation matrix applying deviation angle γ. The application of
the virtual prism glasses effects all visual observations, that is the observation of the
end effector and the target.
We set the recency effect used in the forward and inverse models to λT = 1000,
and the transformation learning rate to η = 0.35. These parameters change the slopes
of the learning curves and the influence of the forward and inverse models versus the
visual-shift model. The general results are robust to small changes in these values.
3.2 Experimental setup
To compare the performance of our model to psychophysical data, we adopt the exper-
iments performed by Redding and Wallace [15]. The task of the system is to point to
visual targets. In the experiment, two different starting positions are used. In the proxi-
mal starting position, the end effector starts at the origin, and with a low arm pose. The
distal starting position is halfway to the target, and with a high arm pose.
When the system has been initialized, as described below, we perform two sets of
pre-tests, one for realignment and one for recalibration, to measure the performance
before prism exposure. The prisms are then turned on in the simulation by rotating the
visual observations over the origin with an angle of 11.4o. Under prism exposure, the
system performs 12 consecutive pointing movements from the distal starting position
with either concurrent or terminal feedback. After that, the prisms are switched off, and
the recalibration and realignment tests are performed again as post-tests. No adaptation
learning is going on during the pre- and post-tests.
The realignment tests consist of a visual-shift test, a proprioceptive-shift test and a
total-shift test, and are all done from the proximal starting position, i.e., different from
the starting position during prism exposure. In the visual-shift test we measure subjec-
tive straight-ahead, by reading out−θ, the negative value of the applied transformation
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in the visual-shift model. The proprioceptive-shift test measures proprioceptive straight
ahead by having the system point without a visual target. To do so, the system sets a
virtual target at 0o in internal coordinates. Finally, during the total-shift test, a visual
target is presented at different angles {−20o,−15o, . . . , 20o}, and the system points to
the targets. Pointing is always done without visual feedback.
The recalibration test is similar to the total-shift test, but the system is tested with
the distal starting position, i.e., similar to the starting position during prism exposure.
Moreover, we perform the test using different values for λP, to change the level of
similarity in arm pose between distal and proximal starting conditions.
An experimental trial starts by initializing the system. The robot initiates 300 ran-
dom movements in different parts of the work space and using the two different arm
poses. Next, the system specializes on the pointing task by performing 24 pointing
movements of M = 5 actions, using three different target positions (at -15o, 0o and
15o) and two different arm poses. Since this initialization is a noisy process and influ-
ences the performance of the system during the experiment, we repeat the experiment
20 times and report the mean values and 95% confidence intervals.
4 Results
Adaptation of pointing during prism exposure for the concurrent and terminal feedback
condition is shown in Figure 3. In both conditions, the system quickly adapts to the
prism effect, demonstrating accurate pointing behavior after 8 pointing trials. The error
in the terminal condition is considerably larger than in the concurrent condition, which
is expected, since the trajectory can be adjusted during pointing in the concurrent case.
Negative error values can be observed in later pointing trials, showing overcompensa-
tion by the model, which is due to the collaboration of the forward and inverse models
with the visual-shift model. These results correspond well with the psychophysical re-
sults observed by Redding and Wallace [15].
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The size of the realignment aftereffect is shown in Figure 4. There is a clear dif-
ference in visual shift and proprioceptive shift between the concurrent and terminal
condition, matching the psychophysical results [15, 14]. The visual shift is small in the
concurrent condition and large in the terminal condition. In the proprioceptive test, the
aftereffects are reversed, with a large effect in the concurrent and a small effect in the
terminal condition. The total aftereffects are approximately the sum of the visual- and
proprioceptive aftereffects.
To investigate the generalization over space, we next investigate the total-shift (re-
alignment) aftereffects as a function of target position for concurrent and terminal feed-
back (see Figure 5). With concurrent feedback, the aftereffect shows a positive slope
towards the prismatic shift (11.4o), whereas with terminal feedback, the curve shows a
slight negative slope. This matches the psychophysical results [15].
Generalization over different actions is investigated by the aftereffects for the to-
tal shift and recalibration tests with proximal and distal starting position as shown in
Figure 6. We use four different levels of similarity between the arm pose at those two
starting positions, λP = {4.0, 2.0, 1.0, 0.5}, where a higher value is a higher level of
similarity. The results for the concurrent and terminal feedback condition are combined,
as was done in [15]. The aftereffect is largest when the starting position is identical to
the exposure phase, that is, the distal position. The curves for the distal position show
a local generalization effect, with lower values for target positions that have not been
used during prism exposure. This can be explained by the local learning in GPR used
in forward and inverse model. The curves for the proximal position are more flat, indi-
cating a more global generalization effect caused by the visual-shift model. Reducing
the similarity in arm pose between exposure condition (distal) and the proximal con-
dition during recalibration testing, i.e., lower values of λP, results in lower and more
flat curves, indicating that aftereffects are weaker and mainly dominated by the global
effect. These results correspond with psychophysical observations [15, 1].
5 Discussion
We presented a computational model capable of learning the sensorimotor contingen-
cies involved in pointing, and of adapting to changes in these contingencies. Moreover,
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it accounts for the observations made in human prism-adaptation studies [14, 15, 1],
i.e. adaptation is achieved jointly through a specific local and a general global effect.
Whereas local adaptation, or recalibration, is specific for the sensorimotor contingen-
cies involved in the trained action, realignment, shows a global effect and generalizes
to different actions
Using two feedback conditions, the realignment shows fundamentally different af-
tereffects for visual and proprioceptive tests. Where the visual shift is small and the
proprioceptive shift is large for concurrent feedback, the reverse is true for terminal
feedback. In our model, the visual shift is larger during terminal feedback because the
observed pointing error at the end of the terminal feedback trials is larger compared to
concurrent feedback trials. During concurrent feedback the end effector is continuously
observed and the pointing error can be reduced while the movement is executed. In
contrast, the results for the proprioceptive test are explained by the forward and inverse
models. Since the sensory consequences of actions are directly observable in the con-
current condition, low-error training data is available which leads to quick adaptation
of the inverse model and thus a large proprioceptive after effect. In the terminal condi-
tion, these training data need to be estimated based on the terminal observation, causing
them to be less correct.
Our model gives a different explanation of prism adaptation compared to Redding
and Wallace [15]. Where they consider recalibration to be a cognitive learning strategy
and realignment to be an automatic process aligning different spatial maps, our model
solely consists of automatic and low-level processes. Although cognitive strategies are
an equally valid explanation, our model shows that similar effects can be reached with
a simpler mechanism. Furthermore, in our case, the model does not include an ex-
plicit proprioceptive-shift model. Instead the results for the proprioceptive-shift test can
be explained by adaptation of the forward and inverse models to changed SMCs. The
presented model offers a potential system implementation for learning sensorimotor
contingencies and emphasize the importance of the motor system for perception [8].
Currently, we assume a setup with a fixed eye-head system. However, in humans,
both eye-head and head-hand systems are involved. The presented work is a first step
towards modeling both systems. The current model is not able to learn multiple senso-
rimotor mappings. To account for dual adaptation effects observed in alternating prism-
exposure experiments [18], future additions to the model will be necessary.
The model presented is directed at fostering our understanding of human adaptation
as well as to improve on the current state of robotic systems. Inverse-kinematics learn-
ing with regression models has already been addressed by others, see e.g., [2, 9], but
the addition of a recency effect and the synergy with the visual-shift model results in a
fast adaptation to changes in sensorimotor contingencies.
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Introduction
The effect of inhibition of return (IOR) was first described by
Posner & Cohen [1]. When (covert) attention is attracted by a
peripheral cue, reaction times to a subsequent probe stimulus in
the same location depend in an intriguing way on the temporal
offset between cue and probe: When the probe follows the cue at
temporal offsets shorter than ,225 ms, fast responses are
observed. In contrast, longer offsets (,225–1500 ms) lead to pro-
longed response times. In the original experiment, a central cross-
had to be fixated continuously, so the inhibitory influence at long
stimulus intervals pertained to covert attention. Along similar lines,
overt attention—i.e., eye movements—shows the effect of tem-
poral IOR as well. Specifically, the fixation duration before a
return saccade is on average longer compared to a saccade that
continues in the same direction as the previous one. Unfortunate-
ly, several conflicting results make a comprehensive explanation of
saccadic IOR and its function difficult. This study aims at a step
towards an understanding of these conflicting results by further
characterizing the properties of return saccades and by providing a
novel view of IOR during viewing of pictures of natural and urban
scenes.
But first, we shortly recap some of the discussion surrounding a
functional interpretation of IOR. Posner and Cohen hypothesized
that IOR might prevent the return of attention to already
processed locations. A further investigation by Klein and
MacInnes [2] revealed that eye movements are spatially biased
away from the last (1-back) and second to last (2-back) fixation
locations. This established the interpretation of saccadic IOR not
only in the form of a delay, but also in spatial terms as a ‘‘foraging
facilitator’’. That is, the function of saccadic IOR is to direct
attention to unexplored parts of the stimulus, thereby fostering
optimal foraging behavior. This conjecture subsequently found its
way into computational models of fixation selection where
saccadic IOR prevents fixating on a location twice [3–7].
Whether saccadic IOR supports such a functional ‘‘facilitator’’
role has been heavily discussed. There is conflicting evidence on
the spatial properties of return saccades. Several studies [2,8–11]
have investigated how often return saccades occur and found,
depending on the precise comparison, an elevated or attenuated
number of return saccades. Thus, although of crucial importance
for the functional interpretation of saccadic IOR, its spatial
properties are still hotly debated. There is also mixed evidence on
the temporal properties of IOR. Several studies report a
significantly prolonged duration of fixation before saccades to
the last fixation location [2,8,12]. However, [9,13] reported a
general dependency of fixation durations on the angular difference
between the previous and the next saccade (termed ‘‘saccadic
momentum’’ by Smith and Henderson). They argue that this
accounts for parts of temporal IOR but that an additional
localized inhibition zone remains. For saccades to the penultimate
(2-back) fixation location conflicting evidence is reported whether
2-back return saccades are delayed [2,8,9,11]. In summary, the
conflicting evidence of temporal and spatial properties makes it
difficult to interpret saccadic IOR as a ‘‘foraging facilitator’’.
The dominating suggestion in the literature is that IOR
supports optimal foraging strategies. This is fueled by the intuition
that returning to previously fixated locations is not optimal for
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foraging because a return saccade does not explore new parts of
the environment. Hence, alternating observations of the presence/
absence of inhibition of return have been taken as evidence in
favor/against an optimal search strategy. However, these argu-
ments are typically based on implicit assumptions regarding an
optimal strategy and laboratory experiments with a task where it is
difficult to identify the optimal foraging strategy, and therefore not
based on direct investigations of fixation selection strategies. There-
fore, it is presently unclear whether return fixations, contrary to the
assumption that they are non-optimal, can actually be part of an
optimal fixation selection strategy under natural conditions. With
this in mind, we arrive at the key question of whether return
locations are different from other fixation locations. For example,
especially salient locations might be more likely to be fixated again,
or targets of return saccades might require significantly more time to
be comprehended compared to normal fixations. Such findings
would suggest that return saccades might actually be due to a
fixation selection strategy that needs to find a trade-off between
factors such as exploration and comprehension.
We present a thorough investigation of temporal and spatial
properties of return saccades by evaluating a large eye-tracking data
set compiled from a host of different studies [14–17]. We analyze
more than half a million fixations collected with natural scenes,
urban scenes, fractals and pink noise images from 235 subjects in 5
different studies. These studies employed either free viewing
conditions or a delayed patch recognition task. First, we analyze
the frequency of 1- and 2-back return saccades and compare them
to estimates of the number of return saccades expected from the
statistical properties of single saccades and saccade-pairs. We also
investigate the temporal properties of return saccades—i.e., if they
are preceded by prolonged fixation durations—while paying
attention to the effect of saccadic momentum. We then investigate
the relationship of return locations to bottom-up saliency (as defined
by local image properties). Finally, we investigate the functional role
of return saccades to get a better understanding of the functional
purpose of saccadic IOR and what exploration strategies could lead
to the observed pattern of return saccades.
We arrive at the view that saccadic momentum can fully
account for temporal IOR; that return locations are highly salient
and warrant increased scrutiny by the human observer; that this
scrutiny is implemented by return saccades that are observed more
often than expected by chance and by increased fixation durations
at return locations; and that these properties of return saccades
contribute to an optimal explorative strategy.
Results
Spatial Properties of Return Saccades
We started by investigating how often return saccades occur
during viewing of natural scenes. Figure 1 shows an example image
with a 1-back (red) and a 2-back (blue) trajectory. Figure 2B (top left
row) shows the frequency of saccade pairs with a specific amplitude
and angle difference. In this plot, return saccades have a value of
DAngle~1800 and DAmplitude~00. We compared the number
of 1-back return saccades to either the number of forward saccades
or to a shuffled baseline [8] that preserved the dis-
tribution of saccade amplitudes and angles but removed order
effects. The shuffled baseline accounts for return saccades due to
preferences of saccade angle and amplitude combinations by the
oculomotor system, but does not contain return saccades caused by
facilitation or inhibition of return. In both cases, we found
significantly more return saccades (bootstrapped, pv0:001,
Figure 3, 95% CIs created by bootstrapping per-subject percent-
ages) in the empirical data than in the 1-back baseline. Qualitative
inspection of the distribution of angle- and amplitude-differences
(see Figure 3B top left row) revealed a sharp peak for return saccades
1780ƒDAngleƒ1800, {1:5ƒDAmplitudeƒ1:50ð Þ while for-
ward saccades 00ƒDAngleƒ20, {1:50ƒDAmplitudeƒ1:50ð Þ
appeared frequently but covered a larger range of amplitude and
angle differences. We also observed an asymmetry with respect to
amplitude-differences. Forward saccades were often shorter than
their preceding saccades (see Figure 2B top left panel). In summary,
1-back return saccades appeared much more often than expected by
the distribution of saccade amplitudes and angles, and even more
often than forward saccades.
Author Summary
Sometimes humans look at the same location twice. To
appreciate the importance of this inconspicuous state-
ment you have to consider that we move our eyes several
billion (109) times during our lives and that looking at
something is a necessary condition to enable conscious
visual awareness. Thus, understanding why and how we
move our eyes provides a window into our mental life.
Here we investigate one heavily discussed aspect of
human’s fixation selection strategy: whether it inhibits
returning to previously fixated locations. We analyze a
large data set (more than 550,000 fixations from 235
subjects) and find that, returning to previously fixated
locations happens much more often than expected from
the statistical properties of eye-movement trajectories.
Furthermore, those locations that we return to are not
ordinary – they are more salient than locations that we do
not return to. Thus, the inconspicuous statement that we
look at the same locations twice reveals an important
aspect of our strategy to select fixation points: That we
trade off exploring our environment against making sure
that we have fully comprehended the relevant parts of our
environment.
Figure 1. Example image from the category ‘natural scenes’.
The red line represents part of a trajectory that contains a 1-back return
saccade. The blue trajectory contains a 2-back return saccade. The
return region, used as a definition for return saccades for the temporal,
saliency, and fixation sampling analysis is marked by the dashed circle.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002871.g001
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Next we investigated how often 2-back return saccades occur
during viewing of natural scenes. While shuffling the order of
saccades removes order effects for 1-back return saccades, it does
not produce an adequate control distribution for 2-back return
saccades. In order for this to be the case, one has to keep all 1-back
return saccades due to preferences of the oculomotor system for
combinations of angle and amplitudes of two consecutive saccades,
but ignore all effects due to preferences of the oculomotor system
for angle and amplitudes between three or more consecutive
saccades (see Figure 2A, 2-back). We created control trajectories
by sampling of saccades from the conditional distribution
P Ltz1,Datz1DLtð Þ (see Materials and Methods) for each subject.
This distribution expresses the probability of a saccade with
amplitude Ltz1 and angle difference Datz1 given that the last
saccade had amplitude Lt. It fully characterizes the angle and
amplitude dependencies between two consecutive saccades but
does not contain information about 2-back return saccades. To
create a trajectory, we randomly drew a saccade from the
distribution of first saccades for a given subject and then
determined the next saccade’s angle and amplitude by sampling
from P Ltz1,Datz1DLtð Þ. We then iteratively added saccades to the
trajectory by sampling new amplitudes and angle differences from
P Ltz1,Datz1DLtð Þ, always reusing the last angle and amplitude.
We matched the length of the simulated trajectories to the
empirically observed lengths’.
The control trajectories reliably reproduced 1-back dependen-
cies and the number of 1-back return saccades in particular, as
well as the overall shape of the distribution of angle- and
amplitude-differences between consecutive saccades (see Figure 2B,
left panels). However, the control trajectories contained fewer 2-
back return saccades than observed in the real data (0.0040,
bootstrapped CI [0.0038, 0.0042] vs.0.0108, bootstrapped CI
[0.0100, 0.0116], Figure 3). The number of 2-back return saccades
was much larger than the number of forward saccades (0.0023, CI
[0.00211, 0.00244], Figure 2). In fact, the 2-back histograms of the
simulated and the empirical data were very similar, with the
exception of the return saccade peak. We thus conclude that the
statistical structure of three consecutive saccades can be explained
entirely from the statistical structure between pairs of saccades,
with the exception of the increased amount of return saccades.
Despite the fact that the control trajectories do not preserve
statistical effects of saccade triplets and saccade quadruples, we still
compared the number of 3- and 4-back return saccades to the
number computed from the control trajectories. In all cases, we
Figure 2. A shows an iconic depiction of forward (DAngle*00), perpendicular (DAngle*900), and return saccades
(DAngle*1800^DAmplitude*00) in the 1 and 2-back case and their associated angle and amplitude differences. The first row in B
shows the distribution of amplitude and angle differences for empirical 1-back (left) and 2-back (right) saccades. In both cases, a pronounced return
saccade peak is observable. The second row shows the same, but for saccades generated with our saccade simulator. Notably, the return peak for 1-
back saccades matches the peak in the empirical data while the 2-back return peak is not reproduced. The difference between empirical data and
simulator output is shown in the third row (same color scheme as above). The comparison of 2-back saccades shows systematic deviations for return
saccades.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002871.g002
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observed many more return saccades in the empirical data (see
Figure 3). We also found more return saccades than empirical
forward saccades for 3- and 4-back saccades.
We conclude that locations that have been visited before are
likely to be re-fixated, and for longer trajectories, this cannot be
explained by the conditional dependencies between two consec-
utive saccades alone. We find that 1- to 4-back return saccades
occur much more often than expected, but we do not observe any
deviations from the predictions based on the statistics of saccade
pairs for other saccades.
Temporal Properties of Return Saccades
After investigating spatial properties of return saccades we
turned to temporal properties. The investigation of temporal IOR
is complicated by a dependence of fixation duration on the angle
and amplitude difference between the incoming and the outgoing
saccade (see Figure 4B and also [9–11]). On average, it takes
longer to initiate a saccade perpendicular to the last saccade
relative to a forward saccade, an effect termed ‘saccadic
momentum’. Because this effect is reminiscent of classical IOR
effects we wanted to explicitly account for saccadic momentum.
To achieve this we fitted a piece-wise linear model to the fixation
duration data of each subject. In a fixation sequence ARBRC the
model predicted the fixation duration at location B based on the
amplitude and angle differences between saccades from ARB and
BRC. We used a piecewise linear model with two slopes for angle
and amplitude differences respectively (Figure 4B,E). The slopes
for angle differences changed at a critical angle that was fitted at
the same time. However, the position of the slope change for
amplitude differences was set to 0u. Please note that for
visualization purposes Figure 4 shows models fitted on all data,
but for the analysis models were fitted for each subject individually
with a least squares procedure. The subject specific models
accounted for 10% of the variance in the fixation duration data.
Contrary to Smith and Henderson [9], we found that saccadic
momentum did not increase linearly with the angle difference, but
exhibited a change in slope for angle differences larger than 117u
(CI [109, 124], slope of first segment 0.383 ms/u, CI [0.350,
0.416], and slope of second segment 0.002 ms/u CI [20.13,
0.116], Figure 4A,B,E). The slope of the second segment is not
significantly different from 0u and therefore indicates that no
additional delay after the breakpoint at an angle difference of 117u
occurs and that return saccades are faster than predicted by the
first slope (see Figure 4B, compare red solid vs. dashed line). Thus,
saccadic momentum is captured by a model with two different
parts: up to angle differences of 117u fixation duration increases
with 0.383 ms/u but larger angle differences do not incur a larger
delay. We hypothesize that the different slopes might be due to two
mechanisms that contribute to eliciting saccades with different
dependencies on relative angle.
Amplitude differences changed slope at 0u, undershooting
saccades had a slope of 0.39 ms/u CI [0.18, 0.60] and overshooting
saccades had a slope of 22.75 ms/u CI [23.02, 22.50].
In conclusion, the shallow slope for undershooting saccades,
together with the position of the angle difference breakpoint at 117u
and the 0 ms/u slope afterwards, show that the saccadic momentum
effect is not specific to the return location.
Additionally we investigated IOR, similar to [9], by comparing
over- and under-shooting saccades with an angle difference of 180630u.
Contrary to [9], we found no sign of a prolonging of exact return saccades
(see Figure 4C, CIs for DAngle*1800, {60ƒDAmplitudev20
largely overlap) compared to undershooting saccades. To exclude a
potential effect of binning, we repeated this analysis with bins that were
only one degree wide (see Figure 4D).
We also wanted to rule out the possibility that, additional to the
spatially unspecific saccadic momentum effect, a spatially specific
temporal IOR effect existed. We therefore fitted an ‘inhibitory hill’
model to the data (Figure 4F). Similar to the piecewise linear
model, in a triplet of fixations ARBRC, we predicted the
duration of fixation B. But this time we assumed that a Gaussian
like inhibitory hill centered on fixation A would increase the
duration of fixation B. The size of the inhibition was proportional
to the distance between fixations A and C. We fitted this model
with a least squares procedure with inhibitory hills of different
sizes. The best fitting model had a Gaussian inhibitory hill with
s~3:120 and explained 1.6% of the variance in the fixation
durations. When we fitted the same model on the residuals of the
piecewise linear model the variance explained dropped to less than
0.0001%. Hence, on its own the ‘inhibitory hill’ explains much less
variance of the data than the piecewise linear fit and adding the
‘inhibitory hill’ model to the piecewise linear fit had virtually no
benefit. We conclude that the residuals of the piecewise linear
model do not contain an effect of temporal inhibition of return
anymore.
Next, we investigated the effects of correcting for saccadic
momentum with our piecewise linear model. Figure 4E (bottom
panel and Material and Methods) shows the residuals of the
piecewise linear model. We observe that fixation durations before
return saccades are not systematically different from fixation
durations before saccades to other locations (see Figure 4E bottom
panel). In contrast, the residuals of the inhibitory hill model
(Figure 4F bottom panel) show systematic dependencies on angle
and amplitude differences between saccades.
Figure 3. The frequency of return and forward saccades in
empirical data and in simulation. For the case of 1-back saccades,
the number of empirically observed return saccades (‘Empirical RS’) is
larger than expected by chance (‘1-back Baseline RS’) and larger
compared to the number of forward saccades (‘Empirical FW’). The
simulator reproduces the number of forward (‘Simulated FW’) and
return saccades (‘Simulated RS’). In the case of 2-back saccades, we find
more return saccades than expected from the statistics of 1-back
saccades, while the number of forward saccades is identical to the
number of simulated forward saccades. When analyzing the presence of
3- to 5-back saccades, a similar pattern holds. Errorbars are
bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002871.g003
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Figure 4. The saccadic momentum effect. A) Schematic drawing of plotted fixation durations, angle, and amplitude differences. B) Average
fixation durations, corrected for the effect of saccade amplitude difference, as a function of the angle difference between two saccades (data is
pooled over all subjects). Turning the direction of a saccade prolongs the fixation duration before the saccade is made. C) Shows average fixation
durations for specific combinations of amplitude and angle differences (data is binned with bin sizes of 30u and 2u for angles and amplitudes
respectively; errorbars are 95% CIs over subjects). This shows that there is no increase of fixation duration for return saccades, except for the effects of
angle and amplitude differences. D) Same as C but with bin sizes of 1u; fixation durations are color-coded. E) Top panel: Prediction of average fixation
duration based on the piecewise linear model (the fit is based on pooled data over all subjects for visualization purposes). Bottom panel: Residuals of
correcting for angle and amplitude differences with the piecewise linear model. Here the fit was done for each subject individually, and we averaged
after the correction. F) Top panel: Prediction of average fixation duration based on the inhibitory hill model (the fit is based on pooled data over all
subjects for visualization purposes). Bottom panel: Residuals of the inhibitory hill model. Here the fit was done for each subject individually, and we
averaged after the correction.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002871.g004
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In summary, the prolonging of fixation durations before return
saccades can be explained in terms of saccadic momentum and
saccadic momentum is not specific to return locations.
We next considered fixation durations at return locations to
investigate if they are looked at more often because they were not
scrutinized sufficiently the first time around [8] or because they are
highly salient and also demand above-average processing time.
To this end, we compared all trials (i.e. the entire fixation
trajectory of one subject on one image) that contained return
saccades (RS-trials) with all trials that contained no return saccade.
We centered all RS-trials on the 2nd fixation of the return location.
We aligned trials of the same length without RS to the trials that
contained a RS. If for example, the 2nd fixation of the return
location occurred at fixation Nr. 5, both trials were centered on
fixation Nr. 5. Figure 5A shows that fixation durations at the
return location are significantly longer than at control locations.
Remarkably, this even holds when the location is visited for the
first time. We observed the same pattern with a reduced effect size
for 2-back return saccades. Hence, return saccades are not due to
a shortened analysis at first fixation; fixation duration is
significantly increased during first fixation and re-fixation.
Please note that correcting for saccadic momentum and saccade
amplitude differences eliminates the increase in average fixation
duration before the return movement, where IOR has been
typically observed (see Figure 5B). This supports our conclusion
that controlling for the effects of saccadic momentum explains the
prolonging of fixation durations before return saccades in our
data.
To check if saccadic IOR effects that could not be explained by
saccadic momentum were present in the individual experiments
that we analyzed, we repeated the comparison of RS-trials and
non-RS trials for every dataset. We checked if the difference at the
out-location between both trial types was significantly different
from zero when we corrected for saccadic momentum with our
piecewise-linear model. We did not find any significant deviations
(paired T-test, pw0:05, Bonferroni corrected).
In summary, in our data temporal effects of IOR can be
accounted for by a pronounced, non-linear effect of saccadic
momentum and saccade amplitude differences, which is not
specific to the return location. Additionally, the average fixation
duration at the return location is longer for 1- and 2-back
saccades, already during the first visit.
Return Saccades and Saliency
The observation of increased fixation duration at return
locations suggests that such locations are special. To investigate
whether the stimulus was systematically different at return
locations compared to regular fixations, we computed bottom-up
saliency at both locations based on the values of a large number of
low (e.g. luminance, red-green and blue-yellow contrast) and mid-
level (e.g. symmetry, intrinsic dimensionality) stimulus features.
We compared the values of 63 local features (please see
Materials and Methods: Feature Analysis for the complete list) at
return and non-return (normal) fixations in the dataset used in [17]
(Figure 6A,B). For quantification, we computed the area under the
receiver-operating characteristics curve (AUC) of a linear classifier
that separates return and normal fixation locations from control
locations on the same image (Figure 6C) [18]. The AUC measures
how well a feature can be used for correct classification. 0.0 implies
perfect classification but switched labels; 0.5 is chance perfor-
mance; 1.0 is perfect. Control locations were sampled from all
fixation locations made on other images from the one in question
and hence take into account the general spatial bias. We calculated
the AUC for separating return fixation locations from controls and
the AUC for separating normal fixation locations from controls.
We observe a linear relationship between AUCs of different
features calculated for return-locations and normal-fixations.
Furthermore, this holds for natural and urban scenes (Figure 6D,
each data point shows AUC values for one image feature). The
pattern of AUC values for return and normal fixations is well
described by a linear relationship (natural scenes: r2~0:76, urban
scenes: r2~0:95). Only the phase congruency feature does not fit
this linear pattern; it is slightly better for predicting normal
fixations than return fixations (lower left corner in left panel of
Figure 6 D). Importantly, the slope of the linear fit is less than 1.0
(natural scenes: b~0:56, T-test bv1 : pv0:0001; urban scenes:
b~0:77, T-test bv1 : pv0:0001). Hence, those features that
predict normal fixation locations above chance (AUC..5) better
predict return locations than regular fixation locations. Impor-
tantly, those features that are anti-predictive (AUC,0.5) are also
more anti-predictive of return locations than of regular fixation
locations. This indicates that the pattern of contribution of
different features, as quantified by the AUC values, does not differ
between normal and return locations. Such a linear relationship
implies that image feature based salience models trained only on
Figure 5. Fixation durations at return locations are longer. A) The average fixation duration at return locations in trials with 1-back and 2-back
return saccades (blue lines) is longer than fixation durations in control trajectories (green lines). Errorbars are 95% CIs bootstrapped over subjects. B)
Correcting for saccadic momentum with the piecewise linear model completely removes any trace of temporal inhibition of return for 1- and 2-back
return saccades. Errorbars are 95% CIs bootstrapped over subjects.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002871.g005
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regular fixation locations will perform better on return locations
than on regular locations. In summary, image features better
predict return locations than regular locations.
To compare bottom-up saliency values at return and normal
fixation locations, we compiled a weighted sum of all 63 features
into a single saliency score. Weights for the linear combination
were obtained by a logistic regression that separated either return
locations from controls (RS-model) or normal fixations from
controls (FIX-model, see Materials and Methods). We then
computed the AUC of both saliency scores for separating
return-locations and non-return locations from controls. We used
leave-one-subject-out cross validation to ensure independence of
training and test data. We found that return locations could be
better predicted (average AUC of 0.733; RS-model: 0.731, FIX-
model: 0.736) compared to normal fixations (average AUC of
0.670; RS-model: 0.667, FIX-model: 0.674). From this analysis,
we conclude that return saccades are directed to more salient
locations than normal saccades and that the pattern of feature-
fixation correlations is comparable to return locations and normal
fixations.
Fixation Sampling Strategies
The finding of an increased number of return saccades and
prolonged fixation durations at return locations is difficult to
reconcile with a foraging strategy that maximizes the entropy of a
fixation density map, i.e. the area that is ‘covered’ by fixations. Yet
return locations are ‘special’ in the sense that they are looked at
longer and do not appear at random locations. Instead of
maximizing entropy, we hypothesize that the very existence of
return fixations serves to optimize the match of saccadic
trajectories with an internal priority map that encodes which
locations are relevant in the scene. Here we replace the spatially
flat prior of the maximal entropy assumption (Figure 7A) with a
stimulus-dependent prior and use the viewing behavior of (other)
subjects as a proxy for such an internal priority map (Figure 7B).
That is, we use empirically defined salience, given by how often
different subjects look at a location, as the internal priority map.
In this respect, we were interested if, all else being equal, a
return saccade would increase the probability of a trajectory
according to the internal priority map. We compared trajectories
Figure 6. Image features predict return locations better than
normal fixation locations. A) The right panel shows the luminance
contrast feature for the image on the left. Green dots mark regular
fixations, and red dots mark return locations. B) The distribution of
feature values at control locations, regular fixation, and return fixation
locations. C) The ROC curve for separating regular and normal fixations
from control locations. D) AUC values of individual image features for
return and regular fixation locations. Return locations are systematically
better predicted by image features than regular fixations—i.e., return
location feature AUCs are higher for predictive features (AUC..5) and
smaller for anti-predictive features (AUC,.5). Error bars are boot-
strapped 95% CIs. The relationship between regular feature-fixation
AUCs and return feature-fixation AUCs is well described by a linear
relationship (Sr2T~0:85, SbT~0:66). Gray shaded area: convex hull of
regression fits between return and regular feature AUC patterns.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002871.g006
Figure 7. Return saccades increase the trajectory likelihood
when observers sample from an empirical saliency distribu-
tion. Both plots show the difference of the log likelihood for
trajectories with and without return saccades as a function of the
dataset. A) If all locations have equal probability of fixation, trajectories
with return saccades are as probable as trajectories without return
saccades. B) If salient locations are more probable than other locations,
trajectories with return saccades are more likely than others. Error bars
are bootstrapped 95% CIs.
doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1002871.g007
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with return saccades to the same trajectories that, instead of
exploiting an already seen location, explored one additional new
location.
More specifically, for each fixation trajectory that contained a
return saccade, we first computed a fixation density map from the
fixations of all other subjects on the same image. We made sure
that in this computation, trials containing return saccades were
omitted (see Materials and Methods). We then used this fixation
density map as an internal priority map for the trial in question.
We compared the probabilities of generating two different kinds of
trajectories based on the fixation trajectory in question from this
internal priority map: The first contained the return saccade
(return-trajectory) but we removed the last fixation. For the second
trajectory (exploration-trajectory) we removed the 2nd visit to the
return location but kept the last fixation. The exploration and
return trajectories thus contained the same number of fixations,
but the exploration trajectory contained one more unique fixation
location (see also Materials and Methods). In other words, given
the original fixation trajectory A-B-A-C … -F-G, the return
trajectory is given by A-B-A-C…F and the exploration-trajectory
is A-B-C…-F-G.
The probability for the exploration and return-trajectories was
defined as the probability to draw exactly these trajectories from a
multinomial distribution with event probabilities given by the
internal priority map. Because we use a multinomial distribution
as our model, the order of fixations is irrelevant and changed
distances between fixations do not confound the results. We find
that return saccades actually increase the probability of a
trajectory compared to the omission of such saccades (Figure 7,
ANOVA with factors experiment and saliency map type, main
effect of saliency map type pv0:0001, no other significant effects
at p~0:05).
In summary, to match an internal priority map it is better to allow
return saccades to exploit empirically salient locations in the priority
map compared to forcing all saccades to unexplored locations. This
result is also reflected in the additional finding that return locations
show higher average values of the internal priority map compared
to locations before and after return locations. That is, humans try to
visit empirically highly salient regions but trade off exploitation and
exploration by revisiting important parts of the stimulus.
Discussion
In this study, we investigated the spatial, temporal and
functional properties of saccadic inhibition of return.
With respect to spatial properties, we find more 1-back and 2-
back return saccades than expected from the distribution of
saccade angles and amplitudes and relative angles and amplitudes.
Also, our novel statistical model for 2-back return saccades
reproduces the distribution of angle and amplitude differences of
saccade triplets very well except for 2-back return saccades. This
indicates that our model is adequate to explain higher order biases
in saccade trajectories but that 2-back return saccades are
facilitated compared to these higher order biases.
This agrees with findings from Hooge, Over, van Wezel and
Frens [8], who used a comparable baseline for 1-back return
saccades. Smith & Henderson [9–11] used two different baselines
but find similar results. Compared to distance matched controls
(e.g. saccades with DAmplitude~00 and DAngle~900) they
report an equal or larger number of 1-back and 2-back return
saccades. Compared to a baseline where the order of fixations is
shuffled they report more 1-back and 2-back return saccades in
their empirical data.
In disagreement with our results Bays and Husain [19] argue
that 1-back return fixations occur less often than should be
expected. The critical difference to our study is the baseline used
for comparing the number of return saccades. Bays & Husain
argue that saccade trajectories are not only influenced by
oculomotor biases but also by the spatial distribution of salient
locations in an image. They generate control trajectories that take
both biases into account by sampling from the conditional
probability distribution P xt~X Dxt{1~Yð Þ, which expresses the
probability to fixate location X given that the current fixation is at
location Y. Importantly, the resulting trajectories contain more
return saccades than their empirical data. Because the process that
generated these trajectories did not take into account past fixations
but still created more return fixations, Bays and Husain conclude
return locations are actively inhibited. What could explain the
differences between our and Bays & Husain’s findings? There are
several differences regarding the acquisition and analysis of eye-
tracking data in our and Bays and Husain’s study. First, Bays and
Husain presented images for 20 s while in the present investigation
the presentation time was 6 s or shorter. Fixation trajectories over
repeated presentations of the same stimulus are partly overlapping
[16], supporting the argument that prolonged stimulus presenta-
tions might have an effect on the frequency of return-saccades.
Second, we seem to observe a much more localized return peak
(compare our Figure 2B and their Figure 1B). This percolates to
differences in the definition of return saccades between Bays &
Husain’s and our work and thereby to a different estimate of the
number of empirical return saccades. Third, to accurately estimate
conditional probability densities a large amount of data is
required. In the present study we opted for a reanalysis of several
previously conducted studies resulting in a very large database.
This allowed us to remove trajectories containing return saccades
from the estimate of fixation probability densities. Fourth, typical
laboratory setups with limited size monitors enforce saccades with
larger than 90u turning angle in order to maintain the gaze within
the monitor boundaries, part of these are classified as return
saccades. To resolve these issues and reach a final conclusion more
research is warranted.
With respect to the temporal properties of return saccades, we
find that direct return saccades are preceded by longer fixations
than forward or perpendicular saccades. We therefore replicate a
classical effect of saccadic inhibition of return. However, this effect
is explained by saccadic momentum [9,13]: A piecewise-linear
dependence of fixation durations on angle and amplitude
differences between the preceding and next saccade, i.e. large
turns in eye movement direction are preceded by longer fixation
durations compared to small turns. We find that exact return
saccades do not take longer than undershooting return saccades,
or saccades with an angle difference larger than ,117u.
Correcting for the effect of saccadic momentum removes the
delay imposed on direct return saccades compared to non-return
saccades. Crucially, we find that the dependence of fixation
durations is constant after a critical angle. That is, return saccades
are faster than expected from the slope of saccadic momentum
before the critical angle. We furthermore tested directly if a
localized ‘inhibitory hill’ around the return location could explain
our data and found that it performed worse than the piecewise
linear model. Additionally, the inhibitory hill model did not
explain variance in our data that was not explained by the
piecewise linear model. In conclusion, we did not find a spatially
localized inhibitory effect for return saccades in addition to
saccadic momentum. We therefore conclude that our data is better
described by a spatial facilitation of return, a delay increasing
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linearly with angle of changing gaze direction (saccadic momen-
tum) up to a critical angle and constant thereafter.
Our results are compatible with many findings in the literature.
We replicate the classical saccadic IOR effect [2,8] on a large data
set and provide a detailed description of saccadic momentum
[9–11,13]. However, we could not replicate Smith & Henderson’s
[9] finding of an extra delay, in addition to saccadic momentum,
for return saccades. Also, our results contrast with findings of
Hooge and Frens [12] who find a localized temporal zone of
inhibition of 4u by asking their subjects to carry out a pre-
determined sequence of saccades. The difference between Hooge
et al.’s and our results might be explained by the two very different
tasks and stimulus arrangements. It is well known that the
oculomotor system in the brain includes many different areas that
are tightly coupled [20]. Carrying out pre-programmed saccade
sequences might recruit neural substrate that elicits temporal
inhibition of return. Hooge et al. suggest that the superior
colliculus might be the neural substrate that causes effects observed
in pre-planned saccade sequences. In contrast, free viewing, where
fixation locations are selected based on local salience, oculomotor
bias’s and other top-down factors, might activate different
networks that lead to different temporal properties of fixations.
One candidate would be LIP which has been implicated in
computing a priority map [21] which combines bottom-up and
top-down information to guide selection of fixation targets during
visual search.
An alternative non-exclusive explanation, that would incorporate
both contradicting results, might be that precise saccadic IOR can
be tuned by the visual system. This is supported by a study from
Farell, Ludwig, Ellis, and Gilchrist [22] that shows that the classical
IOR effect is adaptive to environmental statistics. However, because
they did not explicitly investigate saccadic momentum, it remains to
be seen what is modulated: a return location unspecific saccadic
momentum, return location specific IOR or both.
Interestingly we find that return locations are more salient,
according to empirically measured as well as stimulus dependent
saliency, than regular fixations. Hooge et al. [8] find that the first
visit of a return location is shorter than the second visit. They
suggest that return saccades occur because the visual system did
not have enough time to analyze a fixation location during the first
visit. In our data return locations are fixated longer compared to
control fixation locations during both visits. The visual system
therefore has more processing time available for return locations
than for regular locations. These findings suggest that return
locations need to be scrutinized in more detail than regular
fixation locations.
We also found that return saccades increase the match of
individual trajectories with a grand total priority map. The priority
map was defined by empirical salience, i.e. those locations that are
consistently fixated by many subjects. Because trajectories that
contained return saccades were more likely than trajectories that
explored a new location with every fixation, we suggest return
saccades are the consequence of a fixation selection strategy that
samples relevant parts of a scene. Furthermore, because the internal
priority map was defined by empirical salience, which we interpret as
a proxy for behavioral relevance, return locations were more relevant
than other locations. We therefore suggest that the fixation selection
strategy trades off exploration of unseen relevant locations and
exploitation of already seen relevant locations with return saccades.
What Are Possible Mechanisms that Could Explain Our
Findings?
With respect to saccadic momentum, the question arises
whether the observed regularities could be an effect of the physical
properties of eye-movement control. Different patterns of muscle
movements are necessary for return saccades and forward
saccades. Forward saccades require flexed muscles to be flexed
more, while stretched muscles must be stretched more. Return
saccades require an inversion of these muscle states: flexed muscles
must be stretched and stretched muscles must be flexed. This
might contribute to the observed differences in fixation durations.
However, when talking about muscle effects, two things should be
kept in mind: First, the temporal difference between the length of
fixations before return and forward saccades is in the order of
50 ms (Figure 4B). Bahill, Clark and Stark [23] show that saccades
of up to 20u can be completed in less than 60 ms and thus it is safe
to assume that the time needed for the acceleration of the eye
during a saccade is much shorter than 50 ms. Therefore,
differences in activation patterns on the muscular level cannot
explain the systematic increase of fixation durations observed here.
Second, Farell, Ludwig, Ellis, and Gilchrist [22] found that the
temporal difference between return and forward saccades is
modulated by the likelihood of a return saccade, with the effect
eventually vanishing when return saccades are very likely. While
this does not rule out a contribution of muscle effects to saccadic
momentum, the least it demonstrates is that saccadic momentum
can be modulated by factors that are independent of physical
motor control.
Ludwig, Farell, Ellis, and Gilchrist [24] proposed that ‘Inhibi-
tion of Return’ can be explained in a decision-making framework.
In short, potential saccade targets accumulate evidence until an
evidence threshold is reached. The first target that reaches the
threshold is used as the next saccade target. Indeed, they find a
difference in saccade latency for return and non-return saccades
that correspond to differences of accumulation rate in their fitted
models. However, they only differentiate return and non-return
saccades. Thus, the phenomenon of saccadic momentum makes a
large contribution to that comparison and might easily dominate.
It would be interesting to see if the accumulation rate is
parametrically modified by the angle difference between the new
saccade target and the last saccade. However, even if a change in
accumulation rate can explain saccadic momentum, this would
make the high incidence of return saccades even more puzzling.
Furthermore, the question remains why the accumulation rate
changes with changes in eye-movement direction.
But we find an alternative suggestion more tenable: If we
imagine that we shift the center of gaze from point A to B, then
parts of the stimulus between A and B will have been sampled by
the fixation of A. Thus, relative to B, backward targets are at
locations for which prior information exists while forward targets
deal with parts of the stimulus for which no (or less) information is
available at that moment in time. We hypothesize that forward
and backward targets have different accumulation rates because
different amounts of knowledge are available for these locations.
Considering that receptive fields are remapped during saccades, it
does not seem unlikely that prior knowledge is transferred during
the remapping [25]. For salient targets to reach the decision
threshold faster when they are ‘forward’ compared to ‘backwards’,
the accumulation rate has to be inversely proportional to the
amount of knowledge available. This would imply that more prior
knowledge leads to slower accumulation of evidence. It seems that
such a notion is compatible with accounts of predictive coding in
which higher-level information explains away activity at lower
levels [26]. Here the higher-level knowledge about backwards
locations ‘explains away’ their salient properties, thereby making
them less salient compared to forward locations. This in turn
would lead to a slower accumulation of evidence at backward
compared to forward locations. In that context, the observed
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piecewise linear dependence of fixation duration on saccadic angle
is important. Based on this observation we suggest that two
competing mechanisms are active in parallel, and only one of
these—the one with a steep dependence of fixation duration on
the saccadic angle—is dependent on the already available
knowledge. While this is speculative, the proposal does fit with
our finding of increased bottom up saliency at return locations.
In summary, accumulator models are a promising tool to
understand the dynamics of saccade target selection. Future
studies will need to link saccadic momentum and facilitation of
return to specific properties of such models. The findings that
return locations are more salient and looked at longer must be
crucial parts of this puzzle.
What Could Be the Function of Facilitation of Return and
Delay of Direction Change?
Clearly, spatial facilitation of return is incompatible with the
objective of covering the entire stimulus evenly with fixations in a
short amount of time. However, what is the motivation to assume
that the stimulus is equally interesting in all locations? In an
everyday search task, such as when looking for the car keys, one
would not cover all places from cellar to rooftop evenly. Instead, it
is sensible to scrutinize those locations that are likely due to prior
knowledge and to look twice before considering more exotic
alternatives. Under laboratory conditions, for example when a
near threshold Gabor patch is superimposed on a pink noise image
at a random location, the search strategy might adapt to the flat
location prior [27]. This is a remarkable feat of behavioral
adaptation, yet no reason to assume that return saccades are
generally inhibited. During free viewing, no explicit external task is
enforced and subjects do not relate their eye-movement behavior
to an externally set optimality criterion. Some studies included in
our data set employ specific tasks. Specifically, in the delayed
patch recognition task [14], subjects have to decide whether a
target patch was contained in a previously shown sample image.
The target patches are selected uniformly from the entire stimulus,
which might suggest that return saccades are not useful to solve the
task. However, the probe patch is not presented in the location
where it was in the stimulus and after stimulus offset only. This
makes keeping track of where in the sample image the target patch
was selected difficult. Furthermore, to prevent fatigue, [14]
deliberately choose to present only 128 images to each subject.
The number of trials is therefore considerably smaller than in
psychophysical studies with reduced setups. Hence, the opportu-
nity for subjects to infer and adapt to the objective prior of patch
locations is rather limited. But even for fully adapted subjects, it is
unclear whether seeing the entire stimulus is the optimal strategy
for a delayed patch recognition task. The task requires not only
passive observation of the stimulus but encoding and recalling as
much as possible of it at a later stage. The optimal strategy needs
to trade off holding complex stimulus patches in memory with
exploring new parts of the stimulus. In this respect, return saccades
might be part of an optimal strategy because they allow the visual
system to exploit information at relevant locations more
thoroughly.
It could be argued that we did not use a visual search task and
therefore found more return saccades than expected. As described
above two studies included in our data set employed a delayed
template match search task where homogeneously distributed
fixation locations seem advantageous. Furthermore, even during
visual search return saccades are not automatically disadvanta-
geous for search performance. First, a consistent central bias has
been documented in many studies (for example [17,28]),
invalidating an assumption of a flat prior. This shows that the
visual system does not consider every location to be equally
relevant. Second, Hooge, Over, van Wezel and Frens [8] find
more 1-back return saccades than expected during a visual search
task. Third, even during visual search, a single fixation might not
suffice to identify a target in front of the background, and there is
evidence that humans take uncertainty inherent in their visual
system into account [27]. Also, there clearly are prior expectations
about where targets of specific types can be found in a scene [29]
(e.g., pedestrians are usually not located in the sky). These two
conditions necessitate trade off of exploration and exploitation in
visual search—return saccades (exploitation) with saccades that
target unseen parts of the stimulus (exploration). Therefore return
saccades are likely to be a part of visual search strategies as well.
Having considered everyday search tasks, free viewing, and
delayed patch recognition, we find it unconvincing that a flat
spatial prior over stimulus locations must be part of a good strategy
to solve these tasks. In turn, we argue that from the existence of
return saccades, it does not follow that a task is not being solved
optimally.
Instead, a novel view concerning the functional interpretation of
IOR emerges. Farell et al. [22] have shown that the time
difference between return and forward saccades is adaptive to the
environment. Smith & Henderson [10,11] argue that saccade
latencies are the result of several interacting processes such as
bottom-up input, top-down control and saccadic momentum. We
provide evidence for the hypothesis that return saccades are part of
a strategy that aims at devoting attention to the most relevant
information in the stimulus: First, return locations are more
bottom-up salient than regular fixation locations, showing that the
stimulus is different at return locations compared to regular
locations. Second, return locations are fixated longer during both
visits, indicating that more attention compared to regular fixation
locations is devoted to return locations. Third, return saccades
occur more often than expected, suggesting that they are an
important part of a fixation selection strategy. Most importantly, if
we accept eye movement behavior of other subjects as a proxy for
relevance, return saccades increase the likelihood of a trajectory to
sample the relevant parts of an image. We therefore conclude that
spatial facilitation of return, saccadic momentum, and relative
speed-up of saccades at very large angle differences might not
serve a single objective but might emerge from the broader goal to
optimally sample relevant parts of a stimulus.
Materials and Methods
Data
We re-analyzed data from several studies conducted at the
Institute of Cognitive Science, University of Osnabru¨ck. Here we
briefly summarize the different studies but leave details to the
respective original publications. Ac¸ik et al. [14] investigated the
effect of age on viewing behavior. They presented 128 images
from the categories ‘manmade scenes’, ‘natural scenes’, ‘fractals’,
and ‘pink noise’ for 5 s. The images were selected from a larger
database that contained 64 images per category. Images from the
same database were used in [15,17]. After each image, an image
patch was presented, and subjects had to answer whether this
patch was contained in the previously shown image. Fifty-eight
subjects participated in this study (18 elementary school children
with a mean age 7.6, 23 university students with a mean age of
22.1, and 17 older adults with a mean age of 80.5). Wilming et al.
[17] showed 128 images from the categories ‘manmade scenes’
and ‘natural scenes’ in a free viewing paradigm with a viewing
duration of 6 s to 48 subjects (aged 19 to 28 years). Kaspar and
Ko¨nig [15] investigated the influence of repeated stimulus
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presentations, image category, and individual motivations. They
presented 48 images taken from the same scene types used by [14]
and repeated the presentation of each image 5 times. The subjects
were instructed to freely view the image for a period of 6 s. Forty-
five subjects participated in the study (aged 18–48 with a mean age
of 24.2 years). Kaspar and Ko¨nig [16] (data from ‘Experiment 2’)
presented 30 different urban scenes to 34 subjects (aged 19–49,
mean age 25.9 years) with a viewing duration of 6 s. Each image
was presented five times to each subject. The images were not part
of any of the other studies used here. We analyzed data from two
more experiments; the results have so far not been published. In
these studies, conducted by Alper Ac¸ik, 50 subjects were presented
with contrast modified and phase scrambled images from the
category ‘fractals’. After a stimulus presentation of 5 s, subjects
had to perform a 2AFC patch recognition task (20 subjects) or a
YES/NO patch recognition task (30 subjects). We treated the two
different tasks as different datasets.
All studies used an Eyelink II eye-tracker (SR Research Ltd.,
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada). All studies were conducted in
compliance with the Declaration of Helsinki as well as national
and institutional guidelines for experiments with human subjects.
Because different studies used different displays and image sizes,
we converted all fixation coordinates into degrees of visual angle.
In total we analyzed over 597,000 fixations collected from 235
subjects in 6 different studies.
Spatial Properties of Trajectories
To investigate the frequency of 1- and 2-back return saccades,
we created two different baseline conditions. For the 1-back
condition, we shuffled all of the recorded saccades. This removed
all order effects but did not change the distribution of saccade
angles and amplitudes. We used this shuffled baseline to estimate
how many return saccades should be expected by randomly
sampling from the distribution of saccade angles and amplitudes.
All saccades with an angle difference larger than 178u and
amplitude difference of less than 62u were considered return
saccades. To determine significant deviations of the number of
return saccades from the shuffled baseline, we bootstrapped 95%
confidence intervals around the mean difference of return saccades
for each subject and checked if the confidence interval contained
0. In comparison, the empirical data contained significantly more
return saccades in the 1-back condition. Bootstrapping the per-
subject percentages created the 95% confidence intervals shown in
Figure 3.
Subsequently, to investigate whether 2-back and higher
dependencies between saccades can be explained by 1-back
information, we devised a saccade generator, which uses 1-back
information of trajectories as an input to generate arbitrarily long
sequences of saccades. As the generator does not use any 2-back
information, any patterns that can be observed in the 2-back
condition of the generated data are due to 1-back dependencies
alone. The generator creates a trajectory by drawing a saccade
from the distribution of first saccades in the input data and copies
its absolute angle and amplitude. Subsequently, further saccades
are added by drawing their angle difference and amplitude with
respect to the last saccade from the conditional distribution
P Ltz1,Datz1DLtð Þ. This distribution expresses the probability of
observing an amplitude difference Ltz1 and angle difference
Datz1 at the next saccade, given that the length of the last saccades
was Lt. It thus comprises only 1-back information. We estimated
this distribution for every subject separately by computing
histograms for each possible value of Lt. Sampling from the
non-conditional probability distribution from Figure 2 does not
generate valid adjoining saccade trajectories because not all
negative amplitude differences can be generated at all times. In
terms of fixation coordinates, no additional restrictions were made
such that the simulator precisely replicates 1-back dependencies
without incorporating any additional image statistics such as
picture size. The resulting set of fixations could be analyzed in
terms of saccade dependencies equal to the empirical data. To
validate the accuracy of the saccade simulator, we compared the
similarity between subjects and the similarity between subjects and
simulator. To this end, we computed for each subject the
distribution Pemp DL,Dað Þ of amplitude differences DL and angle
differences Da (see Figure 2) for 1-back saccades. Subsequently we
computed Psim DL,Dað Þ for each subject based on saccades
generated from their own distribution Pemp DL,Dað Þ. Finally we
computed the KL-divergence between subjects and between
subjects and their simulated saccades:
SDKL Pemp DL,Dað Þi Pemp DL,Dað Þj
 
TVi, j ^ i=j
SDKL Pemp DL,Dað Þi Psim DL,Dað Þi
 
TVi
where i and j are subject indices. We found that the KL-
divergence between subjects was higher than the divergence
between subjects and simulator output. Additionally, the number
of return saccades generated by the simulator is not different from
the number of return saccades found in the empirical data.
Furthermore, qualitative comparison of differences between
empirical and simulated data did not reveal any systematic
deviations in the 1-back case. From this, we conclude that the
simulator reliably replicates all 1-back dependencies in the data.
To compare the number of return saccades, we again
bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals around the difference of
simulated and empirical return saccades and checked if the
interval contained 0. As expected, this was the case for 1-back
saccades. All other comparisons showed significantly more
empirical return saccades (see Figure 3). In the case of forward
saccades, all comparisons contained 0.
To assess the similarity of the distributions Pemp DL,Dað Þ and
Psim DL,Dað Þ for the 2-back case (see Figure 2, left column), we
calculated the KL-divergence between the two for each subject.
The mean KL-divergence was 0.21, to which the return peak
contributed more than any other area of comparable size (for
example, 4 times as much as the forward peak). Thus, all other 2-
back dependencies were very similar.
Temporal Properties of Return Saccades
Because effects of saccadic momentum on fixation durations are
largest at return locations, they potentially confound findings of
IOR. [9,11] considered the effect of saccadic momentum by
comparing average fixation durations for exact return saccades
and over- and under-shooting return saccades. We repeated this
analysis but take several other measures to ensure a fair
comparison. First, we explicitly estimated the effect of saccadic
momentum and saccade amplitude differences on fixation
duration with a non-linear breakpoint regression:
y~b1Dazb2 Da{sDað ÞkDazb3DLzb4 DL{sDLð ÞkDLzb0
where Da is the angle between the previous and next saccade, DL
is the amplitude difference, b1{4 are the slopes of the individual
linear segments, sDa is the critical angle, sDL~0 and
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kx~
1, xvsx
0, else

. The parameters b0{4 and sDa were fitted with a
least squares procedure implemented in SciPy 0.9 for each subject
individually. Please note that, for visualization purposes, the model
fit in Figure 4 was computed by using all of the available data. All
other inferences are based on models that were fit on a per-subject
basis. We chose a piecewise-linear regression for two reasons: First,
the relationship of angle differences and fixation durations seem to
exhibit two linear parts (see Figure 4B,D). That is, using a linear
regression introduces systematically larger residuals for large angle
differences and for small amplitude differences. This is potentially
critical because according to our data, changes in slope are not
specific to return locations, and thus do not represent a true IOR
effect but instead might interact with inferences about effects of
IOR. Second, the breakpoint regression is conceptually simple and
provides a decent fit with the data (r2~0:1, normalized
RMSE = 0.16). Analyses that are ‘corrected for the saccadic
momentum effect’ are carried out on the residuals of this
regression.
Consecutively, we computed the duration of fixations with
respect to the amplitude difference of the previous and consecutive
saccade. Figure 4C shows an average over subjects for 30u bins for
different saccade amplitude differences. Confidence intervals are
based on bootstrapped across subject averages. Figure 4D shows
the same but pooled over all subjects and for 1u bins for both angle
and amplitude differences. Figure 4E shows the residuals of our
piecewise-linear model, that is fixation durations corrected for
saccadic momentum. Qualitative inspection shows that little
structure remains in the residuals. Specifically, those areas where
few samples are available (compare with Figure 2B, top left panel)
show larger deviations than those where many samples are
available. In an additional analysis (see Text S1) we found that
such deviations can be expected even if no effect of angle and
amplitude differences is present in the residuals.
Figure 5 shows trials with return saccades aligned to the return
fixation and trials without return saccades. Trials without return
locations were aligned as follows: For every subject we estimated
P Fi DLð Þ which expresses the probability that a fixation at location i
within a trajectory is a return fixation given that the amplitude of
the trajectory is L. For every non-return trial we drew a return
fixation location from this distribution and aligned the trial to this
position. Error bars show bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals.
Feature Analysis
To assess the relationship of return locations and bottom-up
saliency, we used a saliency model similar to [30]. We computed
63 different features that are predictors of fixation locations on
plain RGB values of the images. We used luminance, saturation,
blue/yellow color, and red/green color channels of the stimulus
[3]. All features were computed on three different spatial scales,
which were created by rescaling the input image with a Gaussian
pyramid. For each feature on each spatial scale, we applied three
different filters: Gaussian smoothing (s~1:10), local contrast
(s~1:10), and texture contrast by calculating the local contrast
twice on a feature (s1~1:1
0,s2~5:5
0). The local contrast is
computed by C~
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
l2+Gð Þ{ l+Gð Þ2
q
, where + is the convolu-
tion operator and G is a Gaussian kernel with m~0 and
s[ 1:10,5:50f g.
Additionally, we computed intrinsic dimensionality [31], ID0,
ID1, ID2, each with three different kernel sizes (0.12u, 0.52u, 1u),
phase-congruency, and phase-symmetry [32,33] as features. We
furthermore considered several interactions of these features. We
subtracted red/green contrast, blue/yellow contrast, saturation,
and saturation contrast (all finest spatial scale) from phase-
congruency and symmetry. Concerning intrinsic dimensionality,
we compute ID00.25u– ID01u, ID01u – ID20.52u, ID21u – red/green,
ID21u-saturation, ID20.12u – phase congruency. Together with the
two last interactions, red-green contrast - saturation contrast and
luminance contrast - saturation contrast, this yields 63 different
features. Each feature map for each image was z-scored before it
was used for further analysis.
To quantify how well a feature can predict fixations and return
locations, we used the area under the receiver-operating charac-
teristics curve (AUC). In short, the AUC assesses how well
fixations can be separated from control locations on the same
image based on the value of a feature at those locations [17,18].
For every feature, we computed the AUC for separating normal
fixation locations from control locations and the AUC for
separating return locations from control locations. Control
locations were chosen from the distribution of fixations on other
images, which ensured that control locations follow the spatial
distribution of fixations but were not actually fixated locations. We
estimated the variability in the data by repeatedly (N = 150)
computing both AUCs based on 1000 randomly sampled fixation
and control locations. Confidence intervals were subsequently
bootstrapped (N = 2000) on these 150 AUC values for each
feature. The dependence between patterns of AUC values was well
described by a linear relationship (natural scenes: r2~0:76, urban
scenes: r2~0:95). Figure 6D shows the AUC value of every feature
for urban and natural scenes with bootstrapped CIs.
To further investigate the relationship between saliency and
return locations, we assigned a saliency score to fixations and
return locations. A saliency score was obtained by optimally
combining features linearly to separate fixations (or return
locations) from control locations. The weights for this combination
were estimated with a logistic regression that tried to separate
fixations from control locations based upon the 63 features. We
used feature values at fixated locations as positive samples and
feature values at control locations that were fixated on other-
images as negative samples for the logistic regression. To test the
hypothesis that return locations are more salient than normal
fixations, we estimated two-saliency models and assessed how well
return-locations can be predicted in comparison to normal
fixations. The two models differ with respect to the samples used
for training. The return-saccade (RS) model uses only return
locations as positive samples, while the fixation (FIX) model uses
only fixation locations from trials where no return saccade
occurred. Both models were trained repeatedly by splitting the
available data into test and training sets. We used leave-one-out
cross-validation, where each subject was used for testing once and
was not used for training in this run, this ensured that training and
test data was completely independent. Both models predicted
return locations and normal fixations separately. We found that
return locations could be predicted with an average AUC of 0.73
(RS: 0.724, FIX: 0.731) compared to an AUC of 0.67 (RS: 0.667,
FIX: 0.674) for normal fixations. A two-way analysis of variance
with factors ‘model type’ and ‘fixation type’ revealed that both
main effects and the interaction between the two are significant
(pv0:0001).
Fixation Sampling Strategies
To compute an internal priority map for a given subject and
image, we computed a 2D histogram of fixation locations of all
other subjects that did not make a return saccade on the same
image from the same dataset. To obtain a density map, we
convolved this histogram with a Gaussian kernel with full-width-
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half-maximum = 1u and normalized the filtered histogram to unit
area.
To evaluate the likelihood that a trajectory is drawn from an
internal priority map, we interpreted the internal priority map as
cell probabilities for a multinomial distribution. How often a
location is fixated gives the counts for each cell. The probability of
a trajectory is then given by
P xDmð Þ~multinom(x1,:::,xn;m1,:::,mn)
where xi encodes the number of fixations for location i, and mi is
the probability of the internal priority map at location i.
Subsequently, we compared two different trajectories. In one,
the return location is fixated twice, but the last fixation is omitted.
In another, the return location is fixated only once, but the last
fixation is not omitted. These trajectories differ only in how often
the return location and the last fixation are fixated. Thus, the
entire comparison amounts to a comparison of internal priority
map values at the return location and the last fixation of the
trajectory. However, P xrsDmð Þ§P x:rsDmð Þ is only fulfilled when
the priority map value for the return saccade is at least twice as
large as the value for the last fixation.
Supporting Information
Figure S1 Confidence intervals for the hypothesis that no angle
and amplitude effect is present in the residuals of the piecewise-
linear model. A shows the upper 97.5% confidence boundary as a
function of amplitude and angle differences. Values are larger
where fewer samples are available. B shows the percentile of the
residuals of the piecewise-linear model in the bootstrap distribu-
tion. C shows the lower 2.5% confidence boundary. Values are
smaller where fewer samples are available.
(EPS)
Text S1 Text S1 describes how the distribution of samples
available for different amplitude and angle difference combina-
tions potentially influences fixation duration estimates.
(PDF)
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